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Executive Summary

¦ Problem Statement and Study Goals

This study was performed under contract to the Woods Hole, Martha's Vineyard and
Nantucket Steamship Authority (SSA). Monthly meetings were held with SSA manage
ment and with an Advisory Committee consisting of the regional planners from the four
jurisdictions which comprise the SSA - the islands of Martha's Vineyard and Nantucket,
and the Cape Cod municipalities which house the SSA's current mainland ports -Falmouth and Barnstable. The SSA currently operates all freight, passenger and automo
bile services bound for Martha's Vineyard out of Woods Hole in the town of Falmouth,
and all Nantucket services out of Hyannis in the town of Barnstable.

The SSA was motivated to undertake this study by the following factors:

• The demand for freight transportation to the islands was forecast to increase by up to
27 percent to Martha's Vineyard and 38 percent to Nantucket between 1995 and 2005,
as documented in SSA Freight Service: Summary Report, prepared by KJS Associates in July
1997.1 These findings serve as the primary input to this study.

• SSA data indicates that this growth curve is already being exceeded due to the strong
island economies in the late 1990s.

• This situation is straining the landside capacity of the SSA's Cape ports during the
peak summer season.

In addition to these problems, a potential new service opportunity has arisen in the rede
velopment of the State Pier in New Bedford to be funded with recently awarded state and
federal grants.

This study had a very specific focus and set of goals as defined by the SSA:

• Calculate the impact on the price of goods delivered to the islands of diverting some or
all freight shipments from the existing Cape Cod ports to a potential new mainland
freight-only port at the State Pier in New Bedford.

• Assess the willingness of shippers to transfer to New Bedford, and the time, cost, and
service parameters under which they would do so.

1 Henceforth referred to as "the KJS study."
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• Define the operational and cost parameters for New Bedford-based service.

• Identify other Cape-based strategies which could be used in lieu of or in addition to
New Bedford-based service.

In addition to these explicit goals, it also became possible during the course of the study to
assess the impact of island truck traffic on Cape Cod traffic conditions.

The SSA serves four functions: 1) It manages and establishes policies for the operation of
ferry service to the islands; 2) it is the actual operator of that service; 3) it regulates the
operation of privately-operated commercial intrastate marine transportation to the islands;
and 4) it is expected by many constituencies to function almost as a regional planning
agency in managing the demand for transportation services to the islands. The issue of
how best to provide freight transportation to the islands is complex, and suggests many
related questions. This study was not asked to address the following frequently raised issues:

• The accuracy of the 1997 freight forecasts, or how they might change under different
assumptions of economic growth and policy;

• The policy implications created by opening up excess capacity at the Cape ports in the
short-term by diverting some or all freight operations to New Bedford;

• The implications on the governance structure of the SSA of expanding operations to
New Bedford;

• The implications of SSA policy choices on the success of the New Bedford Pier project;

• The impact of SSA policy choices on island growth management strategies;

• The relative impact of factors other than ferry transportation on the price of goods sold
on the islands;

• The economic impact on the Cape ports of diverting freight to New Bedford (this issue
was addressed in regard to Hyannis in a parallel study conducted by FXM Associates); and

• The interrelationship between policies relative to freight and automobile transportation.

These are important issues, but clearly beyond the scope of this study. Given that this
study does not point toward a single obvious strategy for resolving its freight transporta
tion problem, the SSA may want to consider its options for freight service within the larger
context of other aspects of its operations.

I

I
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¦ Methodology

There were three key parts of the study:

1. The development of an economic model which would predict the impact on the cost of
goods sold on the islands of changes in the cost of transportation;

2. The implementation of a shipper preference survey which would predict the response
of the shipping community to a range of New Bedford and Cape-based freight service
strategies; and

3. The development of service, cost and operational parameters for New Bedford and
Cape-based strategies (this was done in close coordination with the SSA).

The study year was 2005 based on the previously developed freight forecasts. The term
"shipper" is used interchangeably in this study to mean mainland wholesalers, island
receivers, or carriers, as defined in the 1997 KJS Study and the shipper database which
was developed and serves as the basis of this study. "Transportation costs" generally
refers to the landside and waterside cost of moving a product from a mainland supplier or
wholesaler (usually based in New England) to an island receiver. It does not include the
cost of moving the product from its point of origin to the mainland supplier, as this cost
would not change as a result of any actions taken by the SSA. When the cost of "ferry
transportation" alone is isolated, it is labeled as such. The base case scenario tested assumes
that one-third of all freight delivered to the islands in the year 2005 would be diverted to
New Bedford.

¦ Findings

Economic Impacts

• The increment of cost to the retail price of goods sold on the islands of diverting one
third of all freight trips to New Bedford would be under 0.35 percent in all tested cases,
or an average of $4.4 million out of a future (2005) retail value of all goods shipped to
the islands of $1.25 billion.2 This strategy would handle the projected growth in freight
demand through 2005, and represents the most cost-effective New Bedford-based
operational strategy for the SSA. This assumes year-round service in New Bedford in
response to the findings of the shipper preference surveys.

• While the increment of cost to shippers of New Bedford-based service would range
from 12 to 40 percent, the cost of ferry transportation represents only 0.8 percent of the

2The impact varies somewhat among different types of commodities, with food experiencing a
below average impact and fuel and construction material an above average impact.
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retail price of goods sold on the islands. Thus, while marginal change in the cost of this
last leg of the trip is significant to the shipper, it results in a very small change in the
ultimate retail price of products sold on the islands.

• It is estimated that the cost of goods wholesaled in the New Bedford area averages 2.9

percent less than comparable goods sold in Massachusetts as a whole. If 10 percent of
shippers changed suppliers as a result of a shift in operations to New Bedford, it would
result in a $3.7 million reduction in the retail price of goods sold on the islands. This
would almost eliminate the increase in transportation costs.

Attractiveness ofNew Bedford to Shippers

• Based on the results of the economic model, however, New Bedford-based service could
theoretica.lly be made attractive to a significant number of shippers (accounting for between
29 and 66 percent of all shipments depending on the scenario) by actually lowering
their shipping costs through a combination of equalized fares among New Bedford and
the respective Cape ports, and either the use of faster vessels in New Bedford or the use
of New Bedford only in the summer season when traffic congestion on the Cape is
most severe and the landside travel time advantage of New Bedford is greatest.

• Based on the results of the shipper surveys, however, New Bedford-based service is
never attractive to large numbers of shippers under any scenario (no more than 20 per
cent). In most scenarios, approximately 11 percent of Martha's Vineyard shippers and
five percent of Nantucket shippers would choose to go to New Bedford. Equalizing
fares between Woods Hole and New Bedford, and between Hyannis and New Bedford,
would increase this amount to 20 percent for both islands.

• The reason for the divergence between the results of the economic model and the ship
per survey is that the economic model considers only travel time and ferry fare in cal
culating the cost of freight transportation to the islands. The shippers, however, consider
other factors which, while having economic underpinnings, are more subjective and
difficult to quantify in a model. These factors include the impact of a longer water voyage
on refrigeration (for food products) and on vehicle wear and tear; resistance to operating
out of different ports at different times of the year; the maintenance of existing service
patterns and supplier/receiver relationships; and general unfamiliarity with New Bedford.

• Other strategies, whether applied to New Bedford or the Cape ports, such as the pres
ence or absence of valet and/ or consolidation services, off-peak pricing, and advance
reservation policies, are not significant in shipper choice.

Operational Model

• The most efficient operational model for the SSA in New Bedford is to use modified
existing freight vessels (such as the expanded M/V Katama), and operate five days/week
during the peak season. This would generate four daily round trips to Martha's Vineyard
and two trips to Nantucket. Two expanded freight vessels would continue to operate
out of Woods Hole and one out of Hyannis, with one vessel based in Woods Hole and
used as a back-up at any port. This strategy will provide capacity in New Bedford for

I

I
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one-third of freight trips in 2005, roughly equal to the projected growth in freight
demand. Analysis by the SSA indicates that to meet the growth in freight demand at
the existing Cape ports it would most likely be necessary to expand the capacity of the
existing freight fleet and purchase one new freight vessel. The New Bedford strategy
would warrant the purchase of one net additional freight vessel due to the longer water
voyage from New Bedford, and a reduction in flexibility to balance freight and auto
traffic between the closed all-purpose vessels and the open freight vessels operating at
the Cape ports.

Traffic Impacts

• The diversion of all island truck traffic to New Bedford would not have a quantifiable
impact on traffic operations at the Cape Cod Canal bridges, or in the vicinity of the
Cape ports. Some local qualitative effects in congestion, noise, and air quality might,
however, be perceived by the communities in the vicinities of the ports due to reductions
in truck staging in advance of ferry trips, and in traffic surges following ferry unloading.

¦ Conclusion and Policy Implications

There is no obvious market-based strategy for solving the SSA's freight capacity problem,
either by diverting a significant amount of freight traffic to New Bedford, or by changing
aspects of its Cape-based services. Therefore, the SSA will have to solve this problem by
making policy choices. The choices fall into the following categories:

• Do not meet the future demand for the transportation of discretionary freight (such as
construction material but not food) at certain times, much as the SSA today constrains
its supply of automobile carrying capacity on summer weekends consistent with the
growth and traffic management strategies of the islands and Cape ports. This strategy
would have to be pursued in close coordination with island stakeholders, and would
result in either growth constraints on the islands, and/ or more significant increases
(than predicted in this study) in the cost of those goods sold on the islands which
would be transported by private means at whatever price set by the market.

• Establish new operating procedures at the Cape ports or on the islands by policy - such
as the expansion and/or discounting of off-peak services, mainland consolidation of all
shipments into truckload size, or warehousing non-perishable goods on the islands and
transporting them during the off-season. These changes (like a New Bedford opera
tion) would also change the way in which shippers operate, often in an undesirable
manner, and thus would also result in increases in the cost of shipping goods.

• Divert some or all freight to New Bedford by policy.

• Heavily subsidize New Bedford service by making it equal to or less expensive than
Cape-base services in order to encourage a voluntary diversion of a significant number
of shippers.

Cambridge Systematics, Inc. ES-5
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• Consider these options in the broader context of all SSA operations, including the cost,
demand, and capacity balance between freight and passenger services.

Any option which imposed increased costs on the shippers (as they perceive their opera
tions) would most likely be passed on to consumers on the islands resulting in an increase
of 0.35 percent in the retail price of goods sold on the islands. Options which require
increased SSA subsidies to freight transportation would have to be cross-subsidized by
other aspects of the SSA operation if it is to continue to operate without taxpayer subsidy.

I
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Landside Travel Conditions

The purpose of this section is to examine one of the most basic changes that would result
from a new terminal location in New Bedford, that is a change in the landside access routes,
and how that would affect the distance, time traveled and the cost incurred in the move
ment of goods to the islands.

¦ 1.1 Highway Access

Virtually all freight to and from Martha's Vineyard and Nantucket is carried by trucks
which are ferried in vessels operated by the Woods Hole, Martha's Vineyard and Nantucket
Steamship Authority (SSA). The ferries currently operate from the SSA facilities in Woods
Hole and Hyannis on Cape Cod. Like all traffic to Cape Cod, trucks must cross either the
Bourne or the Sagamore Bridges over the Cape Cod Canal. These common crossing points
limit the access routes for freight originating off Cape Cod. That traffic will travel to the
Canal in one of three major corridors on the mainland leading to the bridges: I-195, I-495
and Route 3. Upon crossing the Cape Cod Canal, the routes to the ferry terminals are also
limited. The highway segments on the mainland and on Cape Cod will be dealt with
separately because the existing conditions on these segments are very different.

1.1.1 Mainland Corridors

A new freight-only terminal in New Bedford could result in the diversion of traffic from
the major mainland corridors. Of particular importance to this study are the conditions on
the highway segments to Cape Cod and on those to New Bedford from potential diversion
points. Diversion points are those locations where truck traffic must chose between
continuing to the Cape Cod terminals or traveling to New Bedford. The following routes
are highlighted in Figure 1.1.

The diversion point for the I-195 corridor is the interchange of I-195 with Route 18 in New
Bedford. The route to Cape Cod from this point is on I-195 eastbound to its interchange
with Route 25 southbound. The route to New Bedford from the diversion point is Route 18

southbound directly to the State Pier.

The diversion point for traffic in the I-495 corridor, as well as the Route 128 and Route 24
corridors leading to I-495, is the interchange with Route 24 in Raynham. The route to
Cape Cod from this point is on I-495 southbound which becomes Route 25 south of the
interchange with I-195. The route to New Bedford from the diversion point is Route 24
southbound to Route 140 southbound to I-195 eastbound to Route 18 southbound.

Cambridge Systematics, Inc. 1-1
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Figure 1.1 Mainland Access Routes and Travel Time
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The diversion point for traffic in the I-93 and Route 3 corridors is the interchange with I-93
in Braintree. The route to Cape Cod from this point is on Route 3 southbound to the
Sagamore Rotary in Bourne. The route to New Bedford from the diversion point is I-93
southbound to Route 24 southbound to Route 140 southbound to I-195 eastbound to
Route 18 southbound.

Existing Conditions on Mainland Highways

For all mainland sections, the Congestion Management Systems (CMS) of the Metropolitan
Planning Organizations (MPOs) responsible for monitoring those sections have charac
terized these highways as relatively uncongested. The roadways in question are mostly
limited access highways with speeds of 55 to 65 miles per hour, with some exceptions in
the Boston Metropolitan area.

Within the Southeastern Regional Planning and Economic Development District, the MPO
for Southeastern Massachusetts, the highways from the diversion points to both Cape Cod
and to New Bedford (I-495, I-195, Route 24, Route 140, Route 18) are all, for the most part,
limited access highways with two lanes in each direction. The only exceptions are the
short section of Route 18 to the State Pier in New Bedford, which is three lanes in each
direction and has at-grade, signalized intersections south of Route 6; and Route 25 in
Wareham which is three lanes in each direction. The CMS for Southeastern Massachusetts1
shows that travel speeds on all of these roadway sections are in excess of 60 miles per hour
at all times of the day.

As reported by the Central Transportation Planning Staff, the technical staff for the Boston
MPO, the highways from the diversion points to both Cape Cod and to New Bedford
(Route 24, Route 3, I-93) are all limited access highways with from two to four lanes in
each direction. The CMS for the Boston MP02 indicates that travel conditions on most
sections of these roadways are relatively uncongested with travel speeds reported in
excess of 51 miles per hour (the highest classification reported). Exceptions are for Route 3

between Route 228 and I-93 northbound during the morning-peak hours and between I-93
and Route 18 southbound during the afternoon-peak hours; and, for Route 24 between
Route 139 and I-93 northbound during the morning-peak hours. The northbound conges
tion on both Routes 3 and 24 is caused by the restriction of those roads from three lanes to
two lanes as they merge with I-93. The southbound congestion on Route 3 is caused by
the restriction of Route 3 from three lanes to two lanes south of Route 18. In all of the
congested sections of roadway of interest to this study, the congested speeds are reported
as between 41 and 50 miles per hour for the peak period as defined by the CMS, although
further investigation of the original travel time surveys3 indicate that at certain times
during the peak periods travel speeds can drop to between 15 and 20 miles per hour.

1 Southeastern Regional Planning and Economic Development District, Congestion Management
System Evaluation, 1997.

2 Central Transportation Planning Staff, Mobility in the Boston Region: The Congestion Management
System Annual Report for 1997.

3 Central Transportation Planning Staff, Speeds and Travel Times on Limited-Access Highways in the
Boston Metropolitan Region: 1994-1995, March 1996.
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The congested sections affect the routes to both Cape Cod and to New Bedford from the
I-93 diversion point and thus the presence of congestion should not be a factor in the
choice of route by trucks. The highway congestion cited has only a minimal impact on
trucking to the islands. It only impacts a small portion of the entire trip and the timing
and the direction of the congestion should affect only an insignificant portion of truck traf
fic to and from Martha's Vineyard and Nantucket. The congestion affects only the I-93
corridor trucks heading away from the islands in the early morning and heading to the
islands in the evening. These are not the dominant times and direction for island truck traffic.

Future Conditions on Mainland Highways

The Long-Range Transportation Plans (LRTP) of the Metropolitan Planning Organizations
(MPO) responsible for monitoring all mainland sections have characterized travel condi
tions of these highways as remaining similar to their existing conditions. The mainland
highways important to this study will remain mostly uncongested with speeds of 55 to 65
miles per hour in the peak direction of truck travel to and from the islands.

As reported in the LRTP for the Southeastern Massachusetts MP04, the highways from the
diversion points to both Cape Cod and to New Bedford (I-495, I-195, Route 24, Route 140,
Route 18) are forecast to remain uncongested. The one problem affecting the routes identi
fied in this study is during evening-peak hours at the interchange of Route 24 and Route 140
in Taunton. At this location, local commercial development pressures are forecast to
result in possible congestion by the year 2010. The solution identified is to upgrade cer
tain ramps in the interchange to two lanes. These improvements are forecast to eliminate
congestion at this location. It is likely that the expected commercial developments will be
required to commit to these improvements as a condition of their environmental permits.

Within the Boston MPO, conditions on the congested sections are expected to worsen.
The Boston LRTP5 proposes a widening of Route 3 between Route 18 and the North River
in order to relieve congestion along this section but this improvement would not occur
before the 2005 horizon year of this study. It is recommended that the congestion on
Routes 3 and 24 discussed above not be included in the landside analysis for this study.
This congestion is far enough removed from the New Bedford and Cape Cod terminals,
occurs only during a few peak hours and could conceivably be avoided by truckers
through modifications to the route or schedule time such that the congestion is not likely
to be a factor in the time or cost of truck travel.

1.2.2 Cape Cod Corridors

From the Bourne Bridge across the Cape Cod Canal, the direct route to the Woods Hole
terminal is on Route 28 to Falmouth center and then on Locust Street and Woods Hole
Road to the terminal. Between the Bourne Bridge and the Otis Air Force Base Rotary,

4 Southeastern Regional Planning and Economic Development District, Regional Transportation Plan,
1997.

5 Central Transportation Planning Staff, The 1997 Transportation Plan.
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Route 28 is a four-lane, median divided highway with driveways serving the adjacent
parcels. Between the Otis Rotary and Brick Kiln Road, the roadway is a fully access con
trolled highway with two lanes in each direction. At Braeside Road, Route 28 becomes a
two-way roadway with one lane in each direction. At Falmouth Center, the route to the
terminal follows Locust Street and Woods Hole Road. These roadways are also two-way
roadways with one lane in each direction.

From the Sagamore Bridge across the Cape Cod Canal to the Hyannis terminal, ferry traf
fic is directed to use Route 6 east (the Mid-Cape Highway) to Willow Street (Exit 7),
Yarmouth Road and then primarily local streets to the terminal. Route 6 is a fully access
controlled highway with two lanes in each direction. Willow Street, and the other local
streets are primarily two-way roadways with one lane in each direction. From Exit 6 on
Route 6, Route 132 would provide a shorter distance route, however, severe congestion
along Route 132 makes this an unreliable route and it is not signed for ferry traffic.

Between the Bourne and Sagamore Bridges, the Route 6 Scenic Highway, along the Cape
Cod Canal, provides the connection between the Route 3 and I-495/1-195 corridors and
the routes to the Woods Hole and Hyannis terminals. The Route 6 Scenic Highway is a
two-way, undivided roadway with no access control and two lanes in each direction.

Existing Conditions on Cape Cod Highways

For the Cape Cod highways, the Congestion Management Systems (CMS)6 of the Cape
Cod Commission, the Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO) responsible for moni
toring those sections, has characterized these highways as congested.

Both the Bourne Bridge and the Sagamore Bridge, which are the only connections between the
mainland access routes and the Cape Cod routes to the existing terminals, are defined in the
CMS as congested during the entire year, and particularly congested during the summer.

On Route 28 to Woods Hole, the four-lane section between the Bourne Rotary and Brick
Kiln Road is relatively uncongested with typical travel speeds in excess of 50 miles per
hour. South of this point, the route to Woods Hole follows two-lane arterial streets. The
only notable delay that occurs on this section is at the traffic signal at Jones Road. At this
intersection, Woods Hole bound traffic may have to wait through several signal cycles
during peak periods. The CMS indicates that the total travel time for the approximately
18 miles route to the Woods Hole terminal from the Bourne Bridge is 30 minutes and for
the 22-mile route from the Sagamore Bridge is 40 minutes. It further indicates that sum
mer travel times can vary with significant delays, particularly on Fridays and weekends.

Route 6 to Hyannis is not listed in the CMS as a congested roadway corridor for the winter
months, nor are Willow Street/Yarmouth Road from Exit 7 to downtown Hyannis.
Downtown Hyannis is defined as congested throughout the year. During the summer

6 Cape Cod Commission, Cape Cod Congestion Management System: 1997 Report. Note that while
many drivers may anecdotally report different experiences from time to time, the Scope of Work
for this study specified the use of officially published documents and data.
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months, Route 6 between Exits 9 and 11 is noted as a problem location, as is the Willow
Street/Yarmouth Road corridor. Route 132, the shortest distance route, is defined as a
congested corridor during the entire year, with travel speeds dropping to less than 20
miles per hour. As discussed above, the congestion on this road is what makes it inap
propriate for use as the route to the Hyannis terminal. The CMS indicates that the total
travel time for the approximately 21-mile route to the Hyannis terminal from the
Sagamore Bridge is 40 minutes and for the 24-mile route from the Bourne Bridge is 45
minutes. It further indicates that summer travel times can vary with significant delays,
particularly on Fridays and weekends.

As reported in the Cape Cod Commission's Long-Range Transportation Plan (LRTP)7, the
travel demand model for the region indicates that average times are 22 percent longer in
the summer due to the increase in volumes. This percentage will be applied to the times
reported in the CMS for the purpose of calculating the existing average summer travel times
on Cape Cod.

The Route 6 Scenic Highway along the Canal, which provides the principal connection
between the Canal Bridges, is noted as a particular safety problem, where poor sight dis
tances, high speeds and a lack of access controls have been cited as the cause of many
accidents on this roadway.

Future Conditions on Cape Cod Highways

The Cape Cod LRTP has characterized a further increase in the levels of congestion of the
roadways of interest to this study. Traffic on Willow Street is expected to approach that
road's capacity. Traffic in downtown Hyannis is expected to be over capacity. The existing
congestion noted on the Bourne and Sagamore Bridges is expected to worsen. By 2020,
travel times are expected to increase by 11 percent during the winter and 30 percent during
the summer. For this study, with a horizon year of 2005, interpolation of the increases in
travel times would suggest an increase in four percent during the winter and 11 percent
during the summer.

During the summer months, congestion is expected to affect even more of the roadways of
interest to this study. The Route 6 Scenic Highway along the Cape Cod Canal is expected
to be at capacity and the sections that are congested during the winter months are expected
to be significantly over capacity.

The LRTP indicates that studies are underway for the Bourne and Sagamore Rotaries, which
govern access to the respective bridges over the Cape Cod Canal; and, for Exit 61_12 on
Route 6, which could provide relief to the Route 132 and Willow Street/Yarmouth Road
routes to Hyannis. No projects are expected to be completed for any of these locations
before 2005. The LRTP further indicates that a means of "Traveling Smarter" and reducing
reliance on the private automobile are essential to manage congestion in the future.

7 Cape Cod Commission, Cape Cod 1997 Regional Transportation Plan.
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¦ 1.2 Landside Travel Times by Corridor

A sample of summer season weekly truck trips was prepared by KJS Associates as part of
the SSA Freight Study8. That sample of 607 trips with 51 different off-island origin/
destinations was examined and the Mapquestr- program was used to calculate the dis
tances and travel route from each of the origin/destinations to the existing terminals in
Woods Hole and Hyannis and the proposed terminal in New Bedford. The travel route
indicated was used to classify each of the origins/destinations into one of seven distinct
travel corridors:

• Cape Cod;

• Southern Plymouth County;

• I-195;

• I-495;

• I-93;

• Route 128; and

• Route 3.

Travel on Cape Cod is not expected to be divertible to a New Bedford facility. This repre
sents 21 percent of the total number of truck trips to the islands. Trips with origins/
destinations using 1-195 west of New Bedford, 1-495 west of Route 24, and I-93 north of
Braintree were classified into the corridors associated with the previously discussed
diversion points. Trips on Route 128 west of Route 24 were classified with a group that
was assumed to pass through the I-495/Route 24 diversion point. Trips on Route 3 south
of I-93 and in Southern Plymouth County were classified separately as truck trips that
might be divertible because of shorter travel times to New Bedford, even if it involved a
longer distance trip.

The travel times for each origin/destination was calculated from the distances calculated
by Mapquest™. For the New Bedford trips, the travel time was calculated based on an
average speed of 55 miles per hour over the entire distance. For the Woods Hole and
Hyannis trips the distance to the Cape Cod Canal bridges was calculated at 55 miles per
hour but the remainder of the trip was calculated from the times identified in the Cape
Cod CMS as adjusted for the appropriate year and season. A cost was calculated based on
a national average trucking cost of $65 per hour. The resulting travel distances, times and
costs for all of the origins/ destinations in the sample for the existing off-peak season are
shown in Appendix A. The summary by corridor of the difference in travel distance, time,
and cost between New Bedford and the Woods Hole and Hyannis terminals for the
existing off-peak season, the existing summer, the 2005 off-peak season, and the 2005

summer season are shown in Tables 1.1 through 1.4.

8 KJS Associates, Inc./FXM Associates, SSA Freight Survey: Summary Report, July 1997.
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Table 1.1 Landside Savings via New Bedford
Existing Off-Peak Season

I

vs. Woods Hole vs. Hyannis
Percent Distance Time Distance Time

Corridor of Trips1 (miles) (minutes) Cost (miles) (minutes) Cost

Cape Cod 21.3% NA2 NA NA NA NA NA
South Plymouth 11.7% Varies3 Varies Varies Varies Varies Varies
County I1-195 29.8% 38 51 $55.55 39 60 $65.53
1-495 22.5% 20 32 $34.27 21 41 $44.26
1-93 8.0% 16 34 $36.36 11 29 $31.52
Route 128 5.3% 20 32 $34.27 21 41 $44.26
Route 3 1.4% Varies4 Varies Varies Varies Varies Varies

Notes: 1 Numbers shown reflect the annual trip distribution.
2 Not Applicable - The Cape Cod ferry terminals are always closer than New Bedford for trips from

this corridor.
3 Since locations in this corridor are located closer in distance to the Cape Cod Terminals than the

1-93/Route 3 diversion point, the savings in cost and time, if any, varies for each location.
4 Since locations in this corridor are located closer in distance to the Cape Cod Terminals than the

1-93/Route 3 diversion point, the savings in cost and time, if any, varies for each location.

I

Table 1.2 Landside Savings via New Bedford
Existing Summer Season

vs. Woods Hole vs. Hyannis I
Percent Distance Time Distance Time

Corridor of Trips1 (miles) (minutes) Cost (miles) (minutes) Cost

Cape Cod 21.3% NA2 NA NA NA NA NA
South Plymouth 11.7% Varies3 Varies Varies Varies Varies Varies
County
1-195 29.8% 38 58 $62.70 39 70 $76.26
I-495 22.5% 20 38 $41.42 21 51 $54.98
1-93 8.0% 16 42 $45.89 11 38 $41.05
Route 128 5.3% 20 38 $41.42 21 51 $54.98
Route 3 1.4% Varies4 Varies Varies Varies Varies Varies

Notes: 1 Numbers shown reflect the annual trip distribution.
2 Not Applicable - The Cape Cod ferry terminals are always closer than New Bedford for trips from

this corridor.
3 Since locations in this corridor are located closer in distance to the Cape Cod Terminals than the

1-93/Route 3 diversion point, the savings in cost and time, if any, varies for each location.
4 Since locations in this corridor are located closer in distance to the Cape Cod Terminals than the

1-93/Route 3 diversion point, the savings in cost and time, if any, varies for each location.
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Table 1.3 Landside Savings via New Bedford
2005 Off-Peak Season

vs. Woods Hole vs. Hyannis
Percent Distance Time Distance Time

Corridor of Trips1 (miles) (minutes) Cost (miles) (minutes) Cost

Cape Cod 21.3% NA2 NA NA NA NA NA
South Plymouth 11.7% Varies3 Varies Varies Varies Varies Varies
County
1-195 29.8% 38 52 $56.85 39 62 $67.48
1-495 22.5% 20 32 $35.57 21 43 $46.21
1-93 8.0% 16 35 $38.09 11 31 $33.25
Route 128 5.3% 20 33 $35.57 21 43 $46.21
Route 3 1.4% Varies4 Varies Varies Varies Varies Varies

Notes: 1 Numbers shown reflect the annual trip distribution.
2 Not Applicable - The Cape Cod ferry terminals are always closer than New Bedford for trips from

this corridor.
3 Since locations in this corridor are located closer in distance to the Cape Cod Terminals than the

1-93/Route 3 diversion point, the savings in cost and time, if any, varies for each location.
4 Since locations in this corridor are located closer in distance to the Cape Cod Terminals than the

1-93/Route 3 diversion point, the savings in cost and time, if any, varies for each location.

Table 1.4 Landside Savings via New Bedford
2005 Summer Season

vs. Woods Hole vs. Hyannis
Percent Distance Time Distance Time

Corridor of Trips1 (miles) (minutes) Cost (miles) (minutes) Cost

Cape Cod 21.3% NA2 NA NA NA NA NA
South Plymouth 11.7% Varies3 Varies Varies Varies Varies Varies
County
1-195 29.8% 38 62 $67.06 39 76 82.80
1-495 22.5% 20 42 $45.87 21 57 $61.53
1-93 8.0% 16 48 $51.71 11 43 $46.86
Route 128 5.3% 20 42 $45.78 21 57 $61.53
Route 3 1.4% Varies" Varies Varies Varies Varies Varies

Notes: 1 Numbers shown reflect the annual trip distribution.
1 Not Applicable - The Cape Cod ferry terminals are always closer than New Bedford for trips from
this corridor.

2 Since locations in this corridor are located closer in distance to the Cape Cod Terminals than the
1-93/Route 3 diversion point, the savings in cost and time, if any, varies for each location.

3 Since locations in this corridor are located closer in distance to the Cape Cod Terminals than the
1-93/Route 3 diversion point, the savings in cost and time, if any, varies for each location.
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¦ 1.3 Truck Volumes

The congestion on the routes leading to the Woods Hole and Hyannis terminals has an
impact on the travel times and reliability for truck traffic to Martha's Vineyard and
Nantucket. The reverse is not necessarily true. The volume of trucks traveling to the
Woods Hole and Hyannis terminals is modest at the present and has an insignificant
impact on traffic conditions near these terminals. The shift of the 79 percent of the truck
traffic from the mainland to a New Bedford terminal would not produce measurable
changes on the streets near the terminal or at the Cape Cod Canal bridges. It is unlikely that
all of this traffic would shift to New Bedford under the most likely scenarios (see Section 3.0).

In the peak spring and summer months, on an average weekday, there are 200 truck trips
on the Martha's Vineyard ferries and 110 truck trips on the Nantucket ferries9, 50 percent
traveling to the islands and 50 percent traveling from the islands. During the peak hour in
the morning, from 7:00 to 8:00 a.m., 13 percent of the truck trips to the islands and six per
cent of the truck trips from the islands occur. This amounts to 13 truck trips to Woods
Hole and six truck trips away from Woods Hole and seven truck trips to Hyannis and
three truck trips away from Hyannis. During the peak hour in the afternoon, from 4:00 to
5:00 p.m., four percent of the trucks trips to the islands and 14 percent of the truck trips
from the islands occur. This amounts to four truck trips to Woods Hole and 14 truck trips
away from Woods Hole and two truck trips to Hyannis and eight truck trips away from
Hyannis. These volumes of trucks are insignificant in terms of overall traffic capacity.
However, the stacking and maneuvering of these trucks in the vicinity of the terminals
and the platooning of trucks leaving the terminal area on local streets after unloading, will
affect traffic operations on the public streets, as well as the community perception of noise
levels and air quality (if not measurable impacts).

When compared to the total number of vehicles crossing the canal bridges, the diversion
of all mainland truck trips to New Bedford will have no impact on traffic conditions on
the bridges. The summer weekday traffic on the Bourne Bridge is 57,000 vehicles and on
the Sagamore Bridge is 69,000 vehicles.'? The total truck traffic for both islands that travels
to and from the mainland is only 245 trucks per day (79 percent of 200 trucks at Wood
Hole and 110 trucks at Hyannis). A similar relationship would hold in the peak hours as
shown in Table 1.5. In no time period would the shifting of all mainland-to-island truck
traffic away from the bridges amount to more than a fraction of a percent of the total traf
fic crossing the Cape Cod Canal.

¦ 1.4 Conclusion

Existing conditions on the access routes to New Bedford are uncongested at the present
time and are expected to be uncongested into the future. Existing conditions on the access

9 KJS Associates, Inc./FXM Associates, Op. Cit.

10MassHighway Traffic Counts, July 1998.

I
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Table 1.5 Peak Hourly Bridge Volumes (July 1998)

Canal Crossing Time Period Direction Total Vehicles Island Trucks

Bourne Bridge 7:00 to 8:00 a.m. Southbound 1,500 11

Northbound 1,500 3

4:00 to 5:00 p.m. Southbound 2,300 3

Northbound 1,900 11

Sagamore Bridge 7:00 to 8:00 a.m. Southbound 1,500 5

Northbound 1,700 3

4:00 to 5:00 p.m. Southbound 2,300 1

Northbound 2,500 7

routes to the Cape Cod terminals are congested all year, become particularly congested in
the summer months and are expected to worsen in the future. Savings in landside travel
distance, time and cost can be expected for at most 79 percent of the truck trips to the
islands of Martha's Vineyard and Nantucket by shifting this traffic to New Bedford. The

1 \ total volume of trucks that would shift to a New Bedford terminal is insignificant com
pared to all other Cape Cod traffic and would not significantly change congestion on Cape
Cod roadways. The additional times and cost for the marine portion of truck trips from
New Bedford, as well as the diversions that might be expected due to changes in the total
cost of truck travel, and the economic impact on the price of goods on the islands will be
the subject of the subsequent sections of this report.

l \
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New Bedford Freight Economic Impact Study

Marine Freight Operations

¦ 2.1 Existing Marine Freight Operations

The purposes of this section are to: 1) assess the SSA's existing freight operations; 2) project
future freight ferry needs; 3) identify options for meeting these needs via Cape- and/or
New Bedford-based services; 4) estimate the capital and operating costs of the New
Bedford-based service options; and 5) develop policy options for meeting future freight
demand. This section provided important input to the economic model and shipper
choice exercise presented in Sections 3.0 and 4.0, and helped to frame the overall conclu
sions of the study as presented in the Executive Summary.

The current freight operations to the islands have evolved over the years to create dedi
cated routes to each island from the Cape Cod ports. All Nantucket freight is shipped
through the Hyannis terminal and all Martha's Vineyard freight is shipped through the
Woods Hole terminal. This section evaluates how the projected growth in freight demand
can be handled.

2.1.1 Current Cape-Based Operations

The existing freight services provided by the SSA are summarized below based on a
review of reports and other data, interviews with SSA operations and administrative staff,
and observations of actual steamship operations. The operations are described in terms of
selected characteristics which would be relevant to projected growth models. Salient
characteristics include vessel fleet characteristics and deployment, trip scheduling and
reliability factors, terminal design characteristics, dock operations, seasonal variations in
scheduling and demand, and goods movement differences between routes.

Vessel Fleet and Deployment on Cape to Island Routes

The current fleet of eight vessels are all used for freight shipment. The fleet consists of two
types of vessels. Closed vessels are used for autos, trucks, recreation vehicles and passengers.
The second type of vessel has an open vehicle deck and is used either for freight only or
for mixed trucks, recreation vehicles and autos. The open vessels have limited passenger
accommodations and amenities.

While there is interchangeableness of most vessels on most routes, individual vessels are
assigned on a regular basis to either the Nantucket or Martha's Vineyard service based on
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a variety of navigational and performance characteristics.1 Enclosed mixed capacity ves
sels serving Nantucket include the M/V Nantucket and M/V Eagle. Enclosed vessels
serving Martha's Vineyard include the M/V Martha's Vineyard and M/V Islander. Open
freight vessels serving Nantucket include the recently lengthened M/V Katama. Open
freight vessels serving Martha's Vineyard include the M/V Gay Head, M/V Sankaty and
M/V Governor.

The following characteristics of the vessel fleet are factors in determining future freight
services:

• Interchangeableness of vessels on different routes is desirable for both open freight and
closed freight/passenger type ferries for short- and long-term maintenance needs;

• The current fleet has variable operating speeds ranging from approximately 11.5 to 14.5
knots; speed differentials become more significant on longer trips;

• Navigation variables such as wind, tide, and fetch generally tend to balance out on shorter
round trips; on longer trips, extra speed capability may be needed to maintain schedules;

• Slower, open vessels are used primarily for freight movement on the Martha's
Vineyard routes;

• Faster (14-knot), enclosed vessels are generally used for freight and auto movement on the
longer more exposed Nantucket route including the M/V Eagle and the M/V Nantucket;

• Hyannis and Nantucket approach channels limit effective loaded draft at extreme tide
conditions to 11.5 to 12.0 feet, thereby affecting the interchangeableness of vessels; and

• Recent dredging of the outer Hyannis channel has created a more direct approach route
to and from Nantucket.

Trip Reliability Factors

While there are many variables which affect trip reliability of all ferry operations handling
freight, several factors are worth noting for future service models. Trip schedules for dif
ferent seasons try to balance variables affecting cost of operations as well as quality and
reliability of service. For example, operating hours for a particular route need to fit crew
shift hours for effective personnel deployment as well as to meet freight and auto users
needs. Trip reliability also varies somewhat between vessels which have different cruising
speeds and handling characteristics. Common denominators are sought between vessel
schedules so that in ·cases of servicing or unforeseen emergencies, substitute services can
be provided and seasonal schedules maintained. Loading and unloading periods are

1 The MV Islander and MV Governor, being double-ended vessels, are not sufficiently maneuver
able to enter either Hyannis or Nantucket harbors and are therefor used exclusively on the Woods
Hole/Vineyard Haven route. The Governor also draws too much water to dock at Oak Bluffs.

I
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scheduled to meet the maximum requirements for all enclosed multi-purpose vessels. Other
characteristics include:

• Schedules can be kept under the normal range of weather conditions: off-peak winter
conditions can be more challenging, but are balanced by less frequent sailings;

• Schedules are kept as close to quarter-hour increments as possible with the different
vessel speeds and handling characteristics;

• Peak season operations can be affected by limitations of slip availability at Woods Hole
and Vineyard Haven; and

• On-water travel time delays due to variable fog, wind and tide conditions can generally be
made up within the current 30-minute load/unload cycle. Actual loading and unloading
runs about 20 minutes for each cycle. No other "slack time" is built into the schedules.

Terminal Facility Design and Operations

The terminal facilities on the Cape and islands have been sequentially standardized to
provide the maximum degree of interchangeableness for the vessel fleet in terms of stan
dardized vehicle transfer bridges, slip and dolphin configurations, berthing accommoda
tions and other characteristics to allow the greatest flexibility of use for SSA operations.
Because of limited Cape terminal layover berthing, island terminals must accommodate
multiple vessel berths during the peak summer season when the whole fleet is being used.
Oak Bluffs is the least used terminal because of its open exposure to Nantucket Sound
winds and currents, and is the next terminal scheduled for renovation and standardiza
tion. The SSA has issued a request for proposals for design services to complete pier res
toration, an extended bridge and other modifications to increase utilization of the facility.
Other factors include:

• Interchangeable use of transfer bridges by most vessels is desirable; and

• Hyannis and Nantucket use existing transfer bridge and slip for new bow-loading fast
passenger ferry operations (started in summer of 1998).

Terminal Dock Staging Capacity

The Cape terminals are constrained by limited landside stacking and storage space. Both
the Hyannis and Woods Hole terminals have finite "yard" areas to accommodate the multi
vehicle type stacking, loading and off-loading operations which are required. While stor
age capacity used to be a major concern at Nantucket and Vineyard Haven, the conversion
to all-reservation booking during peak summer weekends has somewhat eased the back
ups previously caused by stand-by customers. Key freight staging factors at the Cape and
island terminals include:
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• Hyannis (two slips) - Freight staging is adequate under present loads; dedicated
freight stacking area (off-site) is greater than at Woods Hole;

• Nantucket (two slips) - Dockside staging is adequate but limited by terminal area
approaches and narrow local street pattern;

• Woods Hole (two slips) - Dockside staging area is limited and often uses auto stacking
zone; flexibility to reconfigure auto/truck stacking would reduce dockside auto
parking area;

• Limits of freight staging/stacking capacity have been reached at Woods Hole in its pre
sent configuration; more flexibility still remains at Hyannis, where total freight shipped
is roughly 50 percent of that at Woods Hole;

• Vineyard Haven (two slips) - Dockside staging is limited by terminal area, approaches
and congested, narrow local street pattern;

• Oak Bluffs (one slip) - Used for freight operations during peak periods despite pier and
transfer bridge limitations; weather/wind/tide exposure makes landing conditions
more difficult than in protected harbors; staging is mostly on the pier with very limited
landside property;

• Average truck stacking time varies for mainland and island terminal sites, depending
on seasons and traffic conditions; and

• Current SSA truck valet service/remote truck stacking is available at Hyannis, but not
at Woods Hole.

I

Seasonal Scheduling and Demand Variations

The peak demand periods for auto/passenger use are during the extended summer sea
son (mid-May to mid-October). By contrast, the peak freight demand spans three seasons
including spring, summer and fall. Therefore, based on current mixed use of enclosed and Iopen vessels for freight and other vehicles, the heaviest combined use period is during the
extended summer period. With the present peak period "reservation only" system for
both freight and autos, the fleet capacity is virtually fully utilized during the time period
based on current scheduled trips and hours of operation. It should be noted that "full
capacity" use for a ferry system may amount to an 80 percent to 90 percent utilization
factor, since it is impractical for ferry operators to sustain 100 percent utilization over the
long-term. The off-peak periods such as early or late mid-week trips, and exclusive haz-
ardous freight trips cannot always be filled, and cancellations or missed reservations often
go unused.

Freight Movement Variations Between Islands

There are important differences in freight needs and business practices by shippers on the
Nantucket and Martha's Vineyard routes. While more fully documented as part of the
shipper survey and landside freight descriptions, several factors impact future freight I

L
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marine models. The longer trip and smaller population served on Nantucket contrasts
with the shorter ferry crossing to Martha's Vineyard and larger population freight
demands. A primary difference exists in waste shipments which require multiple trips by
60-foot trailers on Martha's Vineyard in contrast to no daily waste removal needs on
Nantucket. Conversely, in recent years, a disproportionate demand for construction
materials and services has occurred on Nantucket, in contrast to a smaller proportion of
construction freight for Martha's Vineyard.

2.1.2 Historic New Bedford to Islands Operations

The predecessor agency to the current SSA operated year-round freight service from New
Bedford to Woods Hole and the islands until 1960. In considering options for accommo
dating freight growth from off-Cape ports, a former SSA captain, who served as a pilot on
those routes and later as a captain for Cape-based services, was interviewed. Of particular
concern were the differences in operating conditions between Buzzards Bay and Vineyard
and Nantucket Sounds, and scheduling patterns. The following observations were provided:

• Buzzards Bay crossing to Woods Hole - Very predictable trip schedule, manageable
navigation conditions, no worse than Vineyard and Nantucket Sounds;

• Woods Hole passage became routine - Major constraint was depth of 12 feet at Middle
Ledge which occasionally resulted in "bumping";

• Vessel traffic en route and in Woods Hole Passage - Estimated to be the same or more
during New Bedford operations than today, but the mix of vessels was more commer
cial and less recreational;

• Woods Hole passage/tum at Broadway at certain flood tide conditions could be a con
straint for future direct services - Former route put in at Woods Hole and avoided the
sharp turn outbound down Broadway;2

• Quicks Hole option needed for Captain's discretion in adverse tide and weather condi
tions; and

• Former services consisted of separate dedicated Martha's Vineyard and Nantucket
services, each with a stop at Woods Hole.

2The details of making this tum do not affect the subsequent analysis. Regardless of the exact routing,
the vessels do not need to stop at Woods Hole which would add significant time to the trip.
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¦ 2.2 Projected Freight Ferry Operations Options Evaluated

The growth projections for freight suggest two basic operational choices: the growth can
be absorbed by expanding freight service from existing Cape ports or through continuing
Cape-based freight service combined with off-Cape-based freight service. The purpose of
this study was to explore the feasibility of off-Cape-based operations to absorb freight
growth projections for the year 2005. To assess the feasibility in terms of costs and capac
ity, several key aspects of marine operations were needed. A ferry travel time analysis
was required for New Bedford to Martha's Vineyard and Nantucket. An evaluation of
different routes was needed in terms of the course through the Elizabeth Islands and
alternative terminal destinations at Martha's Vineyard. The projected freight demand
growth needed to be calculated in terms of equivalent truck units to determine vessel
needs. The vessel requirements for providing supplementary freight service needed to be
described in terms of speed, deck capacity, and open or enclosed freight decks. Terminal
facility design and capacity requirements were also needed.

2.2.1 Marine Travel Time Analysis

The travel time comparisons between existing Cape-based operations and projected New
Bedford routes were based on a review of recent SSA study documentation, interviews
with ferry captains and administrative staff, and on-water experience with existing opera
tions. The evaluation of potential New Bedford routes included assessment of vessel
cruising speeds ranging from 11 to 18 knots. Vessel speeds in excess of current vessel
speeds were tested to assess the costs and benefits of eliminating the water travel time
disadvantage from New Bedford to the islands vis-a-vis the Cape ports to the islands.
Routes from New Bedford included courses through Woods Hole and Quicks Hole. The
terminals considered at Martha's Vineyard included year-round use of Vineyard Haven
and seasonal use of Oak Bluffs. Travel times to Vineyard Haven were assumed for the
economic model; however, the travel time difference between Vineyard Haven and Oak
Bluffs would not significantly impact the findings of the study.

Combined trips from New Bedford to the islands with stops at both Martha's Vineyard
and Nantucket were not considered because of inherent inefficiencies of the longer segment
of the route being served by partially loaded vessels. Dedicated routes with high-capacity
utilization were determined to be most efficient from an operational and cost standpoint.

The methodology for evaluating trip times consisted of inclusion of all segments of the
marine operation which would comprise a single trip, a round trip, and a day-long opera
tion. The tables in Appendix B provide a greater level of detail. These segments included
the following:

• Vessel start-up - 45 minutes overlapping with initial trip loading sequence;

• Docking -15 minutes;

• Harbor channel departure - Varies with terminal and harbor;

• Full speed cruising - Varies with route;

I
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• Intermediate channel passage - Varies for Woods Hole or Quicks Hole;

• Harbor channel approach- Varies with terminal;

• Docking - Varies;

• Freight off-loading - 15 minutes; and

• Vessel close-down - 45 minutes overlapping with final trip unloading (once per day
per vessel).

Martha's Vineyard Route Options

Existing Martha's Vineyard operations with variable vessel speeds are shown in Appendix B

for freight routes from Woods Hole to Vineyard Haven and Oak Bluffs. The round trip
calculations are shown as theoretical maximums for an 18-hour day and do not necessarily
reflect current scheduled service.3 The vessel designations of open and closed are exam
ples of vessels which have speed capabilities to achieve the trip times. Vessels with speeds
of less than 12 knots cannot easily maintain scheduled trip times from Woods Hole to
Vineyard Haven, and therefore were discarded.

Hyannis to Nantucket Route Options

The current route is considered with different vessel speeds as shown in Appendix B.

While the dredging of a new channel approach to Hyannis in the past year has reduced
the Cape approach time, the route generally requires vessels such as the M/V Nantucket,
M/V Eagle and M/V Katama with cruising speeds of 12.5 knots or better to maintain cur
rent round trip schedules.

New Bedford to Martha's Vineyard via Woods Hole

Appendix B shows the New Bedford to Martha's Vineyard route via Woods Hole passage
and a route through Quicks Hole. The Quicks Hole option is intended to test favorable
tide conditions running up or down Vineyard Sound to see if there are travel time advan
tages. Appendix B shows the alternative vessel speeds on a New Bedford to Martha's
Vineyard route via Woods Hole passage and via Quicks Hole. The Quicks Hole options
clearly result in longer trip times despite the favorable tide currents.

New Bedford to Nantucket

Two route options were also tested for the longer trip. Appendix B shows the 48-nautical
mile route from New Bedford to Nantucket via Woods Hole passage, and via the longer
Quicks Hole route of 54 nautical miles. It is assumed that a longer working day may be

3 An 18-hour day reflects a standard two shift operation under SSA labor policies. Most of the
tested options would require some overtime in excess of the 18-hour standard to maintain sched
ules under all conditions, including one-hour start-up and shut down time.
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required depending on vessel speed, to make two full round trips. Because of the extended
cruising requirement, a 14-knot vessel can complete a round trip in just over eight hours.

A summary comparison of existing Cape routes and projected New Bedford routes is
shown in Table 2.1. The table includes a range of speeds from 13 to 18 knots. For the New
Bedford-based services, only the faster routes via Woods Hole passage are shown, and an
additional speed option of 18 knots is included.

2.2.2 Evaluation Of New Bedford Route Options

The purpose of the route options analysis was to compare New Bedford route options to
current Cape-based freight service in terms of trip time, round trips possible and hours of
operation needed at different vessel speeds to achieve multiple round trips. Many of the
same general findings regarding marine service characteristics for existing Cape-based
routes also apply to the longer New Bedford routes. Since service was previously pro
vided from New Bedford as described in Section 2.1.2 above, there are few unknown aspects
of reinstituting these routes.

New Bedford to Martha's Vineyard/Vineyard Haven

With a 13-knot vessel (similar to the current fleet), the round trip time is just twice the cur
rent scheduled trip, and could be easily achieved by the M/V Katama and several of the
faster existing fleet vessels. At 16 knots the round trip would be reduced to about 4½
hours." With an 18-knot vessel the round trip time drops but is still much longer than cur
rent Woods Hole trip times for the short seven nautical mile trip. In summary:

• A 13- or 16-knot vessel operation can achieve four round trips per day between New
Bedford and Martha's Vineyard;

• The State Pier versus other New Bedford terminal sites does not affect landside or water
side travel time, and henceforth the State Pier is assumed to be the base of operations; and

• Assuming a continuation of the existing summer peak schedule from Woods Hole, the
New Bedford route may require off-peak scheduling to avoid overload of available slip
time at Vineyard Haven and/or greater use of the Oaks Bluff terminal.

New Bedford to Nantucket

At 13 knots, the round trip is over 7½ hours long and at 14 knots it is over seven hours. By
using a more costly 16-knot vessel the round trip time would be reduced to under seven
hours. To the shipper, the New Bedford to Nantucket trip will be seen as a bit longer version

4Note that projected trip times are shorter than that experienced by the historic New Bedford serv
ices because there would be no stop at Woods Hole.
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Table 2.1 Comparison of Cape-based And New Bedford-based Freight Service
Travel Times

1 Woods Hole to Martha's Vineyard (Existing) 7.1

Trip Distance
Number Route (nm)

3 Hyannis to Nantucket (Existing)

2

2.5
2.5

8

Round Trips/Day (18

hrs./day unless stated)

1:59 3.5
1:44 4.0
1:36 4.5

2:15 3

0:45

3:51

3:37
3:20

Total Scheduled
Water Trip Time

12-13

Open Water Cruise
Speed (in knots/hr)

22.6

13
16

18

25.4 12-13

47.7

13

14
16

New Bedford to Martha's Vineyard via
Woods Hole (Proposed)
Freight
Freight
Freight

New Bedford to Nantucket via Woods Hole
(Proposed)
Freight
Freight
Freight

2

4
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of the Hyannis trip, while the New Bedford to Martha's Vineyard trip will seem much longer
than the Woods Hole route.

2.2.3 Projected Growth in Freight Demand Through 2005

I

The KJS study projected that the freight demand for Martha's Vineyard will increase by
up to 27 percent and for Nantucket by 38 percent by the year 2005. The following analysis
used those projections and other SSA documentation regarding types of freight as a data
base for this analysis. The purpose of the following evaluation is to quantify and catego-
rize existing and projected freight movements by type in a format which can be used to Iidentify vessel capacity needs and to test New Bedford freight diversion options.

Freight Traffic Growth Forecasts

The growth forecasts are described in three ways to provide data for the freight diversion
options analysis: 1) total annual truck traffic forecasts by island; 2) conversion of total
truck trips to truck equivalent units; and 3) peak season truck traffic by truck equivalent units.

The freight growth described in the referenced SSA reports is described as "truck traffic Iforecasts" in terms of total annualized one-way truck trip volumes by island. Included in
Table 2.2 below are actual 1995 volumes, and projected volumes for the years 2000 and 2005.

Truck sizes carried on current SSA ferry routes vary in size, and distribution proportion
by category, as follows:

• T-2 = 17 percent with average length of 25 feet;

• T-3 = 46 percent with average length of 44 feet;

• T-4 = 33 percent with average length of 60 feet; and

• Other= four percent including trucks greater than 60 feet, buses and RVs.

The forecast for truck trips can be translated into basic truck equivalent units of 18 feet,
equal to an average auto space, to determine present and future capacity needs. The aver-
age truck size for Nantucket is currently 47.8 feet and the average for Martha's Vineyard Iis 44.7 feet. The combined average for both is 45.9 feet, or 2.55 truck units. For capacity
analysis, the average length for both islands is used. The number of equivalent unit slots
currently being occupied by trucks for each island is shown in Table 2.3.

Since the capacity limitations for freight are experienced during the peak auto use season
from April to October, it is useful to know what proportion and volume of freight demand
occurs during that period, in order to project capacity expansion required to accommodate
growth. Based on 1996 actual truck reservations, the average weekly number of trucks
carried during the spring and summer peak seasons is 930 trucks per week, compared to a
nominal allocated capacity of 1,060 trucks per week on the then existing routes, or a utili
zation rate of 88 percent of volume to allocated capacity. On the Nantucket routes, the
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Table 2.2 Total Annual Truck Traffic High Forecasts by Island

Martha's Vineyard
Truck Volume % Increase from 1995 Truck Volume % Increase from 1995

30.4%

14.0%

Totals

94,069

107,230

122,649

Truck Volume % Increase from 1995

22.3%

38.1%

Nantucket

29,291

35,825

40,43926.9%

10.3%

64,778

71,425

82,190

Year

1995

2000

2005

Table 2.3 Total Forecast Truck Trips by Truck Equivalent Units (18 foot)!
Based on 1997 average truck length of 45.9 feet for both islands

Year

1995

2000

2005

Note: 1

i;->

>-'
>-'

.,.

Martha's Vineyard Nantucket Totals - Both Islands
Truck Volume Truck Units -18-foot Truck Volume Truck Units - 18-foot Truck Volume Truck Units - 18-foot

64,778 165,184 29,291 74,692 94,069 239,876

71,425 182,134 35,825 91,354 107,230 273,437

82,190 209,585 40,439 103,119 122,649 312,755

Commercial light trucks used for personal trips are often logged as "cars," while private light trucks carrying loads may be logged as "freight trips." The KJS

freight database, which is based on the reservations allocated to commercial freight carriers, generally does not include privately operated light trucks (under 20'

in length). Therefore, for the purposes of this analysis, they are not considered to be part of the "freight demand" and were not included in the calculation of

"truck units."
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average number of weekly trips was 580 trucks, or approximately 100 percent utilization
of volume to capacity. Table 2.4 shows the calculation for the number of weekly equiva
lent 18-foot spaces required to meet freight demand during a typical peak season week.

Freight Traffic Growth Factors

The evaluated reports and tables indicate several noteworthy growth factors regarding
freight demand on the islands:

• Nantucket freight demand is growing at a faster rate than Martha's Vineyard based on
recent trends. By 2005, Nantucket freight demand is projected to increase by as much
as 38 percent, while Martha's Vineyard freight demand could increase by only 27 percent.

• Actual SSA experience since 1995 has substantially exceeded the high growth curve on
Nantucket and is right on the curve for Martha's Vineyard routes.

• Nantucket freight utilization of available capacity in 1995 and 1997 was 100 percent,
indicating that demand exceeded capacity. This gap was attributed to uncharacteristi
cally high levels of construction material shipments.

• Martha's Vineyard freight utilization rates were well within capacity amounts for 1995
and 1997.

• Peak season truck trips for Nantucket were higher than the annual proportional split
between the islands, with Nantucket accounting for 38 percent of all island truck trips
for the peak season compared to 33 percent year-round.

• Peak season truck capacity is the most critical because of competition for auto spaces.

Summary of Freight Growth Needs

The combination of trends from 1995 to 1997, and the projected growth demands for 2000
and 2005 indicate projected needs for expanding freight capacity in terms of truck capac
ity. The projected capacity expansion needed for Nantucket appears to be more urgent
than for Martha's Vineyard based on capacity utilization rates in 1995 and 1997.

Based on the preceding analysis and tables, the peak season needs for additional capacity
are shown in Table 2.5 in terms of truck units needed per target year.

2.2.4 Vessel Requirements

In consideration of the SSA need for interchangeableness of vessels throughout the fleet,
several existing and new vessel types were considered. Based on the route analysis of

, New Bedford trips to the islands, combined with a review of SSA reports on vessel strate
gies, it was determined that two existing vessel models offer the most cost-effective
options. Within the existing fleet, the most efficient of the open freight-only ferries is the
recently lengthened 235-foot M/V Katama with a deck capacity of 50 percent more storage

I

I
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Table 2.8 Outline of Possible Service Options

Strategy

1. Cape-based

lA. Fill existing unused capacity

1 B. Add new off-peak trips

lC. Add new high-capacity vessels

1D. Mainland consolidation

lE. Island consolidation

1 F. Containerization

Major Advantages

Low-cost

Low-cost
Schedule flexibility

Meet demand at peak times

Reduce number of truck trips

Reduce number of truck trips

Reduce number of large trucks

Major Disadvantages

Increased traffic at Cape ports

Increased off-peak traffic at Cape ports
Added labor shifts

Increased peak traffic at Cape ports

Additional goods transfer and cost

Siting facility on island

Demand not sufficient for cost-effective operation

Targets most efficient trips for diversion Year-round service will have the largest cost impact for

some commodities

Shippers prefer year-round service
Increase water travel time

Contractors likely to prefer year-round service

Reduce Cape traffic
Reduce landside travel time

Less capital and operating cost for SSA28. Privately operated seasonal service

2C. Year-round commodity-specific service

2. New Bedford-based

2A. SSA-operated seasonal service
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Cons - The combination of these measures alone may only accommodate additional
growth in the short run for peak season (summer) services. Increased freight traffic
will be absorbed by existing Cape host communities. Filling all vehicle slots will result
in minimal flexibility for incidental vehicle movements during the peak season.

lb. Add New Off-Peak Trips from the Cape to Increase Freight Capacity- Add new
freight-only trips to existing ferry schedules at earlier and later hours to provide addi
tional freight capacity to both islands. New off-peak trips would use existing fleet vessels.

Impacts - Extends hours of operation beyond those mandated by host and receiver
communities. Extends operating hours for SSA labor crews which might result in
higher fares and shipping costs. Adds traffic to Cape terminal routes at off-peak
hours. This measure alone is not likely to provide enough added capacity to accom
modate projected freight growth.

Pros - Off-peak trips could improve shippers' total travel time, and add more flexibil
ity in scheduling island visits. It will also minimize SSA capital costs for new vessels.

Cons - Off-peak trips add traffic at undesirable times for host community residential
areas. Off-peak services are likely to be more costly to operate above current labor
shifts and may result in increased freight fares.

le. Add New High-Capacity Freight Vessels and Peak Season Trips from the Cape to
Increase Capacity (modified MN Nantucket class) - New M/V Nantucket class ves
sels with greater truck capacity could provide additional trips to the peak demand
service schedule from existing Cape terminals. Greater use of the Oak Bluffs terminal will
be needed at Martha's Vineyard since excess slip capacity is limited at Vineyard Haven.

Impacts - More traffic will be added to the host communities with growth in freight
demand. This may require an expanded staging area at Woods Hole in place of dock
side auto parking. This measure could provide enough added freight capacity to meet
projected growth needs.

Pros - Increased operating efficiency and flexibility could lead to lower unit costs.
Provides additional freight capacity at times of high shipper demand.

Cons - Adds freight traffic to host communities at peak hours. Potentially adds auto
capacity from Cape ports to islands. Increases capital and operating costs for SSA.

ld. Consolidate Departing Freight at Off-Cape Consolidation Center, with SSA Managed
Valet Service - The SSA would assist in the construction of an off-Cape consolidation
and distribution center near Route 25 and I-195 to consolidate small loads and provide
a valet service for off-Cape distributors. This would encourage increased use of
existing consolidator/delivery services, and relocate storage and valet service for non
time sensitive goods to the off-Cape site. SSA could then more effectively fill excess
capacity on existing routes, and divert freight to off-peak periods.

Impacts - May have proportionally greater benefit for Martha's Vineyard destined
goods, as many more on-Cape shippers/suppliers serve Nantucket, while Martha's

,,,-
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Table 2.4 Peak Season Weekly Truck Traffic Volume Demand by 18-foot Truck
Equivalent Units (Based on 1997 Actual Truck Volume Reservations Database)

Totals for Both Islands

Year

1997

2000

2005

Martha's Vineyard Nantucket
Weekly Truck Truck Units Weekly Truck Truck Units

Volume (18-foot) Volume (18-foot)

930 2,372 580 1,479

986 2,514 652 1,663

1,134 2,892 736 1,877

Weekly Truck
Volume

1,510

1,638

1,870

Truck Units
(18-foot)

3,850

4,177

4,769

Source: 1997 SSA Freight Survey Summary Report) and interpolation of Table 2.11 forecasts.

Table 2.5 Peak Season Weekly Truck Traffic Demand and New Capacity Needed by
Truck Equivalent Units (18-foot)

Martha's Vineyard
Weekly Truck Unit Truck Unit Capacity

Year Capacity Needs Needs over 1995

1995 2,280

212

538

1,130

3,639

3,851

4,177

4,769

Totals for Both Islands
Weekly Truck Truck Unit Capacity

Volume Needs over 1995

120

304

518

Nantucket

1,359

1,479

1,663

1,877

Weekly Truck Truck Unit Capacity
Volume Needs over 1995

92

234

612

2,372

2,514

2,892

1997

2000

2005
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than the smaller freight deck ferries, and a crmsmg speed comparable to the larger
enclosed ferries. The M/V Gay Head is slated for similar modifications during the next
two years. It is likely, based on the M/V Katama performance, that the long 235-foot
"open" ferries can provide higher operating speeds of 14 to 15 knots and possibly 16 knots
with the appropriate power plant and hull design. If modified existing or new open
freight ferries were added to the fleet, they would be well-suited to freight-only operations
and would increase truck capacity considerably.

Capital ($8.5 million in 1997 dollars) and operating expenses for the open freight vessels
are proportionally less than for the heavier displacement, larger enclosed vessels. A new
version of the enclosed M/V Nantucket-type vessel could be improved to increase full
height truck space and increased capacity provided by the removal of the mezzanines. If
such a new vessel was added to the fleet, it would increase the truck capacity and provide
more flexibility for use on passenger and auto routes. On the other hand, if used for New
Bedford freight routes, both capital costs (approximately $15 million-in 1997 dollars) and
operating costs would be considerably higher than an open vessel.

Deck storage requirements need to remain flexible for a variety of truck sizes, generally in
multiples of 20 to 60-foot lengths. With the trend toward longer and larger capacity
trucks, particularly on the longer Nantucket passage, the deck configuration is important
for maximum utilization of available capacity. For Martha Vineyard trips, deck layouts
allowing for stacking of multiple T3 size trucks is important for the daily waste and fuel
trips needed. Clearance height for the larger trucks is also important, and is more of an
issue with the enclosed vessels. While drive-through freight decks are more desirable
than the single direction loading of the open freight vessels such as the M/V Katama or
M/V Gay Head, the loading and unloading times for these vessels is generally shorter than
for the multi-purpose enclosed vessels.

Table 2.6 compares existing and potential vessel types and freight handling characteristics.

Table 2.6 Existing and Potential Vessel Types and Freight Characteristics1

I

Unloaded Truck Truck Capacity Vessels
Vessel Class Length Draft Clearance Seeed (Linear Feet) in Class

M/V Sankaty 197' 9'-9" 17'-0" 12.Skts 360 Jin. ft. 2 I
M/V Katama 235' 10'-½" 17-0" 13kts 510 Jin. ft. 1

M/V Katama (new/ 235' 10'-½" 17-0" 13kts-14kts 510 Jin. ft. (new)
modified)
M/V Eagle 233' 10'-2" 15'-0" 14kts 660 lin. ft. 1

M/V Nantucket 230' 10'-9" 14-10" 14kts 590 lin. ft. 2

M/V Nantucket (new/ 230' 10'-9" 14'-10" 14kts-14.5kts 930 !in.ft. (w / full (new)
modified) main deck clear)

Note: 1 The M/V Islander and M/V Governor type vessels were not considered because they are incompati
ble with longer routes due to speed and draft limitations.
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than the smaller freight deck ferries, and a crmsmg speed comparable to the larger
enclosed ferries. The M/V Gay Head is slated for similar modifications during the next
two years. It is likely, based on the M/V Katama performance, that the long 235-foot
"open" ferries can provide higher operating speeds of 14 to 15 knots and possibly 16 knots
with the appropriate power plant and hull design. If modified existing or new open
freight ferries were added to the fleet, they would be well-suited to freight-only operations
and would increase truck capacity considerably.

Capital ($8.5 million in 1997 dollars) and operating expenses for the open freight vessels
are proportionally less than for the heavier displacement, larger enclosed vessels. A new
version of the enclosed M/V Nantucket-type vessel could be improved to increase full
height truck space and increased capacity provided by the removal of the mezzanines. If Isuch a new vessel was added to the fleet, it would increase the truck capacity and provide
more flexibility for use on passenger and auto routes. On the other hand, if used for New
Bedford freight routes, both capital costs (approximately $15 million-in 1997 dollars) and
operating costs would be considerably higher than an open vessel.

Deck storage requirements need to remain flexible for a variety of truck sizes, generally in
multiples of 20 to 60-foot lengths. With the trend toward longer and larger capacity
trucks, particularly on the longer Nantucket passage, the deck configuration is important
for maximum utilization of available capacity. For Martha Vineyard trips, deck layouts Iallowing for stacking of multiple T3 size trucks is important for the daily waste and fuel
trips needed. Clearance height for the larger trucks is also important, and is more of an
issue with the enclosed vessels. While drive-through freight decks are more desirable
than the single direction loading of the open freight vessels such as the M/V Katama or
M/V Gay Head, the loading and unloading times for these vessels is generally shorter than
for the multi-purpose enclosed vessels.

Table 2.6 compares existing and potential vessel types and freight handling characteristics.

Table 2.6 Existing and Potential Vessel Types and Freight Characteristics1

Unloaded Truck Truck Capacity Vessels
Vessel Class Length Draft Clearance Speed (Linear Feet) in Class

M/V Sankaty 197' 9'-9" 17'-0" 12.Skts 360 !in. ft. 2
M/V Katama 235' 10'-½" 17-0" 13kts 510 Jin. ft. 1

M/V Katama (new/ 235' 10'-½" 17-0" 13kts-14kts 510 Jin. ft. (new)
modified)
M/V Eagle 233' 10'-2" 15'-0" 14kts 660 lin, ft. 1

M/V Nantucket 230' 10'-9" 14-10" 14kts 590 Jin. ft. 2

M/V Nantucket (new/ 230' 10'-9" 14'-10" 14kts-14.5kts 930 Jin.ft. (w / full (new)
modified) main deck clear)

Note: 1 The M/V Islander and M/V Governor type vessels were not considered because they are incompati
ble with longer routes due to speed and draft limitations.
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The number of vessels required for New Bedford service is calculated from the capacity
needs identified in Table 2.7. The New Bedford service is assumed to be operating five
days per week. The number of 18 foot truck units that can be accommodated for a M/V
Katama class vessel is 54 truck units per round trip, 27 in each direction. The number of
daily round trips that are required to meet the additional demand was calculated for each
island from these values and was found to be, in whole numbers of trips, three round trips
for Martha's Vineyard and two round trips for Nantucket. This would provide service
through New Bedford sufficient to accommodate the projected growth in truck traffic.
Based on the vessel operational parameters discussed in Section 2.2.1, a route between
New Bedford and Martha's Vineyard could provide four round trips daily, which could
accommodate 37 percent of the total projected 2005 truck demand. A route between New
Bedford and Nantucket could provide two round trips, which would accommodate 29

percent of the projected 2005 truck demand.

Since the freight demand is projected to increase by up to 27 percent for Martha's Vineyard
and 38 percent for Nantucket, this strategy will more than meet the projected growth
increment for Martha's Vineyard, but will accommodate only about three-fourths of the
Nantucket growth. Looked at another way:

• The Nantucket service would add 540 truck units per week to the 1,359 carried by the
schedule in 1995, or the equivalent of 39.7 percent added capacity during the seven
year period up to 2005. The required additional capacity is estimated to be 518 truck units.

Table 2.7 New Bedford Service Requirements

2005 Weekly Additional Truck New Available
Weekly Truck Unit Daily Units Per Round Round Capacity as a

Truck Unit Needs Capacity Round Trips Trips % of Total
Needs over1995 Needed Trip Needed Possible Needs

Martha's
Vineyard 2,892 612 122 54 2.25 4 37%

Nantucket 1,877 518 104 54 1.92 2 29%

• The Martha's Vineyard service would add 1,080 truck units per week to the 2,280 car
ried during the peak season schedule in 1995, or the equivalent of 47.4 percent added
capacity during the seven-year period up to 2005. This far exceeds the required 518
additional truck units.

• Each of the two new services meets the needs projected in the KJS study and allows the
Cape-based services to return at 1995 levels. As is currently the case, the demand/
supply relationship will continue to be more constrained for Nantucket than for
Martha's Vineyard.
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• As noted previously, diverting some freight to New Bedford reduces the ability of the
SSA to tradeoff auto and truck demand between the open and closed vessels, as there
would be no closed vessels operating in New Bedford. The SSA estimates that more
autos are carried on freight vessels than the reverse, particularly during the peak auto
demand periods on summer weekends. Trucks are more likely to be carried on the closed
vessels during relatively lower overall demand periods such as early weekday mornings.
The impact of this strategy on weekend auto service at the Cape ports may require
further analysis. This issue is unlikely to pose a problem for Martha's Vineyard freight
service since the projected capacity significantly exceeds the projected demand. How
ever, Nantucket freight service is likely to be as constrained in 2005 as it is today but
will have absorbed the high level of forecast growth between New Bedford and Hyannis.

A total of two vessels would be required to provide the New Bedford service, one for each
island. Analysis by the Steamship Authority indicates that one additional vessel will be
needed to meet the demands from Nantucket by 2005. It is assumed that this vessel
would be shifted to New Bedford service. The demand for two vessels for New Bedford
service can thus be accommodated by switching one vessel to New Bedford from its
planned usage and acquiring one net additional vessel.

2.2.5 Terminal Requirements For Future Freight Operations

Terminal needs vary among the ports. The needs are described for the various terminals
to accommodate the route options evaluated. Conditions and requirements are described
in terms of landside and waterside conditions and capacity.

Cape Terminals

I

Woods Hole Terminal - The landside area for trucks is severely constrained at current
capacity owing to limited truck stacking. Alterations to the terminal site plan to accorn- I
modate additional truck loading would compromise other auto passenger and service
operations. The basic circulation patterns are fixed by bridges and road connections, and
adjacent properties are privately owned. Expansion of freight traffic capacity through
Woods Hole would be problematic on the waterside as well since peak season use of the
two transfer bridges is fully scheduled during current operating hours. Community con-
cerns about longer hours of operation and additional traffic are also likely to constrain
freight capacity expansion.

Hyannis - The landside conditions within the terminal site at Hyannis are less con
strained with a reasonable freight stacking area and remote valet truck service. The feasi
bility for expanding freight truck capacity is, however, limited by immediate community
traffic and access concerns. The recent expansion of the second transfer bridge and lay
over berth has improved operational flexibility by providing additional trip scheduling
capability. The Hyannis inner harbor remains quite limited in terms of the vessel turning
basin, particularly during the peak season. Landside constraints limit freight capacity
expansion at Hyannis, primarily because of the adjacent traffic impacts rather than the
physical terminal site limitations.
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The Islands

Martha's VineyardNineyard Haven- Landside constraints include limited truck stacking
areas and off-site traffic and circulation concerns, despite recent improvements to the ter
minal site plan. Waterside limitations include the full utilization of the two transfer
bridges during the peak season and limitations on layover berthing. At both Vineyard
Haven and Nantucket, the berths are used for overnight vessel layover and may place
limits on extended hours for new routes or landing slots during the peak season.

Martha's Vineyard/Oak Bluffs - The single ship terminal is used seasonally for freight,
auto and passenger service. The facility is limited on the landside by the lack of available
SSA property for stacking of vehicles, most of which currently takes place on the pier.
Proposed modifications to the pier may result in added stacking capacity. Waterside
limitations are primarily related to the short length of the existing transfer bridge, and
berth exposure to wind, wave and tide action. Modifications to the Oak Bluffs terminal
may alleviate some of these problems.

Nantucket - The protected harbor terminal has been upgraded in the past 15 years and
provides adequate freight movement facilities. Landside constraints relate to the adjacent
traffic and circulation concerns. Waterside constraints include limited layover berthing
during peak season and the need for coordinating late night/early morning use of the
transfer bridges for freight service.

New Bedford - New Bedford would require a new terminal for freight operations. The
State Pier is currently in the process of having a transfer bridge designed for installation in
1999 which could serve new freight services to the islands as described in the 1996 Site
Selection Study for the New Bedford Fern; Terminal. The landside conditions at the State Pier
site provide ample area for truck stacking and loading. Access to the site from I-195 via
Route 18 is excellent with minimal impact on retail and residential uses. Layover berthing
slips will be needed for any new freight vessels which might operate from the site because
of limited berthing space at either Martha's Vineyard or Nantucket. The SSA or a private
operator will also need a terminal building for operations staff, ticketing and waiting for
the freight operations. Security for SSA or other freight vessels will be needed for over
night or possible weekend berthing.

¦ 2.3 Freight Ferry Operations Considered
While the focus of this study was to consider New Bedford options for freight growth, it
was also asked to consider other freight diversion options including potential Cape- and
island-based strategies as well as off-Cape solutions. The following diversion options
were developed to identify both long-term/ full diversion concepts for accommodating
projected freight growth as well as shorter-term incremental approaches. The descriptions
of landside and/or waterside freight diversion models are conceptual. They were gener
ated based on discussions with representatives of the Study Advisory Committee to
broaden the array of future options to be assessed along with the potential addition of
New Bedford freight ferry service.
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The proposed freight scenarios can either use the measures individually as described or
mix complementary measures to absorb projected growth. Few of the measures used
individually appear to offer enough capacity without correspondingly unacceptable
community impacts such as added traffic or cost. Several of the land-based options can
either be combined with existing freight operations from Hyannis and Woods Hole or can
be combined with potential new service from New Bedford to the islands. While the goal
of the scenarios is to improve freight movement capacity and efficiency, impacts of vari
ous measures on island and Cape communities are noted where they may increase over
present levels. The attractiveness of some of these scenarios was tested in the shipper
preference survey and the results are presented in Section 4.0. These options are outlined
in Table 2.8.

2.3.1 Maximize Efficient Use of Existing Cape Terminals and Routes

These service measures and scenarios are efficiency models which assume continued
freight service from Woods Hole to Martha's Vineyard and from Hyannis to Nantucket
without new service from New Bedford. They include scheduling changes, fare incen
tives, addition of new vessels, and new distribution systems on-island and/ or off-island.
While some of these measures are unlikely to meet the growth in demand by themselves,
they possibly could do so in combination with each other.5

la. Fill Unused Capacity on Existing Routes/Schedule - Excess capacity exists on some
routes to both islands during the peak summer season at off-peak times. In order to
encourage shippers to fill in empty slots at these times it may be necessary to provide
additional incentives such as: 1) off-site truck storage and valet service at both Hyannis
and Woods Hole; 2) off-peak and peak fare differentials; 3) an all-reservation system
for peak and off-peak vehicle slots; and 4) commodity differentiated fares to redistrib
ute large and small truck traffic.

Impacts - Shippers will need to have more flexibility to send trucks at less preferred
times which may result in more off-peak truck traffic in Hyannis, Woods Hole and on
the islands. Adding off-site valet service at Woods Hole will require cooperation from
Falmouth or other host communities. Net truck traffic will increase on the Cape by
absorbing all growth at the existing terminals. Keeping all freight distribution on the
Cape favors Cape shippers and distributors. Fare differentials may require higher
increases in peak fares to offset lower off-peak fares. This measure alone is not likely
to provide enough added capacity to accommodate projected freight growth.

Pros - If measures accommodate all freight growth, new capital investments for freight
can be minimized. No new terminal will be needed off-Cape. The existing fleet of
vessels will not need to be expanded. Filling all excess peak season vehicle slots with
freight will limit incidental off-peak auto capacity, and will appeal to island interests
in growth management.

5The Scope of Work for this study focused on the New Bedford options, and did not call for as detailed
an analysis of other options.

I

I

I

I
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Table 2.8 Outline of Possible Service Options

Strategy

1. Cape-based

lA. Fill existing unused capacity

18. Add new off-peak trips

lC. Add new high-capacity vessels

1D. Mainland consolidation

lE. Island consolidation

lF. Containerization

Major Advantages

Low-cost

Low-cost
Schedule flexibility

Meet demand at peak times

Reduce number of truck trips

Reduce number of truck trips

Reduce number of large trucks

Major Disadvantages

Increased traffic at Cape ports

Increased off-peak traffic at Cape ports
Added labor shifts

Increased peak traffic at Cape ports

Additional goods transfer and cost

Siting facility on island

Demand not sufficient for cost-effective operation

Shippers prefer year-round service
Increase water travel time

Contractors likely to prefer year-round service

Reduce Cape traffic
Reduce landside travel time

Less capital and operating cost for SSA

Targets most efficient trips for diversion Year-round service will have the largest cost impact for

some commodities

28. Privately operated seasonal service

2C. Year-round commodity-specific service

2. New Bedford-based

2A. SSA-operated seasonal service
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Cons - The combination of these measures alone may only accommodate additional
growth in the short run for peak season (summer) services. Increased freight traffic
will be absorbed by existing Cape host communities. Filling all vehicle slots will result
in minimal flexibility for incidental vehicle movements during the peak season.

lb. Add New Off-Peak Trips from the Cape to Increase Freight Capacity- Add new
freight-only trips to existing ferry schedules at earlier and later hours to provide addi
tional freight capacity to both islands. New off-peak trips would use existing fleet vessels.

Impacts - Extends hours of operation beyond those mandated by host and receiver
communities. Extends operating hours for SSA labor crews which might result in
higher fares and shipping costs. Adds traffic to Cape terminal routes at off-peak
hours. This measure alone is not likely to provide enough added capacity to accom
modate projected freight growth.

Pros - Off-peak trips could improve shippers' total travel time, and add more flexibil
ity in scheduling island visits. It will also minimize SSA capital costs for new vessels.

Cons - Off-peak trips add traffic at undesirable times for host community residential
areas. Off-peak services are likely to be more costly to operate above current labor
shifts and may result in increased freight fares.

le. Add New High-Capacity Freight Vessels and Peak Season Trips from the Cape to
Increase Capacity (modified MN Nantucket class) - New M/V Nantucket class ves
sels with greater truck capacity could provide additional trips to the peak demand
service schedule from existing Cape terminals. Greater use of the Oak Bluffs terminal will
be needed at Martha's Vineyard since excess slip capacity is limited at Vineyard Haven.

Impacts - More traffic will be added to the host communities with growth in freight
demand. This may require an expanded staging area at Woods Hole in place of dock
side auto parking. This measure could provide enough added freight capacity to meet
projected growth needs.

Pros - Increased operating efficiency and flexibility could lead to lower unit costs.
Provides additional freight capacity at times of high shipper demand.

Cons - Adds freight traffic to host communities at peak hours. Potentially adds auto
capacity from Cape ports to islands. Increases capital and operating costs for SSA.

ld. Consolidate Departing Freight at Off-Cape Consolidation Center, with SSA Managed
Valet Service - The SSA would assist in the construction of an off-Cape consolidation
and distribution center near Route 25 and 1-195 to consolidate small loads and provide
a valet service for off-Cape distributors. This would encourage increased use of
existing consolidator/delivery services, and relocate storage and valet service for non
time sensitive goods to the off-Cape site. SSA could then more effectively fill excess
capacity on existing routes, and divert freight to off-peak periods.

Impacts - May have proportionally greater benefit for Martha's Vineyard destined
goods, as many more on-Cape shippers/suppliers serve Nantucket, while Martha's

I
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Vineyard is primarily served by off-Cape shippers/suppliers. This measure alone is
not likely to provide enough added capacity to accommodate projected freight growth.

Pros - Reduction of total number of trucks going to islands. Saves off-Cape shippers
travel time on Cape at peak travel periods. Makes more efficient use of vehicle slots
with current fleet and schedule.

Cons - Increased operating and capital costs for SSA likely to increase freight fares or
require greater cross-subsidy, particularly given lack of shipper's enthusiasm (see
Section 4.0). Possible controversy in siting the centers. Increased costs to shippers for
added goods transfer.

le. Consolidate Arriving Freight at On-Island Central Consolidation Centers, with
Delivery Service - Reduce on-island truck distribution by offering an SSA assisted
central distribution center near the existing terminals for appropriate goods. The
delivery of non-perishable goods could be diverted to off-peak season periods, with
goods stockpiled on the islands for later delivery. This approach would require expanded
on-island delivery systems. The delivery of non-perishable goods could be diverted to
off-peak season periods, with goods stockpiled on the islands for Iate delivery.

Impacts - Reduce growth of on-island large truck traffic. Could result in some savings
through central warehousing by reducing number of daily small truck deliveries and
therefore reduce added capacity needs. This measure alone is not likely to provide
enough added capacity to accommodate projected freight growth.

Pros - Limits growth of large truck traffic on islands. Facilitates off-peak shipping
through on-island storage. Increased efficiency in use of available vehicle deck space.

Cons - Increased costs to shippers due to added goods transfers. Increased SSA capi
tal costs for on-island centers. Likely controversy in siting the centers.

lf. Containerize Portions of Departing Freight at Off-Cape Consolidation Centers
Combined with On-Island Distribution Centers - Container stuffing at an off-Cape
distribution center would be coupled with distribution centers on-island added to
measures Ld and le. Such services usually require large volumes of goods to be effi
cient for either full or half containers. Such operations also add additional packing,
vessel loading and unloading and unpacking services. A modified version of a con
tainer system is described in option ld with or without le, where all goods are moved
by varying sized trucks rather than trailer trucks. While a more detailed assessment of
the actual existing and proposed commodities would be needed to fully assess the fea
sibility of a conventional container operation, it is most likely that the scale and fre
quency of deliveries is much too limited to make such an operation equal or less
expensive than the current freight operation.

Impacts - Fully containerized operation will require additional facilities and labor at
the Cape and island terminals. Some truck traffic on Cape and islands may be reduced.
Total shipping costs are likely to be somewhat higher than current rates. Amount of
cargo which can be handled by container may be limited (estimated at 20 to 40 per
cent), and conventional through trucking services will need to be maintained. This
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measure alone is not likely to provide enough added capacity to accommodate pro
jected freight growth.

Pros - Might allow for more efficient freight loading on vessels with available vehicle
deck space. Could reduce large truck traffic on islands.

Cons - Increased cost to SSA and shippers because of added number of goods transfers.

2.3.2 Absorb Growth with New Bedford Freight Service

Added new freight services from New Bedford would allow current Cape-based routes to
continue at current or diminished levels, while adding capacity with new and existing vessels.

2a. Add Seasonal Freight-only SSA Routes with New SSA Vessels from New.Bedford -Freight-only trips would be added on separate off-Cape routes to Martha's Vineyard
and Nantucket using new vessels. Existing freight services would continue from Cape
terminals, with New Bedford services absorbing all new freight growth. The routes could
grow to a three or four season service as demand increases. Such a service could include
storage and valet service at New Bedford with limited service remaining at Hyannis.

Impacts - No growth of freight movement through Cape terminals or associated truck
traffic. Some strain on slip capacity at Vineyard Haven may require expanded use of
Oak Bluffs.

Pros - Eases impact of truck traffic on host Cape communities. Offers off-Cape ship
pers a shorter land trip in exchange for a longer water trip.

Cons - Requires additional vessels adding to SSA capital and operating costs. Requires
longer on-water routes resulting in higher operating costs for off-Cape shippers. Reduces
SSA flexibility in balancing truck and auto demand at the existing Cape ports.

26. Add Seasonal Freight-only SSA Routes with Private Contract Vessels from New
Bedford - SSA would seek bids for specified schedule and capacity from private
operators for the same seasonal freight routes from New Bedford as described above.
This may require higher fares and added service to be attractive to private operators.
Fare coordination would be required between Cape and New Bedford terminals to
balance traffic. Few private U.S. freight operators are known to exist for seasonal or
year-round service. Response might be from barge type operators with focus on fuel,
hazardous materials and waste as full service operations. Operators would need to
use SSA terminals on islands with schedule coordination and suitable vessels.

Impacts- Cost factors for capital cost amortization of limited-use vessels could be a factor
in operator response. Resulting fares may exceed those of current SSA freight services.

Pros - Reduces capital and direct labor operating costs for SSA.

I
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Cons - May result in increased costs to shippers. May not be economically viable for
private operator without substantial subsidy. Requires coordination of schedules, fare
structures and on-island dock use.

2c. Add Year-round Special Commodity (hazardous materials, fuel, waste, etc.) from New
Bedford, and other freight services from Woods Hole and Hyannis -The purpose of
this strategy would be to separate and carry all specialized freight (including hazmats,
waste, oversized, or overweight shipments) at a single dedicated terminal. Such serv
ice could include less time sensitive delivery type services off-Cape to allow for con
ventional freight growth through Cape ports. Much of the current and projected
specialized freight has off-Cape origins or destinations. The approach would require
additional vessels for new routes of the open M/V Katama class.

Impacts - Decreased staging needs on the Cape. Year-round service could be more
costly for special freight.

Pros - Best serves off-Cape specialty shippers. Removes substantial portion of largest
trucks from Cape traffic. Removes hazmat trucking through Cape communities. Easy
for SSA to implement through tariff and reservation system.

Cons - Increased SSA capital and operating costs. May increase cost of fuel, Vineyard
waste removal and other specialized services for islanders.

In conclusion, the Cape-based services are unlikely to meet demand without significantly
increasing traffic impacts at the Cape ports, while the New Bedford-based strategies can
accomplish both objectives. The New Bedford operational options are further defined in
the following subsection.

2.3.3 New Bedford Freight Service Operational Options and Parameters

Each option considers only the cost and operation of a single vessel. Analysis by the SSA
indicates that to meet the forecast growth in freight demand at the Cape ports under the
current operational strategy in 2005 and thereafter will require expanding the capacity of
the M/V Sankaty and M/V Gay Head to equal that of the M/V Katama, and purchasing
one additional M/V Katama-class vessel. The options discussed in this section will dis
cuss vessel requirements beyond these parameters.

Several New Bedford freight operational models emerged from the shippers surveys, the
trip model evaluation, and other route analysis exercises. The operational models consid
ered are described in Table 2.9, incorporating trip characteristics described in Section 2.2.
The table distinguishes between routes from New Bedford to Martha's Vineyard and New
Bedford to Nantucket. The descriptions group the routes to meet combined land and
water travel time objectives. The following basic options for freight operations are used
for describing operational and cost models. Included are assumptions regarding opera
tions, vessel types, and capacities.
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Future New Bedford Freight Operation Options Based on Trip Time
Objectives

New Bedford to Martha's Vineyard

Travel Time

3.5

Round trips
20 hr. days

13kts

Vessel
Speed

2:22

Totaf
w/Loading

1:59

Water Trip TimeTrip Objective

New vessels interchangeable with existing

Route

Table 2.9

Ml. NB/Martha's
Vineyard:
Existing Vessel Type

M2. NB/Martha's
Vineyard:
Trip Equals I-195 Time

Combined land/water travel time= 1-195 avg. 1:44 2:14 16kts 4

M3. NB/Martha's
Vineyard:
Trip Equals 1-495 Time

Combined land/water travel time= 1-495 avg. 1:36 2:06 18kts 4.5

New Bedford to Nantucket

NI. NB/Nantucket

N2. NB/Nantucket

N3. NB/Nantucket

ew vessels interchangeable with existing

Combined land/water travel time= 1-195 avg.

Combined land/water travel time= 1-495 avg.

-

3:51

3:37

3:20

-

4:21

4:07

3:50

13kts

14kts

16kts

2

2.5

2.5

-
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a. Freight Only Ferry with New Vessels at 13 to 14-Knot Speed- Combined land and
water trip time will be longer than existing Woods Hole service by 15 minutes from
I-195 and 30 minutes from I-495.

- Uses existing fleet type freight vessels which are open, 27 truck unit equivalent
capacity, 13-knot speed, similar to the M/V Katama;

- Interchangeable with lengthened and repowered existing open freight vessels - M/V
Gay Head and M/V Sankaty;

- Extended summer service (six months) is more efficient than year-round operation
in terms of utilization rate (all options); and

- SSA operation would require one net new open freight vessel systemwide to be used
,,

interchangeably with other freight vessels.,
..

b. Freight Only Ferry with New Vessels at Higher Speeds to Equal Total Travel Time
from 1-195 Corridor- For New Bedford to Martha's Vineyard, one new vessel is
needed with 16-knot speed to complete the water trip in 1:44. For the Nantucket trips,
a vessel with 14-knot speed is needed to make the trip in 3:37.

- Uses modified existing fleet type open freight vessels with 27 truck unit equivalent
capacity and 14 to 16-knot speed, similar to the M/V Katama;

- Vessel capital costs are incrementally higher to achieve desired speeds;

- New vessels interchangeable with modified existing open freight vessels for remaining
Cape-based operations;

- Operating costs are higher because of added speed; and

- SSA operation would require one new open freight vessel systemwide to be used
interchangeably with other freight vessels.

c. Freight Only Ferry with New Vessels at Higher Speeds to Equal Total Travel Time
from 1-495 Corridor-For New Bedford to Martha's Vineyard, one new vessel is needed
with 18-knot speed to complete the water trip in 1:36. For the Nantucket trips, one new
vessel with 16-knot speed is needed to make the trip in 3:20.

- Uses modified existing fleet type open freight vessels with 27 truck unit equivalent
capacity and 16 or 18-knot speed, similar to the M/V Katama;

- For Martha's Vineyard service, an 18-knot ferry is likely to have much higher capital
and operating costs. May require major design shift (longer waterline, etc.);

- Vessels are not interchangeable with slower existing open freight vessels for New
Bedford routes but could be used for Cape-based operations;

Capital and operating costs are considerably higher because of added speed;

- Summer only service more highly favored because of higher operating costs; and

- SSA operation would require one new open freight vessel, and one new vessel with
greater speed than previously planed.
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2.3.4 Summary Findings from Freight Operation Options

While there appears to be no clearly favored operational scenarios for New Bedford
freight service, several of the options seem to combine advantages in terms of service to
freight customers and marginal costs of operation and capital investment. The favored
operational model would be those combining limited service from New Bedford to absorb
freight growth projections, while maintaining existing freight operations from Cape ports.
The 13- to 14-knot capacity open freight vessels offer maximum benefits for an inter
changeable freight fleet, and minimizes the total number of new vessels required fleet
wide. While peak season service from New Bedford would tend to be most cost-efficient,
year-round freight operations are more attractive to the shippers for standardization of
truck schedules (see Section 4.0). Private operation of the freight service could relieve SSA
of major capital and operating expenses, but may be very difficult to combine with
ongoing Cape-based SSA freight operations. A private operator is also likely to strongly
favor year-round operation. The demand for ferry freight service is generally much less
seasonally variable than the demand for passenger service. This is the case on Martha's
Vineyard and Nantucket and for most similar locations with peak tourist seasons. There
fore, a private operator is unlikely to find other uses for their vessels during slow seasons,
and would probably prefer year round operation. However, demand may be so slack in
January and February that they might prefer not to operate, but rather to perform annual
fleet maintenance activities. I

¦ 2.4 Capital and Operations Cost Estimates

2.4.1 Projected Capital Costs for New Bedford Freight Ferry Options

Several vessel options were considered to cover the full spectrum of trip routes and
speeds needed to test the freight models described. Table 2.10 shows the vessel capital
costs for the different speed options needed to meet the combined land and water trip
objectives which might attract freight shippers to the off-Cape service. The following
assumptions were applied:

• Open freight vessels appear to be the most cost-effective additions to the fleet for New
Bedford freight-only service, based on capital and operating costs of the present fleet,
and were used as the base vessel model for all alternatives.

• Enclosed passenger/ freight ferries were not considered for New Bedford .routes since
no passenger or auto service would be provided in this model. (Consideration of adding
multi-use vessels to be interchangeable with the full fleet may need to be considered
systemwide, but is beyond the scope of this study.)

• New vessel specifications and estimated capital costs were considered based on the
three travel time scenarios for the operational models:

I
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1) Allow combined land and water trip times to be based on use of existing fleet type
vessels and 13- to 14-knot speed for Martha's Vineyard and Nantucket;

2) Vessel speed and trip time for each New Bedford route to match combined (land
and water) I-195 trip times from product origin point via Cape ports to the islands -Martha's Vineyard at 16 knots, Nantucket at 14 knots;6 and

3) Vessel speed and trip time for each New Bedford route to be faster than combined
I-195 trip times and match combined I-495 trip times from Cape ports to the
islands -Martha's Vineyard at 18 knots, Nantucket at 16 knots.

• Comparable costs were interpolated from recent SSA vessel optimization studies and
interviews with SSA staff.

• The capital cost estimates are preliminary and based on initial findings from SSA vessel
optimization studies. The proposed vessel or vessels will require more detailed design
for greater accuracy.

• A common set of vessel layout and capacity specifications were assumed for all
speed options:

- Optimized new open freight ferry design;

- Similar to the recently modified M/V Katama;

- Twenty-seven truck (18-feet) equivalent unit freight deck (approximately 180-feet
clear times three lanes); and

- Interior passenger seating and food service for truck drivers only.

2.4.2 Projected Operating Costs for New Bedford Freight Ferry Options

Operating costs, as shown in Tables 2.11 and 2.12, were based on interpolation of actual
SSA operating costs for existing freight vessel operations in 1997, with review and com
ment by the SSA staff.

The following assumptions and base conditions were included in the operating cost
assessment:

• Use of M/V Katama class vessels, with the purchase of one net additional vessel required
to support New Bedford-based service, plus the marginal cost of shifting one fully used
Cape-based vessel to New Bedford, is the assumed base case in Table 2.11.

6The reason a slower vessel time works for Nantucket is because New Bedford enjoys a greater landside
travel time advantage compared to Hyannis than compared to Woods Hole because it is a longer and
more congested trip to Hyannis from off-Cape product origin points, particularly in the summer.
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Vessel Capital Vessel Operating
Travel Time Cost Cost/day

Water Trip Total Vessel Round trips Open Freight (Excludes Bond
Route Trip Objective Time w/Loading Speed (20-hr. day) (27t. cap) Interest)

New Bedford to Martha's Vineyard

Ml. NB/Martha's Vineyard: New vessels inter- 1:59 2:29 13 to 14kts 3.5 $ 8.Sm $7,500

Existing Vessel Type changeable with existing

M2. NB/Martha's Vineyard: Combined land/water 1:44 2:14 16kts 4 $ 9.Sm $7,800

Trip Equals I-195 Time travel time = I-195 avg.

M3. NB/Martha's Vineyard: Combined land/water 1:36 2:06 18kts 4.5 $11m $8,100

Trip Equals 1-495 Time travel time = 1-495 avg.

New Bedford to Nantucket

Nl. NB/Nantucket New vessels inter- 3:51 4:21 13 to 14kts 2 $ 8.Sm $7,500

changeable with existing

N2. NB/Nantucket Combined land/water 3:37 4:07 14kts 2.5 $ 8.Sm $7,500

travel time= I-195 avg.

Q
N3. NB/Nantucket Combined land/water 3:20 3:50 16kts 2.5 $ 9.5m $8,000

:I travel time = I-495 avg.
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Table 2.10 Future New Bedford Freight Operation Options and Capital Costs Based
on Trip Time Objectives
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Table 2.11 New Bedford Service Expenses

Based on a Year-round Operating Schedule (5 days per week x 52 weeks = 260 days)

New Vessel Operating Expenses

40 hrs./wk = 80 hrs x $32.50/hr = $2,600/wk x 52 wks.
40 hrs./wk = 80 hrs x $27.00/hr = $2,160/wk x 52 wks.
40 hrs./wk = 80 hrs x $34.00/hr = $2,720/wk x 52 wks.
40 hrs./wk = 80 hrs x $20.00/hr = $1,600/wk x 52 wks.
40 hrs./wk = 160 hrs x $20.00/hr = $3,200/wk x 52 wks.
40 hrs./wk = 80 hrs x $17.00/hr = $1,360/wk x 52 wks.
40 hrs./wk = 80 hrs x $21.00/hr = $1,680/wk x 52 wks.

$1,274,624
$ 312,000
$ 65,000
$ 250,000
$ 50,000
$1,951,624
$ 7,506

$135,200
$112,320
$141,440
$ 83,200
$166,400
$ 70,720
$ 87,360
$796,640
$159,328
$318,656

Wages
2 Captains
2 Pilot/Mates
2 Chief Engineers
2 Oilers
4 Able Seamen
2 Ordinary Seamen
2 Cooks
Total Base Wages
Overtime (20% of Base Wages)
Fringe Benefits (40% of Base Wages)
Total Crew's Wages and Benefits
Fuel
Suppliers, Equipment and Other Vessel Expenditures
Maintenance
Insurance
Total Vessel Operating Expenses (excluding capital costs)
New Vessel Operating Costs Per Day (assuming 260-day operating schedule)

Shifted Vessel Operating Expenses
Total Annual Vessel Operating Expenses in New Bedford Service
Total Annual Vessel Operating Expenses in Cape-Based Service
Marginal Increase in Operating Expenses
Marginal Increase in Operating Costs Per day

Bond Principal and Interest
Vessel Capital Cost
Term
Assumed Interest Rate
Estimated Annual Debt Service Requirements
Estimated Bond Principal and Interest Cost Per Day (assuming a 260-day operating schedule)

$8,500,00
20 Years

5.50%

$1,951,624
$1,742,000
$ 209,624
$ 806

$711,724
$ 2,736



Note: 1 No overtime is assumed because the limited number of vessel arrivals and departures should allow for two shifts to cover the terminal's SSA-related

operations. The terminal might be open for more than 18 hours per day, but actual crew working time would be much less and the terminal could be

unmanned during certain times of the day

Table 2.11 New Bedford Services Expenses (continued)
Based on a Year-round Operating Schedule (5 days per week x 52 weeks= 260 days)

$426,608

$ 30,000

$ 75,000

$531,608

$ 2,045

$1,951,624

$ 209,624

$ 711,724

$ 531,608

$3,404,580

$ 13,094

$ 41,600

$ 35,360

$ 66,560

$124,800

$ 36,400

$304,720

$121,888

-

40 hrs./wk x $20.00/hr = $800/wk x 52 wks.

40 hrs./wk x $17.00/hr = $680/wk x 52 wks.

80 hrs./wk x $16.00/hr = $1,280/wk x 52 wks.

160 hrs./wk x $15.00/hr = $2,400/wk x 52 wks.

70 hrs./wk x $10.00/hr = $700/wk x 52 wks.

-

Terminal Operating Expenses

Wages1

Associate Terminal Manager

Assistant Agent
2 Ticket Sellers

4 Dock Workers
2 Security Guards

Total Base Wages

Fringe Benefits (40% of Base Wages)

Total Crew's Wages and Benefits

Utilities

Maintenance
Total Terminal Operating Expenses (excluding capital costs)

Terminal Operating Costs Per Day (assuming 260-day operating schedule)

Total New Bedford Service

New Vessel Operating Expense

Shifted Vessel Operating Expense

New Vessel Capital Expense

Terminal Operating Expense

Total Annual Expense

Total Costs per day (assuming a 260-day operating schedule)



Table 2.12 Capital and Operating Costs of New Bedford Freight Options

Q
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"' Vessel Pier Vessel Vessel Total Vessel(J)
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Speed Operating Capital Bond Costs Operating Operating"';:.-

:'l Route Trip Objective Required Cost/day1 Cost2 Per Day3 Costs4 Cost/Day5
"'
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New Bedford to Martha's Vineyard
-;:,:' Ml. NB/Oak Bluffs: New vessels 13 to 14kts $2,000 $ 8.Sm. $2,700/day $7,500/day $12,200 /day

Existing Vessel Type interchangeable with
existing

M2. NB/Oak Bluffs: Trip Combined land/water 16kts $2,000 $ 9.Sm. $2,800 $7,800 $12,600
Equals I-195 Time travel time= 1-195 avg.

M3. NB/Oak Bluffs: Trip Combined land/water 18kts $2,000 $llm. $2,900 $8,100 $13,000
Equals I-495 Time travel time= I-495 avg.

New Bedford to Nantucket

Nl. NB/Nantucket New vessels 13 to 14kts $2,000 $ 8.Sm. $2,700/day $7,500/day $12,200 /day
interchangeable with
existing

N2. NB/Nantucket Combined land/water 14kts $2,000 $ 8.Sm. $2,700 $7,500 $12,200

travel time = 1-195 avg. l
N3. NB/Nantucket Combined land/water 16kts $2,000 $ 9.Sm. $2,800 $8,000 $12,600 0:,

"'
travel time= I-495 avg. ?0il
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?
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03 Based on 12 mo./5 day week. :'l
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• Total operating costs include direct operating costs, fixed expenses and other expenses
for vessel and New Bedford terminal operations as described in the current SSA cost
accounting format.

• Cost estimates were based on actual SSA cost center analysis for individual vessels
for 1997.

I

• Costs are based on the assumption that a standard 18-hour operating day (two shifts)
for vessel crews cannot be guaranteed given the New Bedford travel times of the
existing vessel fleet (although it could be achieved occasionally under favorable condi
tions). This assumption includes one hour for vessel start-up and shut-down. Therefore,
a worst case cost estimate requires the presumption of some overtime for vessel crews. I

• Analysis includes bond interest or debt service calculations based on a 20-year bond at
5.5 percent interest as applied to the various speed vessel capital costs.

• Operating cost estimates are approximate and require more thorough development at
such time as detailed vessel designs and route schedules are available.

• For purposes of this analysis, Nantucket and Martha's Vineyard operating costs are
assumed to be equal based on similar total hours of daily operation. Actual operating 1costs may differ somewhat due to variable fuel consumption and crew and vessel
assignment options, with Nantucket being generally higher for both categories.

• Vessel capital cost estimates are approximate and were based on SSA vessel optimiza
tion studies and interviews. More accurate vessel operating and capital cost estimates
would require actual naval architecture designs, particularly for higher speed vessels.

• Terminal operating costs and limited capital improvements (small terminal building
area) are included. All major pier refitting costs are assumed to be provided by New
Bedford or others.

2.4.3 Projected Terminal Capital Costs for New Bedford Freight
Ferry Options

This analysis assumes that the SSA will not be responsible for capital costs associated with
the New Bedford terminal improvements. The management and cost assessment is based
on the proposed "Program 1" concept plan for the State Pier included in the Cecil and
Rizvi Site Selection Study for the New Bedford Ferry Terminal of 1996. The plan describes a
single transfer bridge on the north side, with demolition of several existing warehouse
structures. It is assumed that pier modifications and the transfer bridge will be funded
through other sources by the City of New Bedford. The limited capital improvement costs
identified above are those estimated for this plan and described in the SSA report of 1997
regarding a mainland freight facility. The terminal operating costs are approximated by
estimating actual staff operating costs and calibrated for five-day rather than seven-day-a
week operation.
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It is likely that the freight service will need to reserve landing slots for the transfer bridge
for six periods daily to accommodate the summer season arrivals and departures, each for
a period of one hour to allow for docking, unloading, loading, and slack time. In addition,
slip space will be needed for up to two vessels for overnight layover, since island layover
capacity would be used by other SSA vessels during peak operations.

Potential landing fees have not been included in this cost scenario, as it is assumed that
the SSA might offer pier management or other in-kind services in lieu of direct lease com
pensation. If such an arrangement is not workable, lease amounts will need to be negoti
ated. SSA landside terminal building facilities will require capital improvements for
leased or new space on the pier. This scenario allows for a cost assessment of the New
Bedford freight terminal operating costs based on comparable SSA experiences. Other
management/landing fee models may need to be considered as well. This analysis
assumes that the SSA will pay market rates for the use of the New Bedford facilities based
on the cost factors identified above as arrived at through negotiation.
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3.0 Economic Model
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The purpose of this section is to explain the methodology for the development of an eco
nomic model to account for all components of the cost of transporting goods to the islands,
and the use of that model to test the economic impact of various alternatives for New
Bedford-based freight service.

¦ 3.1 Retail Prices on the Islands

Retail prices on Martha's Vineyard and Nantucket are higher than the prices for compara
ble goods on the mainland. This can be observed when comparing the price of a market
basket of goods on the islands with the prices of the same market basket on Cape Cod.
The Nantucket Planning and Economic Development Commission reported1 that in March
of 1997 the price of groceries was seven to 12 percent higher on Nantucket than at compa
rable stores in Hyannis and Yarmouth. As part of this study, a comparison of the retail
price of groceries was made between stores in Edgartown and in Falmouth. A market
basket of the same goods in September of 1998 was found to cost seven percent more on
Martha's Vineyard than on Cape Cod. The price differential of other products such as
gasoline can be much higher, approaching 50 percent in some cases.

The purpose of this study was not to thoroughly analyze or explain price differentials
between the mainland and the islands. This information is provided as background to the
following discussion of the economic impact of ferry transportation services on the price
of goods on the islands.

¦ 3.2 Shipper Database

The construction of an economic model was considerably enhanced by the availability of a
survey of major freight shippers prepared for the SSA by KJS Associates, Inc. and FXM
Associates in 1997.2 This survey consisted of an interview of 115 trucking firms and
freight shippers who accounted for 78 percent of all 1997 truck reservations. The survey
found that the top six percent of firms requesting reservations make one or more round
1 Nantucket Planning and Economic Development Commission, Monitoring the Nantucket Economy,
April 1998.

2 KJS Associates, Inc./FXM Associates, SSA Freight Survey: Summary Report, Steamship Authority,
July 1997.
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trip per week. It is these regular users who carry the vast majority of freight to the islands.
The top 50 haulers account for 70 percent of all truck trips.

The survey questioned shippers on the commodities carried, the value of those commodi
ties, the mainland origins of the shipments, the frequency of shipments per week by sea
son, the destination on the islands, and an estimate by the shipper of the cost of transporting
that shipment to the island. The shippers' survey was cross-checked against published
economic reports from the U.S. Census Bureau and the U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis
as well as reports from the Nantucket Planning & Economic Development Commission and
the Martha's Vineyard Commission. These sources confirmed the shippers' estimates that
goods valued at $320 million (wholesale) were transported to Martha's Vineyard and at
$245 million were transported to Nantucket'. The shippers' estimate of the total cost of
shipping these goods was $27 million to both islands. This included all costs from the
regional origin points to the ultimate destinations on Martha's Vineyard and Nantucket.

The database that was developed from the survey included 137 shippers and 197 individ
ual records of shipments to the islands that were made at least twice monthly. Each
shipment record was unique in the commodity carried and the mainland origin, so that
many shippers were represented by multiple records. The database itself was stored in an
Excel™ spreadsheet.

The KJS study also forecast that the volume of freight shipments is expected to grow by
over three percent per year or by a total of 30 percent between 1995 and 2005. The Scope
of Work for this study directed that this forecast be accepted as an input to the study. It is
this forecast of growth in freight traffic that has motivated the SSA to explore new strate
gies for transporting freight to the islands. Traffic figures for 1996-1998 indicate that the
rate of growth projected in the 1997 study is already being exceeded during the prosper
ous economic conditions on the islands in the late 1990s. Growth rates can change abruptly
and dramatically, however, due to changes in local, regional, national, and international
conditions (i.e., witness the unexpected impact of the Asian economic crisis.)

¦ 3.3 Development of the Economic Model

3.3.1 Costs Included

The economic model was developed from the database of shippers. In order to provide
the ability to test the changes in the cost of transportation that might result from New
Bedford-based ferry freight service, the individual components of the cost ·of shipping
were identified and quantified. Those components are:

3The KJS database used wholesale value. This report uses retail value to estimate impacts on island
consumers. The total retail value of these goods is estimated to be $949 million in 1998 and $1,257
billion in 2005. (See Section 3.3.2 for conversion factors.)
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• Mainland Transport. This represents the cost of transporting goods from the mainland
origin to the ferry port. It was calculated based on the forecast 2005 highway travel
times identified in Section 1.0 of this report. For each record, a cost was identified from
the specific origin both to the current port on Cape Cod and to New Bedford. The
separate travel times identified for summer and off-peak seasons were applied to the
number of shipments identified in each season. While the individual hourly costs will
vary for each carrier, a conservative estimate of $65 per hour, based on national aver
ages, was applied to these travel times to calculate the cost.

• Waiting Time. This represents the cost of waiting at the ferry terminal for the vessel
departure. The SSA requires that a truck arrive at the terminal one-half hour before the
scheduled departure of the ferry. In addition, the uncertainty associated with traffic
congestion on Cape Cod in the summer makes it essential for shippers to plan for an
arrival at the terminal well in advance of the required time to ensure that they will not
miss their reservation. For purposes of this model, it was estimated that the additional
waiting time during the summer season in 2005 at Woods Hole will be 15 minutes and
the additional waiting time at Hyannis will be 30 minutes. At New Bedford, given the
absence of traffic congestion, no waiting time above the required one-half hour is
expected. (Even if the SSA were to reduce this requirement, the relative infrequency of
service (see Section 2.0) would likely motivate carriers to arrive early since the cost of
"missing the boat" would be high.) During the waiting time, the truck's motor does
not need to be running and therefore a cost of $55 per hour was applied to the waiting
time, representing a reduction of $10 per hour associated with the hourly cost of fuel.

• Ferry Fare. This represents the fare charged by the SSA for truck travel to the islands.
For purposes of this study, the fare for a 45-foot truck, the average truck length identi
fied in the KJS/FXM study, was applied to all shipments. The existing relationship
between summer, shoulder and winter seasons, where the shoulder season fares are 94
percent of the summer season fares and the winter season fares are 83 percent of the
summer season fares, was assumed to hold in the future. The current tariff provides
for a 50 percent discount for waste haulers and that discount was applied to those rec
ords where waste was indicated as the commodity. The seasonal fare was applied to
the number of shipments in that season for each record. The fares to be charged from
New Bedford will reflect a policy decision by the SSA and the model was constructed to
allow a variety of fares to be tested (see Section 3.5). No changes were assumed in the
current relationship of truck and auto fares, which represents a cross-subsidy of truck
travel by auto travel, or in the allocation of fares between the two islands so as to reflect
the relative cost of servicing the islands (i.e., there is no cross-subsidy between islands.)

• Water Travel Time. This represents the time the truck spends on the vessel traveling
to the islands. The times from Woods Hole to Martha's Vineyard and from Hyannis to
Nantucket are taken from the published ferry schedules. The travel times to the islands
from New Bedford were taken from the estimate developed in Section 2.0 of this report.
While traveling on the water, the truck's motor cannot be running and a cost of $55 per
hour, representing a reduction associated with the hourly cost of fuel, was applied to
the water travel times for each season to calculate the cost.

• Unloading and Delivery Time. This represents the time associated with unloading the
truck from the ferry and traveling to the destination on the island. Since many of the
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trucks carrying freight to the islands have multiple destinations along a delivery route,
the time associated with a typical first delivery was used in this model. A 30-minute
time was assumed for all service on the assumption that many deliveries are clustered
in the vicinity of the island ports. This value will not change under any mainland
operating scenario. The larger the value assumed, the smaller the relative impact of
changes in mainland services. Therefore, assuming 30 minutes is a "conservative"
estimate which would, if anything, tend to slightly inflate the importance of changes on
the mainland.

• Backhaul. This represents the cost of returning an empty vehicle from the islands.
Given the nature of the goods movement for the islands, most trucks carry freight to
the islands and return empty. The exception is waste haulers, which travel full from
the islands and return empty. To account for the cost of traveling empty, the model
also accounts for all of the costs listed above for the return trip. The exception is for
mainland travel. For freight forwarders and consolidators, such as Sun Transport and
Cape Cod Express, the return trip is assumed to be to the company's terminal, not to
the product point of origin. The mainland backhaul is also capped at 80 minutes to
account for the likely acquisition of a new load for the remainder of the return to a dis
tant origin.

The model was designed to produce a variety of outputs. The costs of transporting all
freight from the Cape ports, all freight from New Bedford, one-third of freight from New
Bedford, and freight from the cheapest port based on product origin were tested. Summa
ries of the cost of transporting the major commodity groups of food, fuel, waste, construc
tion materials and other are reported separately. The cost of transport as a percentage of
the total value shipped is also reported in total and for each commodity group. The fore
cast of a 30 percent growth in freight was applied to provide an estimate of the costs and
values in 2005. The model was developed as an Excel™ spreadsheet from the existing
database spreadsheet.

As applied to the current Cape fares, the current schedules and travel times from the Cape
ports to the islands, and the forecast growth rates, the economic model calculates the
transportation cost to Martha's Vineyard to be $13 million for the $692 million retail value
of goods forecast to be transported in 2005. For Nantucket, the economic model calculates
the transportation cost to be $15 million for the $565 million retail value of goods to be
transported. This indicates that transportation costs will represent 1.9 percent of the retail
value of goods transported to Martha's Vineyard and 2.7 percent of the retail value of
goods transported to Nantucket in 2005. These amounts and percentages are consistent
with a national average of five percent of total transportation costs as a percentage of
retail costs, and with the estimates of costs made by the shippers in the KJS/FXM survey.
Since these costs reflect only the final leg of a journey from the point at which. the product
is received by a wholesaler generally in the New England area, and then transported to
the islands, it is to be expected that this cost would be less than the national average which
is based on a total trip from product origin to destination. For example, the product could
have originated almost anywhere (i.e., a head of lettuce grown in California), but the costs
of transporting it from its point of origin to its New England wholesaler were not calcu
lated, and will not change under any mainland shipping scenario involving the SSA.
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The economic model was also used to disaggregate the portion of the transportation cost
attributable to the mainland highway travel time, the ferry travel and waiting time, and
the ferry fare (based on the existing fares and schedules). For Martha's Vineyard, the
highway travel time accounts for 31 percent of the cost, the ferry travel time accounts for
37 percent, and the fare accounts for 32 percent of the total cost of transportation. For
Nantucket, the highway time accounts for 25 percent, the ferry time accounts for 43 per
cent, and the fare accounts for 32 percent of the cost of transportation. There is a six per
cent swing in the relative importance of the ferry trip vs. landside travel in the cost of
shipping goods to the two islands, with the longer ferry trip having a relatively greater
impact on Nantucket.

During the development and application of the model, the SSA and consultant team con
. tinued to refine input factors related to the cost of ferry transportation under different
scenarios. These changes could slightly impact the final results (i.e., cost impacts) either
up or down, but would not alter the basic conclusions of the analysis.

3.3.2 Other Factors

While the economic model was used to test all of the scenarios described above, the fol
lowing additional factors were also reflected in the analysis. These factors were applied to
the bottom-line impact on the retail price as a "post-process" application after running the
economic model.

• Valet Service -The existing service from Woods Hole requires that a driver be present
to load and unload a truck from the ferry and travel with the vehicle on the ferry. The
Hyannis service to Nantucket allows shippers to drop off a truck at the terminal or at a
remote staging area and for a charge of $45 per trip, SSA personnel will provide valet
service and load and unload the truck onto the ferry. This eliminates the cost of trans
porting a driver with the truck on the ferry. Given the estimate of $20 per hour for the
cost of labor, the two-hour and 15-minute trip to Nantucket from Hyannis is the eco
nomic breakeven point for valet service. According to SSA records, 17 percent of the
shippers to Nantucket use the valet service in the summer. The ability of a shipper to
use the service will vary widely. Coast Guard regulations require that a driver be pres
ent with trucks carrying hazardous cargo. Some shippers want to have a driver present
to drive the truck on a delivery route on the islands, or to monitor the safety and secu
rity of the shipment. The shipper database does not indicate which of these conditions
might be present for each record. The valet factor was therefore not applied to each
record in the economic model, but instead was calculated and applied to the entire cost
of shipping. For New Bedford to Martha's Vineyard service, which even at 13 knots
will take only two hours by water, the economic model indicates that there is no eco
nomic value to valet service as presently priced. For the Nantucket service, where the
travel time to New Bedford at 13 knots will be three hours and 50 minutes, valet service
could reduce the cost of the water travel time by 15 percent. Since water travel time
represents approximately one-third of the total transportation cost to the islands, valet
service for New Bedford could reduce the overall transportation cost by no more than
five percent. Given this small impact and the fact that only a portion of shippers would
actually be able to utilize the service, its impact is assumed to be insignificant and it
was not applied in the analysis.
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• Retail Markup - The values in the shipper database represent the wholesale value of
goods shipped to the islands. Since the retail mark-up of goods on the islands will not
be directly affected by the cost of transportation, the percentage impact of changes in
the cost of transportation will be lower on the retail price than on the wholesale price.
The retail price more accurately reflects the impact which will be felt by the island con
sumer. The retail markup of goods on the islands was estimated by FXM Associates to
be 68 percent over the wholesale price. This reflects a typical mark-up of 40 percent
compounded by an "island" mark-up of 20 percent. This means that if under existing
conditions that transportation costs are 3.15 percent of the wholesale value of all goods
sold on Martha's Vineyard (for example), they are only 1.88 percent of the retail costs
of goods.

• New Bedford Discount - The current wholesale values in the shipper database repre
sent the price of goods as currently purchased by wholesalers; shippers, and receivers.
Some of these goods are purchased in the vicinity of the Cape Cod ports. A shift of
SSA freight service to the port of New Bedford may make other suppliers more avail
able. These suppliers might in turn be able to provide the same goods for a lower price
than Cape Cod suppliers. This would not lower the transportation costs to the islands, Ibut would result in a lowering of the combined wholesale and transportation cost.
FXM estimates that the wholesale price of goods purchased in New Bedford averages
2.9 percent less than similar goods purchased in Massachusetts overall, reflecting lower Ilabor costs in the New Bedford area. The calculation of this impact is shown in Section 3.7.

¦ 3.4 Scenarios Tested

Having developed an economic model that can account for changes in individual compo
nents of the cost of transportation, scenarios were developed to test alternative strategies
that might be applied to the New Bedford service. The scenarios tested involved those I
components which are most directly under the control of the SSA. Changes to the high-
way access to Cape Cod, for example, would not be under the control of the SSA, while
the fare to be charged from New Bedford would be under the Authority's control.

3.4.1 Fare Scenarios

Several fare scenarios were developed to test the impact on the cost of transportation to
the islands and thus on the price of goods sold. These scenarios do not necessarily repre
sent fare policies that would be implemented by the SSA, but. do represent a reasonable
range of values to be tested. They are based on the assumption of year-round operation
from New Bedford and would vary under seasonal operating scenarios. Their value is in
demonstrating the impact of the fares charged on the cost of goods and on the choice of
the port by the shippers.

• Current Fares - This represents a scenario in which the fare charged a 45-foot average
truck from New Bedford is equal to the current summer fares of $105 and $168 to
Martha's Vineyard and Nantucket respectively. This scenario shows the impact on
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shipping costs and particularly on the choice of port of the proposed service if the fare
charged is not a factor. Given that New Bedford service will be more expensive to
operate than Cape-based services, maintaining the existing fare structure across all
freight services would require a cross-subsidy from some other aspect of SSA operation.

• Fixed and Variable Costs -This scenario recognizes that the cost of providing service
has both fixed and variable-cost components. Assuming that the existing tariff reflects
these components, for the 45-minute trip to Martha's Vineyard and the two-hour and
15-minute trip to Nantucket, a fixed component of $69 and a variable-cost component
of $44 per hour was calculated. Applied to New Bedford-based service, the variable
element would change representing the increased trip length, while fixed costs repre
senting SSA overhead and terminal costs would remain relatively unchanged. (It was
assumed that the SSA would pay market prices for leasing terminal space in New
Bedford which would be somewhat comparable to the cost of its own operations at the
Cape ports.) Under this scenario, the 45-foot truck fare would be $157 for New Bedford
to Martha's Vineyard service, and $238 for Nantucket service.

• Operating Costs - This scenario represents the fare necessary to cover the daily oper
ating costs of a freight vessel from New Bedford to the islands. The number of trucks
that can be transported to Martha's Vineyard from New Bedford in four round trips by
a freight vessel with a capacity of nine trucks per one-way trip was calculated and the
fare set so that it would cover the $7,500 daily operating cost of a freight vessel on that
route.4 The number of trucks that can be transported to Nantucket from New Bedford
in two round trips by a freight vessel was calculated and the fare set so that it would
cover the $7,500 daily operating cost of a freight vessel and terminal on that route. The
fares were set at $212 for Martha's Vineyard and $353 for Nantucket.

• Equalized Operating Costs -This scenario represents the assessment of the same fare
from both New Bedford and the Cape Cod ports, but with the fare set such that the
fares would cover the total operating costs from all ports. The fares were calculated
independently for each island so that no cross-island subsidy was involved. The num
ber of trucks that can be transported to Martha's Vineyard from New Bedford in four
round trips and in seven round trips from Woods Hole was calculated and the fare set
so that it would cover the $7,500 daily operating cost of a freight vessel and terminal on
the New Bedford service, and the $13,400 daily operating cost of two freight vessels on
the Woods Hole route. The number of trucks that can be transported to Nantucket
from New Bedford in two round trips and from Hyannis in three round trips was cal
culated and the fare set so that it would cover the $7,500 daily operating cost of a
freight vessel and terminal on the New Bedford service, and the $6,700 daily operating
cost of a freight vessel on the Hyannis route. The fare would be $128 for Martha's
Vineyard service and $244 for Nantucket service.

41n addition to vessel operating costs, bond amortization costs for the purchase of the oneadditional vessel reserved for New Bedford service would be $2,700/day, this cost and terminal
lease or operating costs in New Bedford were estimated to be $2,200/day. These costs were also
included in the estimate of future operating costs in this scenario and in the future equalized cost
scenario.
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3.4.2 Seasonal Service

The need for additional freight capacity and the operational issues at the existing Cape
Cod ports are most acute in the summer season, and a seasonal service would have the
least impact on SSA operating costs. A private operator, however, would probably prefer
year-round service to cover vessel amortization costs. The business operations of the
shippers would be least affected if they could operate from the same port throughout the
year. To balance these competing requirements, the operation of New Bedford service for
the entire year, for the summer and shoulder seasons, and for the summer season only
were tested as scenarios.

3.4.3 Water Travel Time

Scenarios were also established to test the impact of faster vessels on the cost of trans
porting goods to the islands. Again, costs here refer only to the costs incurred by the
shippers as a consequence of the time to travel to the islands, not the costs incurred by the
SSA in providing faster service (the latter was addressed in Section 2.0). The scenarios
developed represent the current vessel-types traveling at 13 to 14 knots and also vessels
traveling at speeds of 15 to 18 knots. The faster speeds can provide travel times by water
(as described in Section 2.0) and highway from New Bedford that are equivalent to the
travel times by water and highway from the Cape ports by the various highway corridors
defined in Section 1.0.

3.4.4 Commodity

It was also possible to disaggregate the findings by type of commodity in the event that
the SSA chose to divert some but not all commodities to New Bedford. Commodities
were grouped into basic categories for shipment to the islands - food, fuel, construction
material, and other. The primary commodity shipped from the islands is waste (Martha's
Vineyard only, Nantucket disposes of waste on-island). This commodity has essentially
no economic value.

¦ 3.5 Results

As discussed earlier, transportation costs represent 1.9 percent of the retail value of goods
to be transported to Martha's Vineyard and 2.6 percent of the retail value of goods trans
ported to Nantucket in 2005. The costs associated with the fare and the time on the ferry
account for 69 percent of the transportation costs to Martha's Vineyard and 75 percent of
the costs to Nantucket. Costs associated with the ferry thus represent 1.3 percent of the
retail price on Martha's Vineyard and 2.0 percent of the retail price on Nantucket. Ferry costs
can thus be only part of the reason why goods cost seven to 12 percent more on the islands.
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The economic model shows that under most scenarios, freight operation from New Bedford
will increase the cost of goods on the islands, but that the increase will be small. Trans
portation costs are kept equal or reduced only if fares are equalized across all ports, and
the service is operated only in peak season or with faster vessels out of New Bedford. It is
only under these conditions that the model indicates it would be cost-effective for ship
pers to voluntarily shift to New Bedford in appreciable numbers.

Under most scenarios, shippers would have to be directed to use New Bedford through
the establishment of reservations policies by the SSA that would limit the number of ves
sel spaces available at the existing ports of Woods Hole and Hyannis. Based on opera
tional considerations described in Section 2.0, new capacity at New Bedford is likely to
amount to one-third of the total capacity. Therefore, for analytical purposes, the estimated
transportation costs are assumed to be one-third of the increase which would occur if all
freight was shifted to New Bedford.

The following sub-sections estimate the impact on the price of retail goods of New
Bedford-based service varied by fare, seasonality of operation, vessel speed, and commodity.

3.5.1 Four Season Operation with Existing Vessels

The results of the economic model for all-year operation by fare scenario are shown in
Table 3.1. Transportation costs as a percentage of retail costs are shown for the service
implemented as a market strategy where the shipper chooses the lowest cost port and as a
policy strategy where one-third of all shippers are directed to use New Bedford. For the
market-based strategy, the percentage of shippers using New Bedford, if any, is shown.

The economic model was constructed based on the assumption that a shipper would
chose a port based on its total annual cost and not chose the lowest-cost port by season.
Assuming year-round operation and existing vessel speeds, the model indicates that ship
pers would not realize any savings in shipping costs by shifting to New Bedford under
any of the fare scenarios tested. Shippers would have to be directed to use New Bedford
by the establishment of SSA policies.

Under the fare scenarios tested, the increase in shipping costs would range from 0.07 per
cent of retail costs for Martha's Vineyard and 0.10 percent of retail costs for Nantucket if
the fares at New Bedford were the same as current fares, and by 0.23 percent of retail costs
for Martha's Vineyard and 0.40 percent of retail costs for Nantucket if the fares at New
Bedford reflect the actual costs of operation.

3.5.2 Shoulder and Summer Season Operation with Existing Vessels

The results of the economic model for three season operation by fare scenario using ves
sels operating at current speeds are shown in Table 3.2. Although the elimination of win
ter service from the equation reduces the economic impact, shippers would still have to be
directed to use New Bedford by SSA policy. The increase in transportation costs would
range from 0.05 percent of retail costs for Martha's Vineyard and 0.07 percent of retail
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costs for Nantucket if the fares at New Bedford were the same as current Cape fares, to
0.19 percent of retail costs for Martha's Vineyard and 0.33 percent of retail costs for Nantucket
if the fares at New Bedford reflect the actual costs of operation.

Table 3.1 Four Season Operation, Thirteen Knot Vessels by Fare Scenario
Transportation Costs as a Percentage of Retail Value

Equal Fixed Equal
Implementation Existing Current Plus Operating Operating

Strategy Service Fares Variable Cost Costs

Martha's Vineyard Market 1.88% no usage no usage no usage no usage
Policy 1.88% 1.95% 2.06% 2.11% 2.05%

Nantucket Market 2.64% no usage no usage no usage no usage
Policy 2.64% 2.74% 2.86% 2.99% 3.04%

Table 3.2 Summer and Shoulder Season Operation
Thirteen Knot Vessels by Fare Scenario
Transportation Costs as a Percentage of Retail Value

Equal Fixed Equal
Implementation Existing Current Plus Operating Operating

Strategy Service Fares Variable Cost Costs

Martha's Vineyard Market 1.88% no usage no usage no usage no usage
Policy 1.88% 1.93% 2.03% 2.07% 2.02%

Nantucket Market 2.64% no usage no usage no usage no usage
Policy 2.64% 2.71% 2.82% 2.93% 2.97%

3.5.3 Summer Season Operation with Existing Vessels

The results of the economic model for summer season operation by fare scenario are
shown in Table 3.3. Under these conditions, the model indicates that when there is no dif
ference between the fares charged between New Bedford and each of the Cape Cod ports,
that the reduction in costs due to travel time savings on the mainland in traveling to New
Bedford are greater than the additional costs due to travel time by water from New
Bedford. This is due to the greater congestion experienced in traveling to the Cape Cod
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ports in the summer, while travel time to New Bedford remains relatively constant
throughout the year. Under these scenarios, the economic model indicates that 66 percent
of the shippers to Martha's Vineyard and 54 percent of the shippers to Nantucket would
shift to New Bedford to achieve lower total transportation costs. This is based on the
estimate of travel time to the respective ports based on the shipment origin point and
travel time as established in Section 1.0. If the fares are greater at New Bedford than at the
existing ports, however, then there would be no economic advantage and shippers would
have to be directed to use New Bedford by the establishment of SSA policies.

Under a policy directive to divert all freight to New Bedford, the increase in transporta
tion costs would range from zero percent of retail costs for Martha's Vineyard and 0.03
percent of retail costs for Nantucket if the fares at New Bedford were the same as current
fares, to 0.07 percent of retail costs for Martha's Vineyard and 0.17 percent of retail costs
for Nantucket if the fares at New Bedford reflect the actual costs of operation. For the
implementation of the service as a market-based strategy, if the New Bedford fares were
equal to the current fares there would be a slight decrease in overall shipping costs to each
island reflecting the combined travel time savings for the shippers who switch (hence, the
theoretical attractiveness to shippers).

Table 3.3 Summer Season Operation
Thirteen Knot Vessels by Fare Scenario
Transportation Costs as a Percentage of Retail Value

Equal Fixed Equal
Implementation Existing Current Plus Operating Operating

Strategy Service Fares Variable Cost Costs

Martha's Market 1.88% 1.80% no usage no usage 1.85%
Vineyard (66% usage) (66% usage)

Policy 1.88% 1.88% 1.93% 1.95% 1.93%

Nantucket Market 2.64% 2.62% no usage no usage 2.77%
(54% usage) (54% usage)

Policy 2.64% 2.67% 2.73% 2.79% 2.81%

3.5.4 Four Season Operation with Sixteen Knot Vessels

The results of the economic model for all-year operation with 16 knot vessel speeds oper
ating to and from New Bedford are shown in Table 3.4. The 16 knot vessels were chosen
to equalize for the entire year the combined mainland and water travel times to the islands
from the existing ports and New Bedford at least for shippers in the I-195 corridor (where
the New Bedford landside travel time advantage is greatest). The impact for this alterna
tive is similar to results indicated for the summer season with existing vessels. When
implemented as a market-based strategy, the economic model indicates that 29 percent of
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the shippers to Martha's Vineyard and 57 percent of the shippers to Nantucket would
shift to New Bedford to achieve lower total transportation costs. If the fares are greater at
New Bedford than at the existing ports, there is no economic advantage and shippers
would have to be directed to use New Bedford by SSA policy.

Under implementation by policy, the increase in transportation costs would range from
0.05 percent of retail costs for Martha's Vineyard and 0.04 percent of retail costs for
Nantucket if the fares at New Bedford were no more expensive than the current fares, to
0.20 percent of retail costs for Martha's Vineyard and 0.37 percent of retail costs for
Nantucket if the fares at New Bedford reflect the actual costs of operation. For the imple
mentation of the service as a market-based strategy, if the New Bedford fares were equal
to the current fares there would be a slight decrease in overall shipping costs to each Iisland reflecting the combined travel time savings for the shippers who switch.

Table 3.4 Four Season Operation
Sixteen Knot Vessels to New Bedford by Fare Scenario
Transportation Costs as a Percentage of Retail Value

Equal Fixed Equal IImplementation Existing Current Plus Operating Operating
Strategy Service Fares Variable Cost Costs

Martha's Market 1.88% 1.85% no usage no usage 1.95%
Vineyard (29% usage) (29% usage)

Policy 1.88% 1.93% 2.03% 2.08% 2.03%

Nantucket Market 2.64% 2.58% no usage no usage 2.90%
(57% usage) (57% usage)

Policy 2.64% 2.68% 2.81% 2.95% 3.01%

¦ 3.6 Commodity

Table 3.5 shows the relative impact of transportation costs by commodity on the price of
goods for Martha's Vineyard and Nantucket. This data is shown for a single scenario -four season operation, fares equal to operating costs, and existing vessel speeds. This
example, unlike the preceding examples, assumes that the full amount of each commodity
would be shifted to New Bedford. This is based on a strategy of shifting some combina
tion of (but not all) commodities to New Bedford roughly equal to one-third of the total
freight demand. In this scenario, the increase in the price of the diverted commodity would
be larger than if a random segment of all commodities was diverted, but there would be
no increase in the price of all other non-diverted commodities.
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As shown, transportation costs are the largest component of the retail price of fuel on both
islands (3.73 percent on Martha's Vineyard and 4.88 percent on Nantucket). This is probably
due to the relatively low product value compared to the specialized transportation equipment
and procedures required to transport it. Construction material is a close second on
Nantucket (4.01 percent), probably reflecting the extremely prosperous real estate market
on the island today. (Anecdotally, it has been reported that the demand for lumber on
Nantucket is so high that some is being airlifted.) The biggest change in the price of goods
resulting from moving freight transportation to New Bedford would be noticed in the
price of fuel on Martha's Vineyard (a 1.03 percent increase) and in construction material on
Nantucket (a 1.66 percent increase).

Table 3.5 Transportation Costs as a Percentage of Retail Value by Commodity*

Woods Hole Hyannis New Bedford Increase

Martha's Vineyard
Food 1.45% 1.91% 0.46%
Fuel 3.73% 4.70% 1.03%

Const 1.61% 2.23% 0.62%
Other 1.97% 2.92% 0.95%

Nantucket
Food 1.88% 2.51% 0.63%
Fuel 4.88% 6.30% 1.42%

Const 4.01% 5.67% 1.66%

Other 1.45% 1.99% 0.54%

"Four-Season Operation, 13-knot vessel, fares = operating cost.

¦ 3.7 Impact of Shifting to New Bedford-Based Suppliers on
the Retail Price of Goods

A comprehensive assessment of the differences in wholesale prices between New Bedford
and other parts of Massachusetts would require comparison of land, labor, capital, trans
port and other costs inherent to the determination of wholesale prices. Only labor costs,
however, are systematically documented and compared across regions at the level of
specificity (that is, within the wholesale industry sector itself) required for this analysis.
Therefore, land and capital costs are assumed to be equal between regions for the purpose
of this analysis, and their effect on wholesalers' costs is not differentiated.

To estimate the effect of labor costs on wholesale prices, payroll to sales ratios were derived
for the state and relevant counties. The differences in ratios by county are mainly attrib-
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utable to the commodities handled, which are reflected in average sales per employee.
The source for these ratios is the U.S. Department of Commerce, U.S. County Business
Patterns, 1995 (latest year available). Payroll accounts for 7.4 percent of wholesale sales on
average. Wholesale payroll costs in New Bedford are derived to be 61.2 percent of
wholesale payroll costs in the rest of the state. As a result, the value of commodities
wholesaled in the New Bedford area would, on average for all commodities, be expected
to be 2.9 percent below the value of goods wholesaled in other regions overall. If 10 per
cent of all shippers switched to New Bedford suppliers (roughly one-third of all ship
ments diverted to New Bedford under the tested scenarios), the resulting reduction in
wholesale costs would be $2.2 million. This would lead to a $3.7 million reduction in retail
prices on the islands, and would almost completely counterbalance the transportation
induced cost increases.

I

I
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4.0 Shipper Survey

New Bedford Freight Economic Impact Study

In addition to testing the impact of New Bedford-based freight service on the costs of
goods sold on the islands by means of an economic model, shippers were surveyed to
quantitatively test their willingness to divert to New Bedford under variable price and service
parameters. This section describes the methodology and results of this part of the analysis.

¦ 4.1 Methodology

The KJS shipper database was again used as the basis for the analysis. Since there is a
finite number of shippers, receivers, and carriers involved in the movement of freight to
the islands, it was relatively easy to identify and contact the target sample for the study.
As documented in the earlier KJS study, approximately 50 shippers account for 70 percent
of all reservations to the islands. There are a total of 115 shippers in the KJS database.
Cape Cod-based shippers account for about 20 percent of all truck trips transporting
goods to the islands, but only about 14 percent of the total value of all shipments. They
could be eliminated from the survey because it could be assumed that they would never
choose to divert to New Bedford. A total of 80 shippers were identified from the database
accounting for essentially all of the off-Cape shipments to the islands. This was the target
sample for the survey.

A pre-survey was conducted with eight shippers to learn more about the details of trans
portation logistics to the islands in order to better frame the final survey. The 80 shippers
were then contacted by telephone and asked to participate in the survey; 42, slightly more
than half, agreed to participate. This is a very high participation rate for a business survey
and is indicative of the importance which the shipper community attaches to this study,
and the value it places on its relationship with the SSA. The complete list of contacted and
participating respondents is shown in Appendix C. The participants in the survey repre
sented 70 percent of the value of the divertible (i.e., non-Cape based) shipments to the islands.

The interviews were conducted by transportation professionals in the Cambridge Systematics
office. The shippers were contacted by telephone and asked if they would participate.1
The actual decision-maker in the organization was ascertained. Those who agreed to par
ticipate were asked a series of questions to define the nature of their operation (i.e., what
commodities they shipped,·to which islands, how frequently, etc.). This enabled the
interviewer to select the proper final survey instrument. The detailed surveys were then

1 Although the CS proposal suggested conducting some of the pre-surveys in person, the response
to the telephone survey was excellent and the respondents generally preferred this approach
because it was perceived as less time consuming for them than an on-site interview.
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faxed to the participant and the answers were obtained through a subsequent telephone
conversation. While these shippers had participated in other SSA-related surveys, such as
the KJS study which established the database, they had never been involved in a struc
hued survey regarding their views about New Bedford-based services.

The surveys themselves were based on the techniques of consumer market research and
have been employed by Cambridge Systematics in support of both public sector trans
portation projects and private sector product research. Each participant was presented
with a series of "choice exercises" in which they were asked to select from among com
peting Cape and New Bedford-based services. Service definitions varied by price, travel
time, and operational factors such as the frequency and seasonality of service, and the
availability of special features such as valet service, freight consolidation, and last minute
reservations. These exercises were customized to the specific operation of the respondent
as determined by the initial interview (for example, someone who shipped only to Martha's
Vineyard would only receive choice exercises based on Woods Hole and New Bedford
services). An example of a typical choice exercise is shown in Figure 4.1. The complete
survey form is included in Appendix C.

This type of survey is referred to as a "stated-preference survey" in which the respondent
is asked to predict their future behavior, as opposed to a "revealed-preference survey" in
which the respondent is asked to report on actual past behavior. However, unlike open
ended and qualitative surveys, the narrowly-defined and customized choices force the
respondent to really think through how they would behave and to identify the relative
value they place on service and cost parameters. The result is a highly quantitative and
statistically valid analysis.

While a sample size of 42 respondents would normally be considered small and unlikely
to yield statistically significant findings, in this case it represented more than 50 percent of
the total universe of respondents, and 70 percent of the value of the subject product. In
addition, the responses were so decisive that any concerns regarding the sample size could
be minimized.

¦ 4.2 Results

Figure 4.2 shows the relative value placed on transportation attributes by shippers to
Martha's Vineyard and Nantucket respectively. In each case, roughly one-third of the
respondents chose either driving time, ferry-travel time, or ferry fare as the most impor
tant attribute in their decision as to whether or not to divert to New Bedford. This is
consistent with the findings of the economic model which showed that each of these fac
tors accounts for about one-third of the transportation cost to each island. In looking at
the findings for the two islands, landside travel time is relatively more important to
Martha's Vineyard shippers while ferry travel time and fare is relatively more important
to Nantucket shippers. This is to be expected given the longer and more expensive ferry
trip to Nantucket.

I

I

I
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Figure 4.1 Sample Choice Exercise*

Variables NB/MV NB/NAN WH/MV HY/NAN

Seasons Summer Only Summer Only All All
All All All All

Price $212 $353 $105 $168
' "$128 $244 $128 $244

Water Travel Time 2:00 3:50 0:45 2:15
1:45 3:37

1:30 3:20

, '

Number of Daily Trips 4 2 28 9

10 6
. ,

.it'?

Reservation Policy - Start of Season -,., ? ,.

- Same Day -? ,.

Valet Service No No No Yes
Yes Yes Yes Yes

,,,.,,.
Consolidation Service No No No No

Yes Yes Yes •\ Yes

Off-peak Discount ,. No No No No
- 10- -? ,.

')?0/?

* Variables Tested (Bold= Base Case).
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Figure 4.2 Impact of Attributes on Port Choice
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New Bedford Freight Economic Impact Study

Also receiving significant mention as decision-making factors were issues associated with
the location of the mainland port, and the seasonality of service. Each was mentioned by
between seven and 10 percent of the respondents. These factors play a significant role in
the divergence between the results of the economic model and the shipper survey as
described below.

Attributes which did not play a significant role in the respondents' choice of port included
the number of trips operated per day, and the availability of valet or consolidation serv
ices. The number of trips operated each day out of New Bedford would be far less than
out of the Cape ports due to the length of the trip and the separation of freight service
from auto service. Nevertheless, the respondents did not feel that this was an important
factor in their choice of port. The interviewers felt that the respondents did not pay close
attention to this factor, and generally felt that if the SSA operated service out of New
Bedford, it would be of sufficient frequency to meet their needs.

Neither valet nor consolidation services (whether offered at the Cape ports, island ports,
or New Bedford) was important to the respondents. There is no valet service at Woods
Hole today and only a small percentage of shippers (17%) avail themselves of the service
at Hyannis. As discussed in Section 3.0, many shippers either cannot or prefer not to
operate in this manner, thus it was not a factor in their choice of port. Consolidation
service refers to the congregation of many small, less-than-truckload (LTL) shipments into
fewer and larger truckload shipments. Some stakeholders view this as a strategy for
reducing the number of truck trips to the islands. The respondents had little interest in
this strategy, probably because it is already being offered in the marketplace for those who
want it by carriers such as Cape Cod Express, Carrolls MVRT, and Sun Transport.

In noting these areas of relative disinterest by the shipping community, it should also be
· noted that the existing shippers are naturally somewhat set in their ways, and that future
shippers might react differently if presented by the SSA with a different way of doing
business. However, the identify of such shippers is, of course, impossible to know today
and data can only be acquired from those already in the business. The SSA always retains
the option to impose policy changes on the shipping community as it has frequently done
in recent years on the private automobile market.

The findings of the surveys were tested against a default or base case scenario, and then
against a range of variations in which one or another trip attribute was changed. The base
case scenario assumed the following attributes:

• Summer-only service in New Bedford;

• Fares based on actual operating costs by port; and

• Vessels operating at current speeds (13-14 knots) from all ports.

Under this scenario, only six percent of Martha's Vineyard shippers and three percent of
Nantucket shippers would choose to divert to New Bedford. There was no relationship
between the size of the shipper and the likelihood of diverting to New Bedford, so it can
not be said that a small number of large shippers would divert. Figure 4.3 shows the
results of varying the attributes from those used in the base case. The primary findings
are as follows:
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Figure 4.3 Base Case versus Variables Tested
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• The most significant factor in attracting shippers to New Bedford is the fare. A sce
nario with equal pricing across all of the ports would attract 19 percent of Martha's
Vineyard shippers and 20 percent of Nantucket shippers to New Bedford. These are
the highest percentages obtained in the survey, but they fall well short of the percent
ages obtained in the economic model for diversion to New Bedford under summer
only, equal-priced services. The reasons for this difference are discussed below.

• The use of faster vessels (at least 15 mph) has only about half of the impact of fare pol
icy, attracting 12 percent of Martha's Vineyard shippers and five percent of Nantucket
shippers. The difference between moderately faster vessels (15 mph) and much faster
vessels (19 mph) is about one percent. These findings indicate that investing in faster
vessels for New Bedford service is probably not worth the added cost.

• Providing year-round service out of New Bedford attracts 11 percent of Martha's Vineyard
shippers and five percent of Nantucket shippers. This is the opposite of the findings of
the economic model which predicted that shippers would be more attracted to summer
only service since their costs would go up for only part of the year. However, in real
ity, maintaining the same operation throughout the year is actually more important to
shippers, even if the apparent cost impact would be greater.

• Providing same-day reservation service, as opposed to the current policy which stresses
start of the season reservations, has a similar impact as faster vessels (11 percent for
Martha's Vineyard and five percent for Nantucket shippers), as does offering a 25 per
cent off-peak price discount (11 percent of all shippers).

• Disaggregating the findings by commodity shows only one significant difference -food shippers are almost completely unwilling to shift to New Bedford under any sce
nario. This is because they are concerned about the impact of a longer ferry trip on
refrigerated cargo as they cannot run their engines while on-board the vessels.

• Combining several favorable attributes does not result in a cumulative impact on ship
per choice. For example, combining equalized fares and faster vessels still results in 20
percent of shippers choosing New Bedford, the same result as for equalized fares alone.

In conclusion:

• There is very little interest in the shipping community in shifting to New Bedford;
among those interested, the number of Martha's Vineyard shippers is generally about
double that of Nantucket shippers. This is probably due both to the much longer ferry
trip to Nantucket, and the close relationship between Nantucket receivers and Hyannis
based suppliers.

• Equalizing fares across all of the ports is the most significant factor in increasing ship
per willingness to divert to New Bedford, attracting roughly 20 percent of shippers to
both islands. Other attributes are able to double the attractiveness of New Bedford
from six percent of Martha's Vineyard shippers to 11 percent, and from three percent of
Nantucket shippers to five percent.
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• The actual willingness of shippers to divert to New Bedford is less than predicted by
the economic model under the most favorable circumstances - equalized fares, summer
only service, and faster vessels. This is due to the impact of more subjective and less
quantifiable factors on shipper choice. These factors include concern about refrigera
tion of food products on a longer ferry voyage; preference for operating out of the same
port all year-round; and a general sense of unfamiliarity and discomfort with New
Bedford (however valid or invalid). Ultimately, all of these factors have economic
underpinnings. Expenditures might be required to upgrade refrigeration systems for a
longer voyage. Changing ports during the course of the year requires two sets of
schedules, staffing assignments, and operating procedures. This imposes administra
tive costs. Moving to a new port requires learning a new operating pattern, training
staff, and the like. Thus, ultimately, the shippers believe they are making choices based
on their perceptions of a diverse set of economic costs and benefits. The economic
model, however, considered only travel time and fare due.to.the subjective and hard to
predict nature of these other factors.

I
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Landside Travel Characteristics from Sample Origins and Destinations to
Ferry Terminals
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<.,;: Savings
V,

? Weekly Reservations To New Bedford To Woods Hole To Hyannis Woods Hole vs. New Bedford Hyannis vs. New Bed.ford

! Percent of Distance Time Cost Distance Time Cost Distance Time Cost Distance Time Cost Distance Time Cost

Origin/Destination Corridor Tobi Sample (miles) (minutes) (doll.us) (miles) (minutes) (dollars) {miles) (minutes) (dollus) (miles) (minutes) (dollars) (miles) (minutes) (doll.us)
--?·

:i"
2005 O/f-P?uk Timuf>

Avon 1-495/24 30 0.1% 41.8 45.26 58.4 74.6 80.84 59.2 84.5 91.59 20.1 32.8 35.6 20.9 42.8 46.3

Bellingham 1-495/24 52 0.2% 57.5 6228 72.8 90.3 97.85 73.5 JOO.I 108.49 20.1 32.8 35.6 20.8 42.7 46.2

Boston 1-93 859 3.0% 65.7 71.15 75.9 100.8 109.24 71.6 96.4 104.39 15.7 35.2 38.1 11.4 30.7 33.2

Bourne Ca?Cod 195 0.0 0.00 o.o 0.0 0.00 o.o 0.0 0.00 0.0 0.0 0.0

BratUeboro, VT Rt.128 1,040 3.6% 159.9 174.4 188.97 180.0 214.4 232.27 180.7 215.4 233.33 20.1 40.0 43.3 20.8 40.9 44.4

Bridgewater 1-495/24 250 0.9% 33.9 37.0 40.06 47.6 62.8 68.07 48.3 n.7 78.71 13.7 25.9 28.0 14.4 35.7 38.6

Brockton 1-495/24 130 0.5% 38.1 41.6 45.03 58.2 74.4 80.60 58.9 84.2 91.24 20.l 32.8 35.6 20.8 42.7 46.2

Buzzard's Bay SoPl?o 982 3.4% 27.l 29.6 32.03 17.4 29.9 32.38 18.9 40.6 43.96 -9.7 0.3 0.4 -8.2 11.0 11.9

Canada (Montreal) 1-93 0.9% 332.l 362.3 392.48 350.2 392.9 425.69 351.2 403.l 436.66 30.7 33.2 19.l 40.8 44.2

Canton 54.7 59.21 70.2 87.5 94.78 70.9 97.3 32.8 35.6 20.8 42.7 46.2

Cape (Hyannis) 187 0.7% 0 0.00 0 0 0.00 0 0 0.00 0 0 0.0 0 0 0.0

Chelsea 1-93 175 0.6% 62.7 68.4 74.10 78.4 103.6 112.19 74.1 99.1 107.35 15.7 35.2 38.1 11.4 30.7 33.2

CT (Hartford) 1-495/24 493 1.7% 103.8 113.2 122.67 124.6 146.8 159.07 124.6 155.9 168.88 20.8 33.6 36.4 20.8 42.7 46.2

Dartmouth 1-195 65 0.2% 2 2.2 2.36 42.5 57.3 62.05 43.2 67.l 72.68 40.5 55.l 59.7 41.2 64.9 70.3

East Coast (NYC) 1-195 2.4% 200.8 219.l 237.31 238.9 271.5 294.15 239.6 281.3 304.79 38.l 52.5 56.8 38.8 62.3 67.5

17.2 18.67 53.9 69.7 75.52 54.6 79.5 86.15 38.1 52.5 56.8 38.8 62.3 67.5

Falmouth Cape Cod 834 2.9% 0 0 0.00 0 0 0.00 0 0 0.00 0 0 0.0 0 0 0.0 I
Framingham Rt.128 52 0.2% 62 67.6 73.27 82.1 107.6 116.57 82.8 108.6 117.63 20.1 40.0 43.3 20.8 40.9 44.4 0:,

"'
Franklin 1-495/24 260 0.9% 49 53.5 57.91 69.1 86.3 93.48 69.8 96.1 104.12 20.1 32.8 35.6 20.8 42.7 46.2 ?0
Hanson SoPlyCo 80 0.3% 42.3 46.1 49.99 51.7 67.3 72.92 47.4 71.7 77.65 9.4 21.2 22.9 5.1 25.5 27.7 ?
Harwich 247 0.9% 0 0 0.00 0 0 0.00 0 0 0.00 0 0.0 0 0 0.0 ...,

?
64.7 70.08 62.8 86.5 93.76 58.6 82.2 21.9 23.7 -0.7 17.5 18.9 o'.Q'

Hyannis 2,993 10.5°/o 0 0 0.00 0 0 0.00 0 0 0.00 0 0 0.0 0 0 0.0
;:;:-

t'T'1

Kingston SoPl?o 270 0.9% 46.2 50.4 54.60 38.3 59.8 64.80 34.0 55.3 59.96 9.4 10.2 -12.2 4.9 5.4 "0
Lincoln, Rl 1-195 33 0.1% 39.5 43.l 46.68 77.6 95.6 103.53 78.3 105.4 114.16 38.l 52.5 56.8 38.8 62.3 67.5

;:s

0::::t
MA (½'orcester) 1-495/24 2,194 7.7% 78.2 85.3 92.42 98.3 118.l 127.99 99.0 128.0 138.63 20.l 32.8 35.6 20.8 42.7 46.2 ;=:;·

Maine (Portland) 104 0.4% 167.1 182.3 197.48 182.8 217.5 235.58 178.5 213.0 230.73 15.7 35.2 38.l 11.4 30.7 33.2 -?
Middleboro 0.6% 30.2 32.9 35.69 37.8 52.1 56.49 38.5 62.0 67.13 7.6 19.2 20.8 8.3 29.0 31.4 "'

Middletown, RI 1-195 90 0.3% 27.7 30.2 32.74 65.8 82.7 89.58 66.5 92.5 100.22 38.l 52.5 56.8 38.8 62.3 67.5 ?
?

? Needham Heights Rt. 128 156 0.5% 56.7 61.9 67.01 76.8 101.8 110.30 77.5 102.8 111.37 20.l 40.0 43.3 20.8 40.9 44.4

i,_.



Landside Travel Characteristics from Sample Origins and Destinations to ?
Ferry Terminals (continued) 8
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Savings ?
Weekly Reservations To New Bedford To Woods Hole To Hyannis Woods Hole vs. New Bedford Hyannis vs. New Bedford t'l'1

"
Percent of Distance Time Cost Distance Time Cost Distance Time Cost Distance Time Cost Distance Time Cost 0

Ori5:in/Destination Corridor Total Samele (miles) (minutes) (dollars) (miles) (minutes) (dollus) (miles) (minutes) (dollus) (miles) (minutes) (dollm) (miles) (minutes) (dollm)
::s

03
;:;·

2005 Off-Peak Times (co11ti,111ed) -3
New Bedford 1-195 2,568 9.0% 2 2.2 2.36 44.S 59.5 64.41 43.2 67.1 72.68 42.S 57.3 62.0 41.2 64.9 70.3

"'3
"'

NH (Concord) 1-93 260 0.9% 129.6 141.4 153.16 145.3 176.5 191.26 141.0 172.1 186.41 15;7 35.2 38.1 11.4 30.7 33.2
Q
er,

NJ (Trenton) 1-195 194 0.7% 274.7 299.7 324.65 312.8 352.1 381.49 312.8 361.2 391.30 38.1 52.5 56.8 38.1 61.5 66.7 ?
North Smithfield 1-195 52 0.2% 49.9 54.4 58.97 88.0 106.9 115.82 88.7 116.7 126.45 38.1 52.5 56.8 38.8 62.3 67.5 <.c:

Norton 1-495/24 702 2.5% 31.7 34.6 37.46 51.8 67.4 73.04 52.5 77.2 83.67 20.1 32.8 35.6 20.8 42.7 46.2

NY (Syracuse) 1-495/24 90 0.3% 348.6 380.3 411.98 368.7 413.1 447.55 369.4 422.9 458.19 20.1 32.8 35.6 20.8 42.7 46.2

PA (Harrisburg) 1-195 154 0.5% 379.4 413.9 448.38 417.5 466.4 505.23 418.2 476.2 515.86 38.1 52.5 56.8 38.8 62.3 67.5

Peab<.)dy 1-93 393 l.4%u 7?.8 83.8 90.76 92.5 118.9 128.86 88.2 114.5 124.01 15.7 35.2 38.1 11.4 30.7 33.2

*
Pocasset Cape Cod 102 0.4% 0 0 0.00 0 0 0.00 0 0 0.00 0 0 0.0 0 0 0.0

Providence, RI 1-195 3,788 13.2% 32.1 35.0 37.94 70.2 87.5 94.78 70.8 97.2 105.30 38.1 52.5 56.8 38.7 62.2 67.4

Quincy 1-93 104 0.4% 52.7 57.5 62.28 68.4 92.7 100.38 64.1 88.2 95.53 15.7 35.2 38.1 11.4 30.7 33.2

Revere 1-93 52 0.2% 65.4 71.3 77.29 81.1 106.5 115.38 76.8 102.0 110.54 15.7 35.2 38.1 11.4 30.7 33.2

RI (Providence) 1-195 554 1.9% 32.1 35.0 37.94 70.2 87.5 94.78 70.8 97.2 105.30 38.1 52.5 56.8 38.7 62.2 67.4

Rochester SoPl}'fo 1,258 4.4% ??-2 14.4 _1[-60 31.3 52.2 56.53 32.0 53.2 57.59 18.1 37.8 40.9 18.8 38.8 42.0

Sagamore Cape Cod 114 0.4% 0 0 0.00 0 0 0.00 0 0 0.00 0 0 0.0 0 0 0.0

Salem,MA 1-93 60 0.2% 75.1 81.9 88.75 91.8 118.2 128.03 86.5 112.6 122.00 16.7 36.3 39.3 11.4 30.7 33.2

Sandwich Cape Cod 104 0.4% 0 0 0.00 0 0 0.00 0 0 0.00 0 0 0.0 0 0 0.0

'•

Sharon 1-495/24 104 0.4% 47 51.3 55.55 67.1 84.l 91.12 67.8 93.9 101.75 20.1 32.8 35.6 20.8 42.7 46.2

South Dennis Cape Cod 520 1.8% 0 0 0.00 0 0 0.00 0 0 0.00 0 0 0.0 0 0 0.0

.. ?Springfield 1-495/24 380 1.3% 127.5 139.1 150.68 147.6 171.9 186.25 148.3 181.7 196.89 20.1 32.8 35.6 20.8 42.7 46.2

Taunton 1-495/24 52 0.2% 24.6 26.8 29.07 49.0 64.4 69.73 49.7 74.2 80.36 24.4 37.5 40.7 25.1 47.3 51.3

Q Wareham SoPlyCo 770 2.7% 18.2 19.9 21.51 26.2 46.6 so.so 27.0 47.7 51.68 8.0 26.8 29.0 8.8 27.9 30.2

3 Wayland Rt. 128 104 0.4% 67.2 73.3 79.42 87.3 106.1 114.99 88.0 116.0 125.63 20.1 32.8 35.6 20.8 42.7 46.2

<:!"

t West Bridgewater 1-495/24 944 3.3% 36.5 39.8 43.14 56.5 72.5 78.59 57.3 82.5 89.35 20.0 32.7 35.5 20.8 42.7 46.2

"' Westport 1-195 150 0.5% 9.7 10.6 11.46 47.8 63.1 68.31 48.5 72.9 78.95 38.1 52.5 56.8 38.8 62.3 67.5

er, Weymouth Rt.3 380 1.3%. 55 60.0 65.00 62.5 86.2 93.40 58.3 81.9 88.68 7.5 26.2 28.4 3.3 21.9 23.7
<.c:

V>

? Woburn Rt. 128 156 0.5% 74 80.7 87.45 94.1 113.6 123.03 94.8 123.4 133.66 20.1 32.8 35.6 20.8 42.7 46.2

Cl
Woods Hole? Cape Cod 497 1.7% 0 0 0.00 0 0 0.00 0 0 0.00 0 0 0.0 0 0 o.o

;:;· Worcester 1-495/24 520 1.8% 78.2 85.3 92.42 98.3 118.1 127.99 99.0 128.0 138.63 20.1 32.8 35.6 20.8 42.7 46.2
,V>

- Yarmouth Cape Cod 310 1.1% 0 0 0.00 0 0 0.00 0 0 0.00 0 0 0.0 0 0 o.o
::s
!"

- - - -



-
Landside Travel Characteristics from Sample Origins and Destinations to
Ferry Terminals (continued)

Q
;i
c:,-
....

?"'
V)

'-<: Savings
V,

? Weekly Reserv.ations To New Bedford To Woods Hole To Hyannis Woods Hole vs. New Bedford Hyannis vs. New Bedford
? Percent of Distance Time Cost Distance Time Cost Distance Time Cost Distance Time Cost Distance Time Cost
?- Origin/Destination Corridor Total S;,;mele (miles) (minutes) (dollars) (miles) (minutes) (dollars) (miles) (minutes) (dollars) (miles) (minutes) (dollus) (miles) (minutes) (doll.us)

,v.

-::s 2005 Summer Times!"'

Avon 1-495/24 30 0.1% 38.3 41.8 45.26 58.4 84.0 91.05 59.2 98.7 106.91 20.1 42.3 45.8 20.9 56.9 61.6

Belllngham 1-495/24 52 0.2% 52.7 57.S 62.28 72.8 99.8 108.07 73.5 114.3 123.81 20.1 42.3 45.8 20.8 56.8 61.5

Boston l-93 859 3.0% 60.2 65.7 71.15 75.9 113.4 122.85 71.6 108.9 118.01 15.7 47.7 51.7 11.4 43.3 46.9

Bourne ,Cape Cod 195 0.7% 0 0.0 0.00 0.0 0.0 0.00 0.0 0.0 0.00 .0.0 0.0 0.0

Brattleboro, VT Rt. 128 1,040 3.6% 159.9 174.4 188.97 180.0 227.0 245.88 180.7 227.9 246.95 20.1 52.S 56.9 20.8 53.5 58.0

Bridgewater 1-495/24 250 0.9% 33.9 37.0 40.06 47.6 72.3 78.28 48.3 86.8 94.03 13.7 35.3 38.2 14.4 49.8 54.0

Brockton 1-495/24 130 0.5% 38.1 41.6 45.03 58.2 83.8 90.81 58.9 98.4 106.55 20.1 42.3 45.8 20.8 56.8 61 .5

Buzzard's Bay SoPly_Co 982 3.4% ?7._1 29.6 32.03 17.4 39.3 1259 18.9 54.7 59.28 -9.7 9.8 JO.? -8.2 25.2 27.3

Canada (Montreal) 1-93 270 0.9% 332.1 362.3 392.48 350.2 402.4 435.90 351.2 417.2 451.98 18.1 40.1 43.4 19.1 54.9 59.5

Canton 1-495/24 65 0.2% 50.1 54.7 59.21 70.2 96.9 104.99 70.9 111.4 20.1 42.3 45.8 20.8 56.8 61.5
.

Cape (Hyannis) Cape Cod 0.7% 0 0 0.00 0 0 0.00 0 0 0.00 0 0 o.o 0 0 0.0

Chelsea 1-93 68.4 74.10 78.4 116.1 125.81 74.1 111.7 120.96 15.7 47.7 51.7 11.4 43.3 46.9

CT (Hartford) 1-495/24 1.7% 103.8 113.2 122.67 124.6 156.3 169.28 124.6 170.0 184.20 20.8 43.0 46.6 20.8 56.8 61.S

Dartmouth 1-195 2 2.2 2.36 42.5 66.7 72.26 43.2 81.2 88.00 40.5 64.5 69.9 41.2 79.0 85.6

East Coast (NYC) 200.8 219.l 237.31 238.9 281.0 304.37 239.6 320.11 61.9 67.1 38.8 76.4 82.8

0.7% 15.8 17.2 18.67 53.9 79.1 85.73 54.6 61.9 67.1 38.8 76.4 82.8 ?
Falmouth Cape Cod 834 2.9% 0 0 0.00 0 0 0.00 0 0 0.00 0 0 o.o 0 0 o.o ?
Framingham Rt.128 52 0.2% 62 67.6 73.27 82.1 120.2 130.18 82.8 121.1 131.25 20.1 52.5 56.9 20.8 53.5 58.0 ti::,

"'
Franklin 1-495/24 260 0.9% 49 53.S 57.91 69.1 95.7 103.69 69.8 110.2 119.44 20.1 42.3 45.8 20.8 56.8 61.S -§:;

0
Hanson SoPlyCo 80 0.3% 42.3 46.1 49.99 51.7 76.7 83.13 47.4 85.8 92.96 9.4 30.6 33.1 5.1 39.7 43.0 i:l.

Harwich Cape Cod 247 0.9% 0 0 0.00 0 0 0.00 0 0 0.00 0 0 o.o 0 0 o.o .,,
?

Hingham Rt.3 12 64.7 70.08 62.8 99.1 107.37 58.6 94.7 102.65 3.5 34.4 37.3 -0.7 30.1 32.6 0q·

?Hyannis Cape Cod 2,993 10.5% 0 0 0.00 0 0 0.00 0 0 0.0 0 0 o.o rn
SoPiy<::o 270 0.9% 46.2 50.4 54,60 38.3 72.4 78.42 34.0 220 23.8 -12.2 17.S 19.0 8

::s

Lincoln, RI 1-195 33 0.1% 39.5 43.1 46.68 77.6 105.0 113.74 78.3 119.5 129.48 38.1 61.9 67.1 38.8 76.4 82.8 0;i
MA (Worcester) 1-495/24 78.2 85.3 92.42 98.3 127.6 138.20 99.0 142.1 153.94 20.1 42.3 45.8 20.8 56.8 61.5 ;:;·

.....
Maine (Portland) 1-93 104 0.4% 167.1 182.3 197.48 182.8 230.0 249.19 178.S 225.S 244.35 15.7 47.7 51.7 11.4 4.3.3 46.9 ?

"'=S

Middleboro 182 0.6% 30.2 32.9 35.69 37.8 61.6 66.70 38.5 76.l 82.44 7.6 28.6 31.0 8.3 43.2 46.8 i:,
n.

Middletown, RI 1-195 90 0.3% 27.7 30.2 32.74 65.8 92.1 99.79 66.S 106.6 115.54 38.1 61.9 67.1 38.8 76.4 82.8 ?
? Needham Heights Rt.128 156 0.5% 56.7 61.9 67.01 76.8 114.4 123.92 77.5 115.4 124.98 20.1 52.5 56.9 20.8 53.S 58.0 ?w



Landside Travel Characteristics from Sample Origins and Destinations to ?
Ferry Terminals (continued) E!
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Savings
::--

~
Weekly Reservations To New Bedford To Woods Hole To Hyannis Woods Hole vs. New Bedford Hyannis vs. New Bedford

tTl
<")

Percent of Distance Time Cost Distance Time Cost Distance Time Cost Distance Time Cost Distance Time Cost
!:?

Origin/Destination Corridor Total S;1mple {miles) (minutes) (doll.us) Imilee) (minutes) (dollu.!1-) (miles} (minutes) (dollus) (miles) (minutes) (doll us) (miles) (minutu) (dollar!>) 0
:!
;:;·

2005 Summer Times (couti11ued) :ii'
i's

New Bedford 2,568 9.0% 2 2.2 2.36 44.5 68.9 74.62 43.2 81.2 88.00 42.5 66.7 72.3 41.2 79.0 85.6 "'
Q

NH (Concord) 129.6 li!;4 153.16 145.3 189.1 204.87 141.0 184.6 200.03 15.7 47.7 51.7 11.4 43.3 46.9 ?
NJ (Trenton) 1-195 194 0.7'Yn 274.7 299.7 324.65 312.8 361.6 391.70 312.8 375.3 406.62 38.1 61.9 67.1 38.1 75.7 82.0 iNorth Smithfield 1-195 52 0.2% 49.9 54.4 58.97 88.0 116.3 126.03 88.7 130.9 141.77 38.1 61.9 67.1 38.8 76.4 82.8

Norton 1-495/24 702 2.5% 31.7 34.6 37.46 51.8 76.8 83.25 52.5 91.4 98.99 20.1 42.3 45.8 20.8 56.8 61.5

"NY (Syracuse) 1-495/24 90 0.3% 348.6 380.3 411.98 368.7 422.6 457.77 369.4 437.1 473.51 20.1 42.3 45.8 20.8 56.8 61.5

PA (Harrisburg) 1-195 154 0.5% 379.4 413.9 448.38 417.5 475.8 515.44 418.2 490.3 531.18 38.1 61.9 67.1 38.8 76.4 82.8

Peabody 1-93 393 1.4% 76.8 83.8 90.76 92.5 131.5 142.47 .88.2 127.0 137.63 15.7 47.7 51.7 11.4 43.3 46.9
,. w

Pocasset Cape Cod 102 0.4% 0 0 0.00 0 0 0.00 0 0 0.00 0 0 0.0 0 0 0.0

Providence, RI 1-195 3,788 13.2% 32.1 35.0 37.94 70.2 96.9 104.99 70.8 111.3 120.62 38.1 61.9 67.1 38.7 76.3 82.7

Quincy 1-93 104 0.4% 52.7 57.5 62.28 68.4 105.2 113.99 64.1 100.7 109.15 15.7 47.7 51.7 11.4 43.3 46.9
"WRevere .,

52 0.2% 65.4 71.3 77.29 81.1 119.1 129.00 76.8 114.6 124.15 15.7 47.7 51.7 11.4 43.3 46.9

RI (Providence) 1-195 554 1.901c, 32.l 35.0 37.94 70.2 96.9 104.99 70.8 111.3 120.62 38.1 61.9 67.1 38.7 76.3 82.7

Rochester SoPlyCo 1,258 4.4% 13.2 14.4 15.60 31.3 64.7 70.15 32.0 65.7 71.21 18.1 50.3 54.5 18.8 51.3 55.6

Sagamore Cape Cod 114 0.4% 0 0 0.00 0 0 0.00 0 0 0.00 0 0 0.0 0 0 0.0

Salem,MA 1-93 60 0.2% 75.1 81.9 88.75 91.8 130.7 141.65 86.5 125.2 135.62 16.7 48.8 52.9 11.4 43.3 46.9

Sandwich C?pe Cod 104 0.4% 0 0 0.00 0 0 0.00 0 0 0.00 0 0 0.0 0 0 0.0
v·iX;

Sharon 1-495/24 104 0.4% 47 51.3 55.55 67.) 93.5 101.33 67.8 108.1 117.07 20.1 42.3 45.8 20.8 56.8 61.5

South Dennis Cape Cod 520 1.8% 0 0 0.00 0 0 0.00 0 0 0.00 0 0 0.0 0 0 0.0

Springfield 1-495/24 380 1.3% 127.5 139.1 150.68 147.6 181.4 196.47 148.3 195.9 212.21 20.1 42.3 45.8 20.8 56.8 61.5

Taunton 1-495/24 0.2% 24.6 26.8 29.07 49.0 73.8 79.94 49.7 88.3 95.68 24.4 47.0 50.9 25.1 61.5 66.6

Q Wareham SoPlyCo 2.7% 18.2 19.9 21.51 26.2 59.2 64.12 27.0 60.3 65.30 8.0 39.3 42.6 8.8 40.4 43.8

:! Wayland Rt. 128 104 0.4% 67.2 73.3 79.42 87.3 115.6 125.20 88.0 130.1 140.94 20.1 42.3 45.8 20.8 56.8 61.5
Cl"

3.fa-.. West Bridgewater 1-495/24 944 36.5 39.8 43.14 56.5 82.0 88.80 57.3 96.6 104.66 20.0 42.2 45.7 20.8 56.8 61.5

?... Westport 1-195 150 0.5% 9.7 10.6 I 1.46 47.8 72.5 78.52 48.5 87.0 94.26 38.1 61.9 67.1 38.8 76.4 82.8

V) Weymouth Rt.3 380 1.3% 55 60.0 65.00 62.5 98.8 107.02 58.3 94.4 102.29 7.5 38.8 42.0 3.3 34.4 37.3
?? Woburn Rt. 128 156 0.5% 74 80.7 87.45 94.1 123.0 133.24 94.8 137.5 148.98 20.l 42.3 45.8 20.8 56.8 61.5...
:!

Woods Hole Cape Cod 497 1.7% 0 0 0.00 0 0 0.00 0 0 0.00 0 0 0.0 0 0 0.0?
?- Worcester 1-495/24 520 1.8% 78.2 85.3 92.42 98.3 127.6 138.20 99.0 142.l 153.94 20.1 42.3 45.8 20.8 56.8 61.5

...... Yarmouth Cape Cod 310 1.1% 0 0 0.00 0 0 0.00 0 0 0.00 0 0 0.0 0 0 0.0
;:s

:'

- -



Appendix B

Route Operational Analysis



Tri J Distance (nm) Vessel Type/Speed (kts/hr.) Trip Time ( in hrs:minsl
""'""' -r-utwnu.1-

Open Water Channel Open Water Channel Channel Load/ Start-up/ Round
Cruise Approach Total Trip Cruise Approach Open Water Approach Docking Total Water Unload One Way Close-dn Trips/Day (18

# Route Distance Distance Distance Type Speed Speed Cruise Time Time Time Trip Time Cycle Time Total Slack• Round Trip Time hrs)

Woods Hole to Vineyard
1 Haven 5.4 1.7 7.1 i' ,t3 "'"'

Freight Ferry Open
1A. (MN Sankaty) F/0 11 6.5-8.0 kts 0:29 0:15 0:04 0:48 0:30 1:18 0:00 2:36 1:00 6.5

Freight/Auto - Closed (MN
1B. Martha's Vineyard) F/C 12 6.5-8.0 kts 0:27 0:15 0:04 '0:46 0:30 1:16 0:00 2:31 1:00 6.5

Freight/Auto· Closed (MN
1C, Martha's Vineyard) F/C 13 6.5-8.0 kts 0:25 0:15 0:04 0:43 0:30 1:13 0:00 2:27 1:00 ¥ 6.5

Freight/Auto· Closed (MN

10. Martha's Vineyard) F/C 14 6.5-8.0 kts 0:23 0:15 0:04 0:42 0:30 ,,,
:1:12 0:00 2:23 1:0011: 7.0

Freight/Auto - Closed (MN
1E, Martha's Vineyard) F/C 15 6.5-8.0 kts 0:22 0:15 0:04 0:40 0:30 1:10 0:00 2:20 1:00 7.0

Currently Scheduled Trip
1S. Time All 11-15 0:45 0:30 1:15 0:00 2:30 8..

'-.

Q
;:!
<:,
....

?"'
(/)

'-<:
V,

?
t New Bedford Freight Ferry Study

Jf Table 3.1: Route Operations Analysis: Existing Freight Routes -Woods Hole to Vineyard Haven
5"
:>

1/19/99

Notes: Docking Time: 2-3 rnlns for departure and 2-3 mins tor arrival

Slack· - Extra Time for Maintaining Schedule

Unloading Slack Time

X

X

Actual RTs/Day .. - Current Summer 1998 Schedule

6.5
1.5

13.5 mlns
Harbor Channel Approach

(Arrival)

Total Water Trip Time

0:22 • 0:29 mlns.
Open Water Cruise

Full Speed: 11 - 15 kts/hr.
5.4

Total One-way Trip Time with Load/Unload

8
0.2

1.5 mlns.
Harbor Channel Approach

(Departure)

X

X

2mins
Docking
(Depart)

?
Loading

Speed (In nm)
Distance (in nm)

Time (hrs)



c,::,
I

N

New Bedford Freight Ferry Study

Table 3.2: Route Operations Analysis: Existing Freight Routes - Woods Hole to Oak Bluffs

Trip Distance nm) Vessel Type/Speed (kts/hr?l Trip Time ( in hrs:mins) ,:5

...,- r"'\IIOIIII.. Q
Open Water Channel Open Water Channel Channel Load/ Start-up/ Round

Cruise Approach Total Trip Cruise Approach Open Water Approach Docking Total Weter Unload One Way Close-dn Trlpa/01y (24 ~
# Route Distance Distance Distance Type Speed Speed Cruise Time Time Time Trip Time Cycle Time Total Slack• Round Trip Time hrs) ;::

Woods Hole to Oak -
2 Bluffs 7.1 0.7 7.8

Freight Ferry Open (MV

2A. Sankaty) F/O 11 8 (avg) 0:39 0:05 0:04 0:48 0:30 1:18 0:00 2:36 1:00 6.5
Freight/Auto - Closed

28. (MV Islander) F/C 11 8 (avg) 0:39 0:05 0:04 D:48 0:30 1:18 0:00 2:36 1:00 6.5
Freight Ferry Open (MV

2C. Sankaty) F/O 13 8 (avg) 0:33 0:05 0:04 0:42 0:30 1:12 0:00 2:24 1:00 7.0
Freight/Auto - Closed ,. ',: (

20. (MV Islander) F/C 14 8 (avg) 0:30 0:05 0:04 0:40 0:30 1:10 0:00 2:19 1:00 7.0
2E. Freight/Auto• Closed F/C 15 8 (avg) 0:28 0:05 0:04 0:38 0:30 1:08 0:00 2:15 1:00 7.15

Currently Scheduled
2S. Trip Time All 11-16 0:45 0:30 1:15 0:00 2:30 8**

Notes: Docking Time: 2·3 mins for departure and 2·3 mins for arrival

Slack· · Extra Time for Maintaining Schedule Actual RTs/Day•• • Current Summer 1998 Schedule

Speed (in nm)
Distance (in nm)

Time (hrs)

X

X

2 mins
Docking
(Depart)

?

8
0.2

1.5 mins.
Harbor Channel Approach

(Departure)

-

Full Speed: 11 · 15 kts/hr.
7.1

0:28 • 0:39 mins.
Open Water Cruise

Total Water Trip Time

Total One-way Trip Time with Load/Unload

-

8
0.5

3.75 mlns.
Harbor Channel Approach

(Arrival)

-

X

X

2 mlns
Docking
(Arrive)

1

15 mins.
Unloading Slack Time

-



Trip Distance nm) Vessel Type/Speed (kts/hr.) Trio Time I in hrs:mins)
Harbor Harbor Harbor _,Poleii!Jal-

Open Water Channel Open Water Channel Open Water Channel Load/ Start-up/ Round
Cruise Approach Total Trip Cruise Approach Cruise Approach Docking Total Water Unload One Way Close-dn Tripi/Day (18

# Route Distance Distance Distance Type Speed Speed Time Time Time Trip Time Cycle Time Total Slack' Round Trip Time ll hrs)

3 Hyannis to Nantucket 20.5 4.9 25.4 "'

Freight Open (MN
3A. Katama) F/O 11 9.6 · 11.5 1:52 0:29 0:06 2:26 0:30 2:56 0:00 5:53 1:00 2.5

Freight Open (MN 0
3B. Kalama) F/C 12 9.6 · 11.5 1:43 0:29 0:06 2:17 0:30 2:47 0:00 5:34 1:00 3.0

Freight/Auto - Closed
3C. (MN Nantucket) F/C 13 9.6 · 11.5 1:35 0:29 0:06 2:09 0:30 2:39 0:00 5:18 1:00 3.0

Freight/Auto - Closed
3D. (MN Nantucket) F/C 14 9.6 - 11.5 1:28 0:29 0:06 2:02 0:30 2:32 0:00 5:05 1 :00 3.0

Freight/Auto - Closed ,,

3E. (MN Nantucket) F/C 15 9.6 · 11.5 1:22 0:29 0:06 1:57 0:30 2:27 0:00 4:57 1:00 3.5
Currently Scheduled

3F. Trip Time All 11-15 2:15 0:30 2:45 1:00

New Bedford Freight Ferry Study

Table 3.3: Route Operations Analysis: Existing Freight Routes - Hyannis to Nantucket 1/19/99

Notes: Docking Time: 2-3 mins for departure and 2-3 mins for arrival

Slack' · Extra Time for Maintaining Schedule Actual RTs/Day" · Current Summer 1998 Schedule

Speed (in nm)
Distance (in nm)

Time (hrs)

X

X

15 mins. 3 mins
Loading Docking

(Deoartl
I<

9.6
2.8

17.5 mins.
Harbor Channel Approach

(Deoarture)

Full Speed: 11 • 15 kts/hr.
20.5

1 :22 •
1 :52 mins.

Open Water Cruise

Total Water Trip Time

Total One-way Trip Time with Load/Unload

11.5
2.1

11 mins
Harbor Channel Approach

(Arrival)

X

X

3 mins
Docking
(Arrive)

)I

15 mins.
Unloading Slack Time



New Bedford Freight Ferry Study

Table 3.4: Route Operations Analysis: Potential Freight Routes• New Bedford to Martha's Vineyard/ Vineyard Haven via Woods Hole 1/19/99 ff
::s

Trio Distance nm) Vessel Tvoe/Soeed (kts/hr.l Trio Time ( in hrs:minsl e
"== "••=• ;,• rv.,.,,..,., !=;·

Open Water Channel Open Water Channel Channel Load/ Start-up/ Round rCruise Approach Total Trip Cruise Approach Open Water Approach Docking Total Water Unload One Way Close-dn Tripi/Day (20

# Route Distance Distance Distance Type Speed Speed Cruise Time Time Time TripTime Cycle Time Total Slack' Round Trip Time hr¦)
...

New Bedford to Martha's ?
Vineyard/ Vineyard

4 Haven via Woods Hole 18.1 4.5 22.6

4A. Freight• Open • 11 knots F/O 11 6.5-10 1:39 0:32 0:04 2:14 0:30 2:44 0:00 5:29 1:00 3.0
"

48. Freight• Open -12 Knots F/O 12 6.5-10 1:31 0:32 0:04 2:06 0:30 2:36 0:00 5:13 1 :00 3.5

Freight • Closed • 13
4C. knots F/C 13 6.5-10 1:24 0:32 0:04 1:59 0:30 2:29 0:00 4:59 1 :00 3.5

Freight - Closed • 14
4D. knots F/C 14 6.5-10 1:18 0:32 0:04 1:53 0:30 2:23 0:00 4:47 1:00 4.0

Freight • Closed • 15
4E. knots F/C 15 6.5-10 1:12 0:32 0:04 1:48 0:30 2:18 0:00 4:36 1:00 4.0

4F. Freight - Open - 16 knots F/O 16 6.5-10 1:08 0:32 0:04 1:44 0:30 2:14 0:00 4:27 1:00 4.0

4G. Freight - Open • 18 knots F/O 18 6.5-10 1:00 0:32 0:04 1:36 0:30 2:06 0:00 4:12 1:00 4.5

'
Notes: Docking Time: 2-3 mins for departure and 2-3 mins for arrival

Slack· - Extra Time for Maintaining Schedule Actual RTs/Day.. - Current Summer 1998 Schedule

Total Water Trip Time

-

ReturnSlack Time
2 mins 15 mins.
Docking Unloading
(Arrival)

>I

-

6.5
1.5

14 mins.
Harbor/Docking Approach

(Arrival)

20- 33 mins
Open Water Cruise

Full Speed: 11 - 18 kts/hr.
6

10

2

Channel

-

Total One-way Round Trip Time with Load/Unload

40 • 66 mins
Open Water Cruise

Full Speed: 1 I
- t 8 kts/hr.

12.t
10

6mins.
Harbor/Docking Approach

(Departure)

2 mins
Docking

(Deoanure)

?

15 mins.
Loading

Speed (in nm)
Distance (in nm)

Time (hrs)



-

Trip Distance nm) Vessel Type/Speed (kts/hr.) Trio Time I in hrs:minsl
·-·--·

?--·..-..,,'lillflU.t---·

Open Water Channel Open Water Channel Open Water Channel Load/ Start-up/ Round
Cruise Approach Total Trip Cruise Approach Cruise Approach Docking Total Water Unload One Way Close-dn Trips/Day (18

# Route Distance Distance Distance Type Speed Speed Time Time Time Trip Time Cycle Time Total Slack" Round Trip Time h,-) ,

INew 1::1ea1ora to
Martha's Vineyard via

5 Quicks' Hole 26.4 2.5 28.9
Freight - Open - 11

SA. knots" F/0 11 6.5 · 10 2:12" 0:20 0:05 2:36 0:30 3:06 0:00 6:12 1:00 3.0

Freight - Open - 12
SA. knots" F/O 12 6.5 · 10 2:01" 0:20 0:05 2:26 0:30 2:56 0:00 5:52 1:00 3.0

Freight - Closed - 13 ?.

SB. knots" F/C 13 6.5- 10 1 :53" 0:20 0:05 2:17 0:30 2:47 0:00 5:35 1:00 3.0
Freight - Open - 15

SC. knots" F/C 15 6.5 - 10 1 :39" 0:20 0:05 2:03 0:30 2:33 0:00 5:06 1 :00 3.5
Freight - Open - 18

SC. knots" F/C 18 6.5 - 10 1 :23" 0:20 0:05 1:48 0:30 2:18 0:00 4:35 1:00 4.0

New Bedford Freight Ferry Study

Table 3.5: Route Operations Analysis: Potential Freight Routes - New Bedford to Martha's Vineyard via Quicks' Hole 1/19/99

Noles: Docking Time: 2-3 mins lor departure and 2-3 mins lor arrival

Slack" • Extra Time for Maintaining Schedule
". Trip Speed includes benelit lrom lull tide lor an additional speed of 2.5 ktslhr

Actual RTs/Day.. • Current Summer 1998 Schedule

Total Water Trip Time

Total One-way Round Trip Time with LoadNnload

- mins.
Slack Time

<

15 mins.
Unloading

3 mins
Docking
(Arrival)

>I

6.5
1.5

5 - 8 mins 14 mins.
Open Water Harbor Channel Approach

Cruise (Arrival)

Full Speed: 11-18 kts

12.3 0.5

36 - 55 mins
Open Water Cruise

Full Speed: 11 · 18 k1slhr. + 2.5 ktslhr

Channel

Full Speed: 11-18 kts

2.111.5

38-63 mins
Open Water Cruise

10

6 mins.
Harbor Channel Approach

(Deoanure)

2 mins
Docking

(Deoanurel

?

15 mins.
Loading

Full Speed: 11 • 18 ktslhr.

Speed (in nm)
Distance (in nm)

Time (hrs)



Trio Distance nm) Vessel Type/Speed (kts/hr.) Trip Time ( in hrs:mins)
== ,..,r..,-•.,_

Open Water Channel Open Water Channel Open Water Channel Load/ Start-up/ Round

Cruise Approach Total Trip Cruise Approach Cruise Approach Docking Total Water Unload One Way Close-dn Trips/Day

# Route Distance Distance Distance Type Speed Speed Time Time Time Trip Time Cycle Time Total Slack' Round Trip Time (20 hrs)

New Bedford to Martha's
Vineyard/ Oak Bluffs via

X

Woods Hole

6 19.8 3.5 23.3

6A. Freight - Open - 11 knots F/0 11 8-10 1:48 0:22 0:04 2:14 0:30 2:44 0:00 5:27 1:00 3.5

6B. Freight - Open - 12 Knots F/0 12 8 · 10 1:39 0:22 0:04 2:05 0:30 2:35 0:00 5:09 1:00 3.5

Freight - Closed - 13

6C. knots F/C 13 8- 10 1:31 0:22 0:04 1:57 0:30 2:27 0:00 4:54 1:00 3.5
Freight - Closed - 14

6D. knots F/C 14 8- 10 1:25 0:22 0:04 1:51 0:30 2:21 0:00 4:41 1:00 4.0

Freight • Closed - 15
6E. knots F/C 15 8 · 10 1:19 0:22 0:04 1:45 0:30 2:15 0:00 4:30 1:00 4.0

6F. Freight - Open - 16 knots F/0 16 8 · 10 1:14 0:22 0:04 1:44 0:30 2:10 0:00 4:20 1:00 4.0

6G. Freight - Open - 18 knots F/0 18 8 · 10 1:06 0:22 0:04 1:32 0:30 2:02 0:00 4:03 1:00 4.5

Table 3.6:

New Bedford Freight Ferry Study

Route Operations Analysis: Potential Freight Routes - New Bedford to Martha's Vineyard/ Oak Bluffs via Woods Hole

Notes: Docking Time: 2-3 mins for departure and 2-3 mins for arrival

Slack' • Exira Time for Mainlainlng Schedule Actual RTs/Day-- • Current Summer 1998 Schedule

Total Water Trip Time

Total One-way Round Trip Time with Load/Unload

AelumSlack Time
15 mins.
Unloading

8

0.5

4 mins.
Harbor/Docking Approach

(Arrival)

26 -42 mins
Open Waler Cruise

Full Speed: 11 • 18 kts/hr.

7.7
10
2

12 mins.
Channel

-

40. 66 mins
Open Waler Cruise

Full Speed: 11 · 18 kts/hr.
12.1

10

6 mins.
Harbor/Docking Approach

(Deoarture)

2 mins
Docking

?Deoarturel

15 mins.
Loading

Speed (in nm)
Distance (in nm)

Time (hrs)



Trip Distance, nm) Vessel Type/Speed (kts/hr.) Trio Time I in hrs:mins)
-rv.._,.._...·-·-

Open Water Channel Open Water Channel Channel Load/ / Start-up/ Round
Cruise Approach Total Trip Cruise Approach Open Water Approach Docking Total Water Unload One Way Close-dn Trips/Day

# Route Distance Distance Distance Type Speed Speed Cruise Time Time Time Trip Time Cycle Time Total Slack" Round Trip Time (20 hra)
1 .-.ew eeororo ,o
Martha's Vineyard
/Oak Bluffs via Quicks'

7 Hole 28.1 1.5 29.6
Freight• Open • 11

7A. knots" F/0 11 6.5 - 10 2:21" 0:11 0:05 2:36 0:30 3:06 0:00 6:12 1:00 'ii 3.0
Freight - Open - 12

7A. knots" F/O 12 6.5 -10 2:1 O" 0:11 0:05 2:25 0:30 2:55 0:00 5:51 1:00 3.0
Freight • Closed · 13 IA

7B. knots" F/C 13 6.5 -10 2:01" 0:11 0:05 2:16 0:30 2:46 0:00 5:32 1:00 3.0

Freight • Open • 15
2:017C. knots" F/C 15 6.5 - 10 1:45" 0:11 0:05 0:30 2:31 0:00 5:02 1:00 X 3.5

Freight • Open • 18
7C. knots" F/C 18 6.5 - 10 1:29" 0:11 0:05 1:44 0:30 2:14 0:00 4:28 1:00 4.0

New Bedford Freight Ferry Study

Table 3.7: Route Operations Analysis: Potential Freight Routes• New Bedford to Martha's Vineyard /Oak Bluffs via Quicks' Hole 1/19/99

Notes: Docking Time: 2-3 rmns for departure and 2-3 rruns for arrival
Slack" - Extra Time for Maintaining Schedule

, - Trip Speed includes benefit from full tide for an add1t1onal speed of 2.5 kts/hr

Actual RTs/Day"" - Current Summer 1998 Schedule

Total One-way Round Trip Time with Load/Unload

Full Speed: 11 - 18 kts/hr.

z"'2
tl::i

< "'

?0?
.,,
....
"'C>Q'

?
n,
r,0::s
0;:l
;:;·

-;:l-,:,
"'
Q

?
?'-<::

15 mins.
Unloading

3 mins
Docking
(Arrival)

)I

6.5
0.5

5 mins.
Open Water Harbor Channel Approach

Cruise (Arrival)

Full Speed: 11-18 kts

12.3 2.2

36 - 55 mins
Open Water Cruise

Full Speed: 11 - 18 kts/hr. + 2.5 kts/hr

8.5-11.5 mi

Channel

Full Speed: 11-18 kts
2.1

Total Water Trip Time

11.5

38 • 63 mins
Open Water Cruise

10

6 mins.
Harbor Channel Approach

(Deoarturel

2 mins
Docking

(Deoarture)

r

15 mins.
Loading

Speed (in nm)
Distance (in nm)

Time (hrs)



New Bedford Freight Ferry Study

Table 3.8: Route Operations Analysis: Potential Freight Routes• New Bedford to Nantucket via Woods Hole

Trip Distance nml Vessel Tvpe/Speed (kts/hr} Trio Time7 in hrs:mins)
::s
;:;

·-·- '"' -
Open Water Channel Open Water Channel Channel Load/ Start-up/ Potential Round :::,

Cruise Approach Total Trip Cruise Approach Open Water Approach Docking Total Water Unload One Way Close-dn Trips/Day (variable ?.,
# Route Distance Distance Distance Type Speed Speed Cruise Time Time Time Trip Time Cycle Time Total Slack' Round Trip Time houra) (')

New Heatora to
Nantucket :::

B via Woods Hole 42.6 5.1 47.7 1-i::

Freight - Open - 11

BA. knots F/0 11 10-11.5 3:52 0:29 0:05 4:27 0:30 4:57 0:00 9:53 1:00 2 (21 hrs)
Freight • Open • 12

8B. Knots F/0 12 10·11.5 3:33 0:29 0:05 4:07 0:30 4:37 0:00 9:14 1 :00 2 (19.5 hrs)
Freight • Closed • 13

BC. knots F/C 13 10-11.5 3:16 0:29 0:05 3:51 0:30 4:21 0:00 8:42 1:00 2 (18.5 hrs)
Freight - Closed - 14

80. knots F/C 14 10-11,5 3:02 0:29 0:05 3:37 0:30 4:07 0:00 8:12 1:00 2.5 (21.5 hrs)
Freight• Closed • 15

BE. knots F/C 15 10-11.5 2:50 0:29 0:05 3:25 0:30 3:55 0:00 7:49 1:00 2.5 (20.5 hrs)
Freight• Open • 17

BF. knots F/0 17 10-11.5 2:30 0:29 0:05 3:04 0:30 3:34 0:00 7:09 1:00 3 (22.5 hrs)
Freight • Open • 18

BG. knots F/0 18 10-11,5 2:22 0:29 0:05 2:56 0:30 3:26 0:00 6:52 1:00 3 (21.6 hrs)

Notes: Docking Time: 2-3 rruns for departure and 2-3 rruns for arrival

Total Water Trip Time

-

ReturnSlack Time

3 mins
Docking
(Arrival)

>I

-

11.5
2.1

11 mins.
Harbor/Docking Approach

(Arrival)

98 -161 mins
Open Water Cruise

Full Speed: t 1
- 18 kts/hr,

29.5
10

2

12 mins.
Channel

-

Total One-way Round Trip Time with load/Unload

43 • 71 mins
Open Water Cruise

Full Speed: 11 • 18 kls/hr.
13.1

10

6 mins.
Harbor/Docking Approach

(Departure)

-

2 mins
Oocking

(Departure)

?

Speed (in nm)

Distance (in nm)

Time (hrs)



Trip Distance nm) Vessel Type/Speed (kts/hr.) Trip Time ( in hrs:mins)
.,_, __ , .. _, __ , -Open Water Channel Open Water Channel Channel Load/ Start-up/ Potential Round

Cruise Approach Total Trip Cruise Approach Open Water Approach Docking Total Water Unload One Way Close-dn Trfpa/Day (variable
# Route Distance Distance Distance Type Speed Speed Cruise Time Time Time Trip Time Cycle Time Total Slack• Round Trip Time hours)

I

New Bedford to
Nantucket

9 via Quicks' Hole 50.7 3.1 53.8
Freight - Open - 11

9A. knots F/0 11 8 4:24 0:17 0:05 4:46 0:30 5:16 0:00 10:32 1:00 2 (22 hrs)
Freight - Open - 12

9A. knots F/0 12 8 4:03 0:17 0:05 4:25 0:30 4:55 0:00 9:49 1:00 2 (20.6 hrs)
Freight - Closed - 13

.9B. knots F/C 13 8 3:45 0:17 0:05 4:07 0:30 4:37 0:00 9:13 1:00 2 _(19.5 hrs)
Freight - Open - 14

9A. knots F/0 14 8 3:29 0:17 0:05 3:51 0:30 4:21 0:00 8:42 1:00 2 (18.5 hrs)
Freight - Open - 15

9A. knots F/0 15 8 3:16 0:17 0:05 3:38 0:30 4:08 0:00 8:15 1:00 2.5 (21.5 hrs)
Freight - Open - 18

9C. knots F/C 18 8 2:44 0:17 0:05 3:06 0:30 3:36 0:00 7:12 1:00 ,3 (22.45 hrs)

New Bedford Freight Ferry Study

Table 3.9: Route Operations Analysis: Potential Freight Routes - New Bedford to Nantucket via Quicks' Hole 1/19/99

Notes: Docking Time: 2-3 mins for departure and 2-3 mins for arrival

Stack" - Extra Time for Maintaining Schedule

11
• Trip Speed includes benelit from lull tide !or an additional speed of 2.5 kts/hr

Actual ATs/Oay· •
- Current Summer 1998 Schedule

38 • 63 mlns 7 - 12 mins. 36 • 55 mins

Total Water Trip Time

Total One-way Round Trip Time with Load/Unload

ReturnSlack Time
3 mlns 15 mlns.
Docking Unloading
(Arrival)

11 mlns.
Harbor

Channel
Approach
(Arrival)

11.5
2.1

82 • 135 mlns
Open Water Cruise

Full Speed: 11 · 18 kts/hr.
24.8

Open Water Cruise

Full Speed: 1 t · 18 klslhr. + 2.5 klslhr

Channel

Full Speed: 11 - 18 kts/hr.
11.5 2.1 12.3

Open Water Cruise

10

6 mins.
Harbor

Channel
Approach

(Departure)

15 mlns. 2 mlns
Loading Docking

(Departure)

Full Speed: 11 - 18 kts/hr.

Speed (In nm)
Distance (In nm)

Time (hrs)



Appendix C

Shipper Surveys



Surveys Attempted and Completed

New Bedford Freight Economic Impact Study

Completed Attempted ID Name

1 1 United Parcel Service
1 1 2 Ascent Tech
1 1 3 Reliable Market

1 4 Raymor
1 5 Somerville Lumber
1 6 Sturtevant & Hook

1 1 12 Vineyard Propane"
1 1 13 Valero & Sons
1 1 14 US Postal Service

1 16 Yates Gas
1 18 Wainer, Sid & Son
1 19 White Bros/Lynch Corp.

1 1 22 Sun Transport
1 1 24 Cape Cod Express"

1 25 BE Byrne
1 1 27 Baynes Electric
1 1 31 BFI
1 1 32 Al's Package Store

1 33 A&P Edgartown
1 34 Amerigas
1 36 Carrolls MVRT*
1 39 Colony Insulation
1 40 Coastal Fuel/Glen Park

1 1 44 Cottage City Creamery
1 1 45 Cronigs Market
1 1 47 Cottle, E C Inc.
1 1 50 Donanormas Nursery
1 1 51 Dole & Bailey

1 52 Drake Petroleum
1 54 Glowacki, Walter

1 1 55 Stop & Shop Suprmrkt - First Natl.
1 1 56 Glowacki, Albert
1 1 57 Georgia-Pacific

1 58 MV Auto Salvage
1 60 Grant Brothers

1 1 61 Goodale Construction
1 62 Hallsmith Sysco

1 1 65 HN Hinckley
1 66 Island Lumber
1 67 Knife, L & Son

1 1 70 Harborside Triangle
1 1 71 Alliant/Kraft Food Service
1 1 75 Mike Lamb Inc.

1 77 MV Refuse Dist
1 1 78 Middletown Nursery

1 80 Nantucket Building Supply

Cambridge Systematics, Inc. C-1



New Bedford Freight Economic Impact Study
I

Completed

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

42

Attempted ID Name

1 81 Northland Cranberries
1 83 Nabisco Foods
1 85 North Atlantic Transfer
1 86 Noonan, JP Transport
1 90 Plumbers Supply
1 92 Robinson Supply
1 93 RM Packer Co.*
1 95 Island Frozen Foods
1 96 DB &S Lumber
1 98 Daniel & Rogers
1 99 Boe Gases (Airco)
1 101 Milhench Ind Supply
1 103 SBS Co Inc.
1 106 Flowers at Boarding House
1 108 Compass Bank
1 109 Liberty Cedar
1 110 Slyvan Nursery
1 113 Net Result
1 115 Hobart Food Equipment
1 118 Interstate Distributors
1 119 MelhadoCo.
1 120 Original Pizza
1 121 Winnelson Co.
1 123 Army Barracks
1 124 Hansen Electric
1 126 Coca Cola
1 127 Holdgates Nursery
1 128 Rose & Crown
1 131 East Chop Sleep Shop
1 133 DBS Dartmouth Build Supl
1 135 All American Meats
1 137 Perkins
1 138 Jordan's Furniture
1 139 Paterson Landscapers
80

I

I

I

I
Value in database:
Trips in database:

Value attempted:
Trips attempted:

Value completed:
Trips completed:

$563,910,800
28,622

$482,899,400
23,924

$338,000,000
13,286

100.00%
100.00%

85.63% (non-Cape-based shipments)
83.59%

59.94%
46.42%

Value completed to value attempted: 70%
Trips completed to trips attempted: 56%

* Also included in the pre-survey was Marine Lumber and Sid Wainer & Sons.

C-2 Cambridge Systematics, Inc.



Enter Customer Information:

Name

Phone Number

Respondent Number

Do you:
(ENTER ONE OF THE FOLLOWING)

1) Ship freight to Martha's Vineyard, Nantucket, or both

2) Receive items from MV, Nantucket or both
3) Receive freight on Martha's Vineyard or Nantucket
4) Carry items as a third party carrier

!Fake Name

!555-5555

What islands do you ship to/from
1) Martha's Vineyard
2) Nantucket
3) Both

What mainland town or city are you typically shipping to or
from? Providence

What do you ship to/from the islands?
1) Construction Materials
2) Food
3) Fuel
4) Waste
5) Other

What is the size (in feet) of the truck that you use for a typical I I

shipment? 45
::========?-

Where is the truck based (prompt island or mainland if I

necessary)? 2

1) Island
2) Mainland

How many shipments in truckloads do you make in a typical week?

Sus:?:?§3
Fall 3

Winter 3

What is the typical shipment value?

Who absorbs the cost of the ferry fare?
1) Respondent
2) Someone else
3) Don't Know

What is your fax number?

Look-Up and Record the Distance to Each Destination
City Ship to/From
Distance to Wood's Hole
Distance to Hyannis
Distance to New Bedford

100001

!555-5555

Providence

§0

2

t



L_

Choice Experiment 1

For Trips To/From Nantucket

(using truck 45'-49' in total length)
I

Hyannis
I I

New Bedford
I

Fare: Peak Off-Peak Peak Off-Peak
(6 AM - 2 PM) (2 PM -12 AM) (6 AM - 2 PM) (2 PM -12 AM)

Summer (May 15-0ct14) N/A N/A $163.00 $163.00

Fall ( Oct 15-Dec 31) & Spring (Mar 15-May 14) N/A I
N/A $153.00 $153.00

Winter (Jan 1-Mar 14) $374.00 $336.60 $136.00 $136.00

Travel to/from: Providence
Driving Distance 70 miles 32 miles

Estimated Driving Time 1 hour 24 minutes 43 minutes

Ferry Travel Time
(incl.loading & unloading time) 2 hours 15 minutes 4 hours

Schedule (# trips/day)
Monday-Friday 12 4

Saturday-Sunday 9 2

Seasons Service Offered Winter Only Year Round

Schedule Advanced Reservations Week Ahead Beginning of Season

Vessel Type Open Open

Valet Service Available (for $45) Summer, Spring & Fall

On-Island/Mainland Consolidation No Yes

Peak Off-Peak Peak Off-Peak

Number of winter shipments per week
I

I

-



Choice Experiment 2

For Trips To/From Nantucket

(using truck 45'-49' in total length)
I

Hyannis
I I

New Bedford
I

Fare: Peak Off-Peak Peak Off-Peak
(6 AM - 2 PM) (2 PM - 12 AM) (6 AM - 2 PM) (2 PM -12 AM)

Summer (May 15-0ct14) $163.00 $130.40 $407.50 $366.75

Fall ( Oct 15-Dec 31) & Spring (Mar 15-May 14) $153.00 $122.40 $382.50 $344.25

Winter (Jan 1-Mar 14) $136.00 $108.80 N/A N/A

Travel to/from: Providence
Driving Distance 70 miles 32 miles

Estimated Driving Time 1 hour 10 minutes 35 minutes

Ferry Travel Time
(incl.loading & unloading time) 2 hours 4 hours

Schedule (# trips/day)
Monday-Friday 6 2

Saturday-Sunday 3 2

Seasons Service Offered Year Round Summer, Spring & Fall

Schedule Advanced Reservations Beginning of Season Beginning of Season

Vessel Type Open Open

Valet Service Available (for $45) Summer Only Summer, Spring & Fall

On-Island/Mainland Consolidation Yes Yes

Peak Off-Peak Peak Off-Peak

Number of summer shipments per week

Number of spring and fall shipments per week
I I

l I



Choice Experiment 3

For Trips To/From Nantucket

(using truck 45'-49' in total length)
I

Hyannis
I I

New Bedford
I

Fare: Peak Off-Peak Peak Off-Peak
(6 AM - 2 PM) (2PM-12AM) (6 AM - 2 PM) (2 PM -12 AM)

Summer (May 15-Oct14) N/A NIA $448.25 $358.60

Fall ( Oct 15-Dec 31) & Spring (Mar 15-May 14) $191.25 $133.88 $420.75 $336.60

Winter (Jan 1-Mar 14) $170.00 $119.00 $374.00 $299.20

Travel to/from: Providence
Driving Distance 70 miles 32 miles

Estimated Driving Time 1 hour 24 minutes 43 minutes

Ferry Travel Time
(incl.loading & unloading time) 2 hours 15 minutes 4 hours 30 minutes

Schedule (# trips/day)
Monday-Friday 6 2

Saturday-Sunday 5 2

Seasons Service Offered Winter, Spring & Fall Year Round

Schedule Advanced Reservations Week Ahead Beginning of Season

Vessel Type Open Open

Valet Service Available (for $45) Not Available Summer Only

On-Island/Mainland Consolidation No Yes

Peak Off-Peak Peak Off-Peak

Number of spring and fall shipments per week
I I

Number of winter shipments per week
I I

-



Choice Experiment 4

For Trips To/From Martha's Vineyard

(using truck 45'-49' in total length)
I

Wood's Hole
I I

New Bedford
I

Fare: Peak Off-Peak Peak Off-Peak
(6 AM - 2 PM) (2 PM -12 AM) (6 AM - 2 PM) (2 PM -12 AM)

Summer (May 15-0ct14) NIA NIA $210.00 $210.00
Fall ( Oct 15-Dec 31) & Spring (Mar 15-May 14) $190.00 $133.00 $190.00 $190.00

Winter (Jan 1-Mar 14) $172.00 $120.40 NIA NIA

Travel to/from: Providence
Driving Distance 70 miles 32 miles

Estimated Driving Time 1 hour 10 minutes 38 minutes

Ferry Travel Time
(incl.loading & unloading time) 1 hour 15 minutes 2 hours

Schedule (# trips/day)
Monday-Friday 24 8

Saturday-Sunday 24 8

Seasons Service Offered Winter, Spring & Fall Summer, Spring & Fall

Schedule Advanced Reservations Week Ahead Beginning of Season
Vessel Type Open Open

Valet Service Available (for $45) Not Available Summer, Spring & Fall

On-Island/Mainland Consolidation Yes No

Peak Off-Peak Peak Off-Peak

Number of spring and fall shipments per week
I

I I



Choice Experiment 5

For Trips To/From Martha's Vineyard

(using truck 45'-49' in total length)
I

Wood's Hole
I I

New Bedford
I

Fare: Peak Off-Peak Peak Off-Peak
(6 AM - 2 PM) (2 PM -12 AM) (6 AM - 2 PM) (2 PM - 12 AM)

Summer (May 15-0ct14) N/A N/A $183.75 $147.00

Fall ( Oct 15-Dec 31) & Spring (Mar 15-May 14) $261.25 $261.25 $166.25 $133.00

Winter (Jan 1-Mar 14) $236.50 $236.50 $150.50 $120.40

Travel to/from: Providence
Driving Distance 70 miles 32 miles

Estimated Driving Time 1 hour 33 minutes 38 minutes

Ferry Travel Time
(incl.loading & unloading time) 1 hour 15 minutes 2 hours 30 minutes

Schedule (# trips/day)
Monday-Friday 8 4

Saturday-Sunday 4 2

Seasons Service Offered Winter, Spring & Fall Year Round

Schedule Advanced Reservations Beginning of Season Month Ahead

Vessel Type Open Open

Valet Service Avallable.(for $45) Not Available Not Available

On-Island/Mainland Consolidation Yes No

Peak Off-Peak Peak Off-Peak

Number of spring and fall shipments per week

Number of winter shipments per week

- -



FOLLOW UP QUESTIONS

QUESTION OA will only appear if they are a island based receiver.
QA If you were to use freight service out of New Bedford, how

likely is it that you would switch your supplier to someone
based out of or near New Bedford

Question # Impact on Cost of Goods Sold
Question 1

1A How much did your company spend on shipping services
to/from the islands last year?

18
What is the trend in your company's transportation spending?

2A

28

3A

38

Question 2

What share of the total wholesale/retail cost of your product onl

the island is represented by the transportation cost?

"------------------'
How much of that transportation cost is represented by

elements related to ferry transportation?

Question 3

What is the total retail mark-up of the goods you ship (carry) tol
the islands relative to the wholesale price?

.__ .....

What is the total retail mark-up of the goods you ship relative
to the retail mark-up of the same goods on the mainland?

3C How much does transportation cost, specifically ferry

transportation contribute to that mark-up?

3D1

3D2
3D3

3D4

3D5

What other factors contribute to the mark-up differential on the
islands (ask to estimate percent - prompt if necessary)?

a. relative small size of businesses on islands

b. seasonal variations in demand on the islands

c. lack of large discount chains or other competition

on the islands
d. businesses charging ''what the market will bear''

on the islands

e. others

Question 4



Choice Experiment 6

For Trips To/From Martha's Vineyard

(using truck 45'-49' in total length)
I

Wood's Hole
I I

New Bedford
I

Fare: Peak Off-Peak Peak Off-Peak
(6 AM - 2 PM) (2 PM -12 AM) (6 AM - 2 PM) (2 PM -12 AM)

Summer (May 15-0ct14) $78.75 $70.88 $183.75 $183.75

Fall ( Oct 15-Dec 31) & Spring (Mar 15-May 14) $71.25 $64.13 N/A N/A

Winter (Jan 1-Mar 14) $64.50 $58.05 N/A N/A

Travel to/from: Providence
Driving Distance 70 miles 32 miles

Estimated Driving Time 1 hour 33 minutes 35 minutes

Ferry Travel Time
(incl.loading & unloading time) 1 hour 2 hours 30 minutes

Schedule (# trips/day)
Monday-Friday 24 8

Saturday-Sunday 12 8

Seasons Service Offered Year Round Summer Only

Schedule Advanced Reservations Beginning of Season Week Ahead

Vessel Type Open Open

Valet Service Available (for $45) Not Available Summer Only

On-Island/Mainland Consolidation Yes Yes

Peak Off-Peak Peak Off-Peak

Number of summer shipments per week

l I

I
I

- - - -



4A Are there any changes that you envision for your business,
industry, or in transportation services that will affect your
shipping strategies?

Question 5

SA If you shipped out of New Bedford under these costs, travel
time, and service parameters, how would this impact the cost
of goods which you shipped to the islands.

1) No Impact
2) Would Lower Cost
3) Would Increase Cost but we would absorb the
difference

5A4 4) would increase cost, of which x% would be passed on
to island customers




